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The Peshitta to Nehemiah, A Textual-Critical Analysis 
Abstract 
It is agreed by those who have worked on the subject, that the study of the old Syriac translation of the 
Bible known as the Peshitta has not by any means been exhausted. Numbers of studies of great value 
have naturally appeared, especially in the years from 1890 to 1910, but two large gaps in Peshitta studies 
remain to be filled. The first lacuna felt by all who deal with this version is the lack of a critical text. Indeed 
a text of any kind can not easily be secured.1 
Some steps have been taken by different scholars toward filling this long-felt need.2 The first effort at 
collation of various texts was by Herbert Thorndike in Vol. VI of the London Polyglot of 1657. He cites 
only three authorities for Nehemiah, and his collations, though helpful, are in no sence an answer to the 
need. Many more manuscripts are available to us than Thorndike had at hand and the principles for their 
use are far better understood 
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The interest of t he &.uthor ·,.'c1 s f i::-d turnec't in t b.e direction .. 
oi t he textual criticism of t he Olci ~est2.;,1en~ in his days as a student , · 
at Westminister Theological Senina.r;:r 1:1~1ere also he. bege.n t he study of 
Syriac under Dr. Allan A. Ma.cRa,e. His interest was further sharpened 
a.nd basic princi~les of the art were given him in courses at the 
University of Pennsylvania under Dr. Ephraim A. S:;,eiser. To both of 
the above men and institutions, the author is bap:py to ac:niowledge 
his great obligation. It ...,,as Dr. Joseph a:, Reider of the Dropsie 
,. 
College, however, who directed the author's particular interest to 
the Peshitta as an important witness to the Old Testament text- a 
witness which has been considerably neglected. It is a pleasure to 
express sincere tbenks to Dr. Reider for his encouragement and direction 
in this thesis and for the very valuable assistance given in the planning 
and also in the details of the work. Further thanks a.re due to him 
. .,., 
for bis great !)8.tience with the author during me.ny hours of conference 
during the progress of the thesis. In1eed the author greatly appre-
ciates the i:ind coo:pera.tion and encouragement of all those of the 
Faculty of the Dropsie College in ma.king available to him its excel-
lent facilities for research. 
A word should be said by way of a~ology- for the appearance of 
the thesis. A Hammond tY!)ewriter was used which has interchangeable 
type faces for English , Greek, and Hebrew. No tJ~oe face for Syriac 
is now available. These machines are no lo~ger manufactured, their 
patents being taken over by the Coxhead Vari-Ty?er Company. They 
~1ave d isadva nta 5es also. The l,;:eyboard. is not q_ui te sta ndard. . A 
thin paper ~ust be used even to secure one carbon. As a result 
mistakes are freq_u.ent and corrections not always neat. It is 
h;ped that the aciv2.ntage of having the Hebrew pro~oerly t~ed in , 
will overbalance the rather obvious disadvantages of the typewriter. 
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A The Codex Ambrosi.:1.nus, photolithogra.phed ed-5..+,icn 'oy Ceriani. 
(?or co1wen.ience of r'!ier-~nce, t he versi! :. catior: of Lee's edition., 
whic' is approx itnat ~ ly tht~+. of the Septuagint, has been follo1Ned. 
It never di!:ier,, from ~IT 0y mor~ than a verae except in Chap.4 
where the numbers of Lee 1 3 ver~es are six IllOre than those o! ¥T# 
because in Ike Cha;rte·r 3 has only 32 v·er3es) 
LXX H. ;3• Swete, The Old T~strunent in Greek. Any variations from the 
t~xt o! Swete !"crund in hia app;ratus have been cittd as GA, etc. 
occasiona lly Lagarde•~ edition has oe~n cited as G. 
AJSL The Arnerican Journal of Semitic Languages and Literature. 
BASOR The Bu ll~tin cf the A~erican Schools of Ori~ntal Research. 
4 
JAOS Journal of t he American Oriental Soc•i~ty. 
JTS Journal of Theological stu1ies. 
ZAW Zeitschrift Ulr die a lttestame!ltliche Wissenschaft. 
Ann.tui.l BurrO'fs, .Annual of the A.~erican Schools o! Oriental :1esea.rch,No. XIV. 
'\ 
Chron i.cles ~ W .E. &>.rne :3, Anp?.ra.t us. Crit i~_1~ i,g_ Ch ron!,cl~~ 1n. the Peshitta 
~12!!.-
Psalter - W.E.Barr.es., The 1:~sh!,tta Psa.l~ei: Accord~~ to the West 
Syrian Text, edit~d wit~ !n_ Apparatus Criticus. 
Ezechiel - Cornill, J:a.e Buch d~s Pronhet~ Ezeoh i~l. 
Syr, Grar.i. - N~ld~ke, Kurz ,2:~fasste sy_rj,sche Gr~n.-ratik. 
other R~f~r~ncea Cited: 
3arr.es - Book Flevi ': \f of Haef ~H !)ie r.>e:n,itti'i d!!B a.lt~n Testamenteo 
J TS 23(1933 )330 
11• 
- "On the InHu':!nce of t~1e Septuagtnt cn t h ~ Pesh:itta".,,JTS 2(1901)197. 
Baunann -"Die Verwendbe.rkeit der Pesc'hita zu:1 Buche Jjob !tfr di<! Textkritik", 
ZATI 17(ld93)5C5f i , 19(19oc) l5!f. 
Bloch - "The Printed Text ,, of t he ?esh itta !;la Test ·_rre nt" A,TSL 37(1921)13off. 
...: I .. , ,- :. ·, ..., : . 
.,,. \ - ..,. J ✓ J' --.;' .... 
Diettrtch - Ein ~::~t_'tll Criti_c u§. .Er :_e3c h_itt.J!, .E2 ? rnnhet_~l} ~a., 
3eihe fte VTIJ., ZAW (1305). 
Driver - Mote s on the ? e b rew Tex-!: of t he Books of Sal:'.lu'!:'l ( 2nd ed.0xford 1923). 7 ,- , _-":) -- --- -- - - ---
Haefeli - ~ Peschitta des a lten Test ~~ente3 1! Band. l Heft alttestament-
liche Abhandlung;en. 
Hawley - ! Critica l Exami:riat i.Q.!J. o! t he Pesh itta Yerafon of the ~ tl Ezra. 
Heller - Untersuchung ~ _4ie Peschitta .m~ gesa ~ten nebraisg_11,e_:t1 ]3i bel 
(Berlin., 1311). 
I.asar.ie - iur avrischen_ TJebersetzu~g des Buc 1,~ s der Richter (Erla?1gen 1901). 
Montgomery - Review of Hawley.,A Critical ExcU!ination et~.JAOS 43(1923)432!. 
I 
:'Testle - rrotestanti3c!1e Peal~nzyclcp~die (3rd ed.) III, 170ff. J.f.' 
!foth ]2ie isra.eliti.sch~n Per3onennamen (Stuttg~.rt.,1928). 
Perles -
i 
... 
Analekten zur Textkritik d.es a~ Testar1entes. ' 1 ". 
'Pinkerton- "T:-•e Orig:in and ~a,:rly H~story o! t~,e Syriac 1'entateuch JTS.,15(1 314)14! 
........ 
'Rahlh - "Beit.r!ge zu:-- Textkritik der Peschitta" ZA1V 9(l8S9)16l!f. 
Rosenwa.sser - =er l~xicalische st.,f! der Kl!Jni~sb1'che-r de~ Peach itta. (Berlin 1905) 
Sehonfe ld.e r 
Techen -
Weigle -
Onkel"s und Pesch5.tto (Munich 1869). 
S:zri3ch-h~bm i3ch~ Glo9sa r .!.U.r de!l Psc.L~ nacir:.. d~r Peachitta. 
ZAW (1897) l29f! and 280!f. 
Introduction to the P.evise1 St2ndard Ver!~~~ o! th~ ~ew Testament. 
V:ellhausen - Gett :.ngen Gel!hrte Anzt>ig~n. (1833 ) fTo. S • 
.a_ .:, -:-,_ ort ~:.sto?2 of Syric.c L1:t_~r.;;:t ·.; re. 
\ 
hav~ nat 1rall 37 apr,ea r~•i, eap'!cfally in tht> y~ara f~1'n: 1~30 to 1310, but 
felt, by all 1.,;ho d~al 1.vith thi3 v~raion is the lack of a C!'i.t ical t~xt. 
l 
Inieed a text of any kind CAn not ~asily ~e secqr~1. 
Sor:e at ep·3 have be~n taken 'by dil f e re!lt scholE\.rr._ t o-mr'i filling 
2 
th i3 long-! e lt ne~ d. The first effort, a.t ·colla:tfon o! various texts 
was 'r. y Her'o" rt Thorrl'iik~ in Vol. VI of the London Polyglm. o! 1657. ~e c itea 
only three autho!"ities for Nehemia."-1, and his colh:+:iona, thougl-i helpful, 
are ~n no sen3e an M3We!" to the need. Many ~or~ l!:anusc !"ipt-1 a!'~ avftilable 
to us than Thorndik" had at hllnd and the principles for th!'i r use are 
far better under3t ood. ..., 
,l,. 
in th~ Peshitta 'lersion. Tr.is hoc •. is r.ot a crittcal ed~:tfon, but ,ms 
an ir:iportant s+.ep in tha.t d~r-!ction as 17 rr:e.nuac !"iptii ,ve!"e collate1 l'!.nd "'· 
princdple3 'lt'ere $Ug~~ted '\1h '!ch sh,,uld b!! !ollo~ed in p~paring a er! tical 
(1) The writ~r wa~ in!onued in the !~11 of 1944 oy t~e publisher3 that 
the most co1w:.:on ~ii-+; ior - thE\.t by 3'"Jnue1 Lef! - is out of pdnt. Second 
h1rnd copie3 o! thi.s or o: the Lcn:ion Polyglot 9.!"~ qu:!te scflrce. 
(2) ,aehli in Die Pe:3ch i tta :ie3 a .hen Test~ffient°'~' "'• 2, has collected 
aoroe rercarka oy Neatle :: in 1897, Du11al in 13c7, and fu.rnes in 1897 speaking 
or the need or a crit"..c?.l tex~ and t:ie posa~:l')Uit!es o! ~aving one. 
3 
pos : Hc.n - to produce a critical edition. ~e collat'!ii 19 manuscrl.pts for 
th~s work ~ lb o! wh~c h contained only t h ~ Psn l'+;er c> nd mhc~llaneous 
r.yrun3. The ch urc h !atl0 ers, printed ed:!.tion3, and ccllections o! Syriac 
JA.adsora wer~ alao fully ut:!.lizei. 
In 1305 G. Diett rich publ b hed a critical appa.rat us to !sed.ah 
which carried forward t ~e work o! collec~ing mat~rials !or a critical 
4 
t-!xt of t he w'!-loli? verdon. Barnes in a r~vie'll! o! Diettrich 1 s ,,or~~ calls 
5 
it a "compl~te and· final t~xtual c!"itic ;., l appar:, tus to Isaiah." 
Consi 1ier" "ble colla":'lng of rnatl'!r!al on ·0t-nesis and F.xodus was 
:,:f 6 
dor.e by Pin~er": on, "but a corop let e cdt ical apparatus '\ffis not pr,~pared. 
All the n:anuscrtpts o! Gen. and ~x. pr~or to t~e 10th centu ry (10 in number) 
were collated and certain conclus1o:ns drawn wi't h regard to the Jewish 
character o! an early t ype of text "fhich he clai~s to have isolated. 
so f a r prepa!"ed, but l"lent!on should b~ r.iade o! ~o :iae!eli's study already 
(3) tte had desir-?d "to construe-+; on t he oor.:bi -::~d -.vi denoe o~ ~stern 
ar-d ~e·stern aut ho!"i.ties a text ,vhich ,,-ou ld. z::rcv~ t o be older tha n t h e 
di.,1i3io'!l t et,_,:een t he F.as ": ~r~ 8.nd \rester;. tex4: :,." (p.xlv). 
(4) "'Sin apparatus odt i c n s zu r Pe Jchit t a zur:; Prcpho?ten Jesaia", Beihefte 11!!! 
of the !AW,(1905). 
( 5) J T S 7 ( l JC6) 46 5 
(6) "The Origin and 'ti'a!"ly H~s+,ory of t he S1•riM 'Pentateuch" JTS 15(1')14) 14!!. 
-~ .,~ ·· · - •_: :. ; 
- ----~ -- - -
aa r,. "PrGleg;or'l enc!. +.o a +.ert ual cri+,tcnl ~d i t~on of t :'1 e '!'esl-'.itt:a f r., be 
7 
pr~pa.red," Rnd give,3 <'\n e :rtr!!lc~ly :ielp!nl g~!ler.:tl t!lt!"oducti~n int o 
P'eahitt a study. Barn!:3 :'.n a revie\\' !'~f~rs to is as an "indisp~nsa·oh-" 
3 
br')chure "esp~cially st!'ont;; on the side o! Bihlioe;mphy." 
Dou1>tle :38 the pr~parat i.,n of e. c d.t icE'.1 edi't ion of th~ Peshitta 
will be long delayed. Bt\rnes ac1.ys r,f his ~ork on the '!'sc1 lter, "I have 
spent a considerable part o! rny best \OrY.in~ tirne durin g the p~st sev~n 
9 
years on the task." Nev~rtheless it see!'::a that as far as th~ r.:aterial 
is concerned, · it sho11ld not be too difficult to roA.ke at least a co~plete 
collation without the great l?.bor necessary for the pr~pa.rat ion or such 
a work on the Septuagint or New Te sta.rnent ,r;ere thousEtnds of n::anuscr~pta 
and othe!" witnesse3 a~ involved. Ther! a.re ot1l:, si:>rne 20 i?!!portant 
10 
P~shitt~ ~anuscripts of the whol~ Old Test~.r.:ent l'!lentioned by Hae!eli 
... ; ll 
ana Barr.es, and o! ther: g or F-ore are appa.rentlj' lat~ daught~r 
l:' 
manu~cripts o! one or t~o o! the r:or~ kport~n•- exee,lars, - These 
13 
autho!'a list, in adiition, two Pentateuch n:anuscript .J. Ont'! o! th~se has 
the apecial intereat of being dated in "the year of the Gree~s 775" -
th~ref ore 464 - anii thus being the oldest iate'.i Bib Beal" rnanusc ript knowr.. 
Then they rnention e.s being significa.!lt g mor~ n:ar.uscript3 on all i:ir several 
(?) op.eit.p. 3 "Prolegor-.enf\. :rn einer zu ht'!r3tellend~!l ter':.~ri+. ischen 
AusgRbe ·:er Pes.c!-1 itta." 
(8) JTS 29 (1325) 330. r 
(9) Peshitta Psalter, Preface, p. vii. 
(lo) op.i:it-~- b ;-;;ct ion "Die 11a.ndsch ri!te!l de!" ne:3c'!-:.it+a," pp. 74-86. 
( 11) ~n iq,!.t! p. 'l!:~:di 4, !f. and ~~hi t-t c!". ~sRl 'te r pp . b: -:icxiv. 
(12) i3arnes 1. n Ch ronicll!s p.vii de3r,rihe"3 t 'r, e lat~r ,:Rcobi+.e l'!l~nuscripts 
"eitrer 3.9 poor relati~; (if not de3cend•0 nt s) of t he .9nchan~n B1'ol~, or 
as +,ranacdp'ts of t ::.e Flor~nt:'...r.e ~(s. ,,,r a3 pa.~ly nn"! p~rtly the other. 11 
(13) Br -tt . flu s. i\'id , 14425. 
fot:,er:J, p,int~ ·L ~<ii +, i ,, n,3, en d c 1; 1 l ~c-:· or. s o: S7!"i..ac ~'asgora a !'"'? fe'?f :n 
'· 
reaource>3 for sn0h a work. Mnc h of the "!'o,'!-: ..voilld "'ave to be done in 
lngland and YtRly. It is t~ be hoped t hat the rr~nuscri pt trea~1r~a of 
Berlin, London, C,~lJridg:! 1 Rnd Milan han• escaped +.he ravage1 s o! 'ffir 
wi.th those which are probably saf~ in %ris and the ,.ra:tican. 15 
T!le second un!inis:-.~d +.ask for s"; udents o! the Peshitt.a ~ s the 
preparcation of ~• Syriac-J-Tebre "! index. The need "as exprened by Wellhausen 
in B3l6 and a !e,v index~ s to ind:lir i. dual books have been prepared. 
!n 1537, E. Techen published the first such index enti~led 
. 17 
"Syrisch-Hebnlisches Glossar zu den Ps~lr.ien nach der Peschitta." 
TJnfortunat~ly Barnes' critica l tdi-t:ion of the PsR.lt.er was not yet done. 
Techen us ed the Code~ A~b rosianuo ~s a t?a i s !or his index ~ith references 
also to !:P,tht'! 'a rt'!print o! t.~~ Paal+.e!' o! ~r:::ienius. .I. 
! n 1901 Arnold Lazar.1s pr~par~d a s~1t ilar !nde~ !or the Book o! 
lS 
.Tudg~:3 as his doctoral dis3t'!rl:ation for ~he TJn '.!. v~ra1.ty o! Er1ang"n· 
(14) Barne a in Pesh :l:tta Psal-+:t'!r, :r,. xliv, n:"'nt ions 51 Psalt,er Mss. in the 
British VuseU?'.!, 13 o! which ar~ fra~ents. t:ie onl,- !"ega?"ded 15 l.tss.!ls 
i mpcrtant. !n the C~bridge ITnh,. Ltbmry ar~ 6 ?sb~~!'3 only one of 
which he regar:is as tVcr+. r: y o f regti lAr c i tation. 
(15) It l!:ay b~ of int .:. !'~at. to Hst. h~r.-! the rr.a j or l!~nusc!'1.pts: 
Cede~ .,~brosiA.nua ( B 21 i. nf.) M4 la.n, 6th Cent. 
Flore!'l 't ine Cod~x (Laurent. Or. 53) Flnr~nct", 9th Cent. 
Buchanan Bible (rrn :tv. o.,,.T. 1,2) Camhrid~~, 12t:1 Cent. 
Vat. Syr. 253. Por•,e,aft~r 11th eent . (C!. Ba r :!".e ,1 ~hronicl~s p.x:dv on date) 
Brit . Hus.Add . 14425. London,dat'!d l-t64 (11e"1.~x. }1W-. ~ ryt, only). 
Sachau 90.Berlin,dl\t. e d 1654/55 (conh.'.!. ns only rhron.~zr.,reh.~ Est. 
or th~ canonical bo ,ks , );Jut ha s ,t n ir:port Ant typeo! te:rt). 
r.16) ,... ( ) 
·..;~ t ~. :1g~n G!!lehrte Anze i gen , 1899 No. 3. 
(17) ZA ~ 17 (1697) p.129f!, ~nd 230ff. 
( 18 ) '7u r ~~• r ~ sch en TTe b'!r , e+. z_u -:-1 ~ d~ s Bue!, ~s de!" E.~~"l,t. ~ ! • ( ii'rla~g~n, 1301). 
,. ' ..:ii _ ,"'-v ; .'."I 
!'XC~pt. f :,r ~hout 4C of th e :" Os~ co~>J on ,vo r ds such as ~j.:O, )}, ~, 
In hi3 disc".lasion he se!rn:3 to gi,,e too ~uch '!feight to the value 
o! t he Mosul edition and too l ittle to Codex A. As to the !-'oeul edition 
he a.rgu~s that it h ir.iport :~nt where it departs !rorn t~e rJrmia edition19 
but do°'s not !ollow MT literally. !-!e finds in Judg-.s, fifty-five cases 
of suc i, departur-. ! ror:: the Urmia e:iit ion, for<!;y-!ive of which show 
a~ree.::ent v;it h MT. {Es pee ia.lly striking is Jud. 20: 20 whe:--e the Hosul 
edition reproduces MT literally against all other witr.es1Jes.) The • " 
remaining 12 cases he discusses as significa:it. He does not consi.der, 
however, the pos3\hle influence of th~ ,.rulgate on these o+,her 12 cases and 
t '·e eH-t:or of the !fo sul edition expressly says -i:hR.t ht- used the irulgate 
20 
along wit:1 other witnesses, according to the testimony o! Bloc~. !t 
would seem to b~ aa!-!r not to bP,se muc h on so ~clee4;ic a text ,u, the-
?-(osul edition is adr:itted to be. ,. 
As to Codex A, Lti.zarus argues !or a depe~dttne~ o! this witness 
on hIT because it makes a paragraph break a!ter Jud. 13:1,rearking it with 
a doubll' plus sign, and this br~a~ coinc!de3 ,r:'_t'."! a e'!.r.or brea~ in this 
place in 1-''!', ¢arked with a Sarlee:1. :-le points out t hat a break here is 
aga inst the sen~e ~rd the!'e!or~ the ,,rong division cor-c..l!;Or. to Codex A and 
H'I' a :c-guea t:1t\t "the wri:~<'!r of A had an exernpl.ir o! ~-'T bt'!'!ore h~l!l. n21 
(19) See p. 15 ! for discussion of the printe -i e<HH,,ns. 
(20) Cited on p.16 
(21) "Der Schr~ib~r von A ~~~ ~x~~pla!"" von !(~ vor s'!c~ ~e~ebt hab~." p. 7. 
-- •,.. ~ .. : ; ; · · _., ~-- ~ _ .. - . 
. ,,rr 
I) ! .. . . ar~ 
io·:.1 ~tle3s ".l ". }1 e:' e xplamrt ions l)f t he cnb c id.,.~ce. 
' 
3ook:J ·of Kin g3 as his :ioctoral dis3erlaHon at 
::,2 
0 -
.. ,e I"!:• Posenwass~r used 
as a text t he Codex An"b?"t)'3i.-.nus 1"'ith coelparis:-m of readings of t r.e Lo.ndon 
Mosul edition and the scholia o! Bar ~ebra.eus. 
Further studies have b~en prepared., but not as yet publis~ed. 
Ir. 1~35 Dr. Fronk 7irn.~errr..ann prep?.red an index on t~e Book of Job as a 
part c! h ~s doc+.oral dissertation at tr.e !Jropsie College. Pe also used 
Codex .Ara brosiar.us as a basis. Babbi Felix Freifelder is engag~d in 
prepa?'ing for- the Dropsie Ccll!ge such an index 'to the BooY. of Jeremi~.h. 
The thesis preaented herewith is based on a s:~ilar !nde:,c for the Book 
of Nehemiah. A fu!'ther ir.de :: -+:o +.he Book of !T Smnuel is being prepared 
by a fellow student at the Dropaie College., ~v.. Dor.ald ~glert. 
been preparej., +.he?'~ is one ir. 'the Ne,v Tegt~!n+, field that should be 
mentioned: O.Klein has published a "Syrisch-griechisches ,."1rterl.iuch zu 
den vier kanonischen EvAr.gttl ien" as ~ihefte 'X"{ilTT! of the ZAW~ (1916). 
The critical study o! the Peeh:'.t+,E\ text. of P~h~m~_ah here 
prts!nted also !ills a SI!!all but definit~ gap. The 'Peshitta can not be 
considered a.s I\ un:'.fonn V!rsicr:.' Fro~ studie:1 r:;ade so far., it appears 
the Bibl~ '.'forking 11Hr. d:!.f. re rent p?"i:'!c iples in mind. The ehl'.ract~!'istics 
of individual books must therefore ':le learned '-:ly stud:ring then O!le by on~. 
Even the da-½; e of t:1~ Peshitta. i3 obscur~. Tht> tir:e of "the 
-- ,; .· ... .... -/ . ~ • .. "t-\ ... _ - ·· -
., " 
. - _ ..... . . 
.?4 
~~:r.:e 3 1 book ne1h : t .~ n3a l~~r, he re~a rks t ~at t he ~:!.tn~sa of Apr.~tes 
h i rrportent f or t h ~ "p;e ne:-nl atte ,1-t:.at:4..on whic h th!! earliest 311rviving 
Syriac aut :i or g b'!'s to the Ol li 'ie3t .:irtent Pes!-: i t +.a a s a w1-ole. The !aet 
13 of very greRt hht.or~.cal irnport?.nc~., for it brings a dirt-et external 
evidence for the Syriac Psalter., practically L". a "-"e know it alr.lost into 
t~e ant~-Nicene age. 1Vhate,,er Rl'lhbul,t !'1R-Y h~we done -+:o th~ Ne,:,r Teatar:ient 
it is evident that he left the Old TestcU!.ent alone." He alludes to the 
25 
remark of Barnes that Septuagint in!luer.ce in the Pesh itta is "sporad!tc" 
an:i declares: "surely all this points to an autho!"itative revfaion, mde 
to ac c ol!ll!lodate the- Syriac her-! and ther~ to the Greek· ••••• So far as 
our scanty historical authorities allow us to see-, Palut f; ounded (or 
• 
re founded) the Cc,t:,olie Chu!'Ch in r-: rtessA. about the y~~r 200 .4. D. At the 
ti:!c e o! Palut 's rn.issior. a tran3lation o! the Ol ·i Test ;, mer.t f ror.i the 
' . 
. ~ .. 
-t 
~ebr,w into Syriac '.ffl.S in e ~iatence !or i+.s in!luence is v!3ible even 
in the ea?""liest Syriac V-!'r~ions of i:~e Gospels. But it seel'!ls to be the 
work of a Jewi:sh n::- ,Te..vish-Ch rist '!.an s~hool •••• T~is Old Testal!lent Peehi tta 
of wr.ich we have now in De. Barr.es' PsRlter a ~ell ed~ted speci~en, 
represents a slightly revised fom t>f an original translation !rol?l the l 1e-
tra.nslat, ior. fror11 the Hebrew. The ori;p.nal translation ce-.n hardly be 
lat~r than the rr.iddle of the 2nd centu r y A. D.; '!fr.He the revis~on which 
(23) ! ~ m. atoi:_y _il Sv r :!.~ L'!.terat..ur,~. 
(24) JTS 6(19C5) 256. 
(25) JT3 2(1901) 137. 1 ~ 
... . 
n:a;' be d.e.t ~ :i. .,. i t h some confide r. c~ t o a.b u t t :, e en d. ry: t:,, e 2:'ld c~n+. u r y . " 
oldest of rill C'h rfat ia.:'. "er3ions ••.• For St. Ephra:k 1 ( d. 373) t h ~ Pesh itta 
is alrea dy an old work. Th tt recept '!.on by a ll Syr::an :3,:> cts, wh:.c'h othenise 
its a.t ove-~entioned !'elation to .. Tewish tradition." 
" •••• not improbably a reonw::ent o! the learning 1U":d zeal o r th~ Ch ristians 
of Rdessa. Possibly Jewish convert .'l, or even ,Jews tco'.-'.' part in :tt." All 
will not agree that it was o! Christian a.uthors~ip. Pin~erton in an 
28 
analysis of th~ text o! Genesis and Exl)dus cone ludes ''The Syriac 
versior. of the Pehtateuch was !!:ade by a Jevr (or ,Tewa) for the use o! .,Tewa, 
ita chief charact ~ristic being fait h fulness to the H~b!'ew original. The 
Christian Church took over this version, e..nd acting in acc6rdance ~1th 
exegetical principles current. at t he ti~e, as ~~11 as ~ith the genius of 
th-! language, it. g radually M:plifi!d and i mproved the style o! the original 
·-· > 
translation." Pemaps Pinkerton concludes rnore t!'lan his e ,,idence allows, 
but in ger.eral he agrees wit!l the Obi:Jervation o! Eurkitt that th~ earliest 
form ·o! the text of the Peshitta was a !!,Ore literal translation. T1-: is 
translation was then roodif ied O!" revised resulting; in Et free r rei:e?lsion 
including eore Septuagint influence. 29 Rau?!lAnn in his study on Job concludes 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
(26) .fil!. 21.lttestal!len~ liche Lite rr.tur (Leipzig 1368) p. 264: "Die Peschitta 
1st woh l die lflteste aller ch ristlichen 13i beh'1be!"s~t zung~n ••• ~r den 
".1eHigen ~ph rail'.':. {ges-t. 373) 1st die Pesch~ta denn auch schon ein altes ?erk. 
F~r ei:: hohea Alte?" spricht auch die Recep-t:ior. oei aller-. syr:schen Secter. ~ 
di.e sic h doc 't son st unter eir.arder s o d .t4:er has s-t:e n , und f erner das oben 
~argelegte- Verhlfltnis zur judische :: Tra di~io'.'1." 
(,~7) op.cit. p.3 
(28) "The Origin and Thrly History of the Sy rit-tc Pentateuch " .!'!'S 15(1914) l4ff, 
(29) "Die Ver:-;endbarkeit der Pe .,c'1 tta zu!".. 1'.?uc'ie J j r, 'r; !-"r die Tex~~ritik" 
?A~ l? (1338) 5O5ff. and 13(1900) 15ff. 
-:: . . : ~ ... :! : :- ·= ;~ .3:_;i.. \.. ' - 3 .. ,- ,. ., - ..-., ..I •._, • • 
the '."salt er h?. s peculi..ar eharacte,ist~c s d:!f:e!":::-1g !r')i-c all "the !"!st of 
a ne~ chara.cterfatic is "to b~ found. That char!!cte~dt ic is a dread of 
anthropomorphism ·tx-o!"! which t!'le Syriac translators o! the Pentat~u:h wett 
fr~e." Th i9 cone lusion cf Ba.mes ~ay not sr;eal-: aga!nst a. f airl_y un~ !orr.:. 
liturgical use, r-.ay well have b~~n tra~slatei sepa.ratel;' or t.horoughly 
revised. We may compare 'the situa-t:ion on 1:h~ ~s?,l-1:.e~ o! the Vulga"te 
version whi~h alcne o! all the bod:a '!ffl.:3 -f: ?"ansla:ted by ._Tero?::1e fror1 the 
Septuagint. Driver31 calls attention to the vary~!'lg charac1;-er of the 
translations of "the i?ld:!.v!dual :,ocks: "Thua +.he translation o! the 
Pentat~uch, !or instance, of+,en adh~re:J clos~ly to ancient Jewish exegesis, 
~-,:· 
... 
traceJ o! which are aho discernible in other books, especially in the 
Chronicle3, the t ranslat.ior. o! wh icr. hRs add it ions and embellishnents, 
i!!.parting to it qui":e the character o? ·a Tar~. Job on the other hand, 
is literal: while the transla~ion of ~~e Psal?'!s is stror.gly influenced 
deviate f rcrr. the Hebrer.." 17estle expr~saes h ::r.:sel! quit~ sird.larly 
(30) 
(31) 
{2r.d 
·-- - -
"On tr_~ Tnfluence of the Si-!)ttll'le;ir..-t: ort the Pesh-4..tta" J'iS 2(l90C-0l)l87. 
Not es ori th~ Hebrew Text of th 0 Eook2 of Si=muel. 
ed. Cxford-:-i 913) p. 11 i ·. -- -
+ " + r . • • v -+ 
-- - .. .. _ ·- ···· • la ~ge 
iJ "Th~ Pen'";;;..teuch follo-:v3 c-losely the 'tfe b re,v --:erl and ,~ew~sh 
exege 9~s; !3aiah E.nii the ~Hnor. Pro ... r.et ::; oent c1 in mucr from t.h>! Se ptuag.fr.t; 
Fu":h is pare" pr.rastic; Job is tra:-:slated ~crd !o!' .,.,-c~1; Ch!'onicle3 ~a·s 
quite the char2. ct,'!."r cf a Targun:; on the other hand, t,re Ta.rgur: to Proverbs 
has I!:ade use of ou: Syr~ac; the GreeY. translatior. see~s to have influenced 
the Psalter." • ft t 4-,. 
.. !t mAy. not be ar.ihs to rel!.arl: t!'lat t:ie concl1;afond with ~gard 
to t }!e varying char'ci.Ctc-r of the trar:sla:t. ions of the d:Hferent books 'M"ich 
are p1t forth 'by Driver e\r.d ~:estle and others, are bF-.sed or, the studies 
of dif ferer..t iz:di,,iduals writ i11g !rcrn 1659 on. !t is possible that the 
whole field coul.d be re-examined on the basis of ll\ter work and sc~e & 
' ear Ber c enc l u sions shown to be erroneous. Dif!ere?:'t invest ig11tors have 
use_d dif:f'e-rer,t 1':l~nuscripts or printed editio!ls !'.s a basis. D:!.!!erent 
-· 
.. 
studer.ts ~ay evaluate so~ewhat dif'!~r•n+.ly th~ e:-ct~rit of all-.ged Septuagint 
·1nfl1.l.enc~ though all l!l8.Y grar..t the presence o! a Httle such influence. 
33 
For in3t~nce, P.awley ir. hie study o! Ezra ccneludes that it was not 
34 in!luenced by the Septuagint, whe~as Sieg!ried r.ad thouEtt that :it u.s. 
(32) Protf:sh.nt. Feale?;~yclop~c!_!_e (3rd ed.) !T!, l7C "fo grossen ganzer. 
darf diese ?Tbersetzung als eir:e sorg!1!!!ltige, gute, g:etreue, de?!) Text sich 
a.r.sc!iliesz~r.de betrachtet werder:. Doer. giebt es z1ernlich grosze Unter-
scr. iede ur,'Ler den. ~d.nsel!'len Bi1cr-er!1. 
11!:er Pentateuc'-; !olgt eng der::. hebr. Text ur.d. der ludiscr.e!1 Esegese, 
~Tesa:!.a ur.d die ?.wal! enthal~en vtele3 aua der Septuagir: ta, Futh ht 
par-c:iphrb.stisch, Hio'o ~ort ft!r ~or+, 1'bertn.,g~n, die Chron:ik ist gPLnz 
targun:art:i gj ur,;~kehrt hat das Targtl!'.: :rn Pro,,erb:!.en uriseren Syr~r ber.ut :t • 
.Avf i en Psalter scheir:t die griech'!.ser.e "beroetz'.lng eingewirkt zu r.aber.." 
(33) A Critic;;,l F.xarnir.atior; of the Peshitta '!ersio:n o: th~ Boor. of ~zra,r4. 
(34) Es;,:, N~herd~, und J-:sthe;--¥.;;.~ko~·~:nt~.r.,P• 3. - -- --- -- ---
.. 
- _,T • + 
. . . . - .... 
individual t ook::i nmst oe st udie d one 'r.-~, on~ - and sn~'? res'tudie d - to 
deternir.e th~ cha!"c'\Cter of their- tnn9lations. T~is has be~n dcr.e !or 
many of the books, HaefeH g:hes 37 pages to ? , "Char-hct~rize.tion of fr.to 
36 text of t h~ Peshitta cf individual Old TestaJTaent books" in wr.ich he 
refers to the var:ous studies that have eppear~d and gives ruch ~ore 
discussion than do Driver e.nd Mest l e., quoted a b ove. He re!!.a rks concernir.g 
Ezr?. and Peherdah., •~io studies of these two· books have been prepared. "37 
!n this, howeve!", he WRs not altogether ccrrect !or already ir. 1922 
c.>..Hawley h~d published his Critical Exa~ir.ati£n of~ peshitt3 ~ersion 
Although there !s no Targi.rn on the Book of Nehemiah., a ~r.eral 
word n:ay be said about the influence of the '!'arguF.: s on the translations 
of t~e other books. More stu ri.y of this poin-t, doubtlesa is needed. Hadeli 
, 38 
sW'!ls up tne situation briefly: 39 Accordir.g to Schonfelder the Tareurt 
of Cnkelos appears to have in!luer.ce1 the Peshitta Per.t~teuch. As noted 
40 
above, it is usually held since tr.e study by Pinkuss that the -oeshitta 
forms the basis for the TargU1?: to Proverbs. 41 ChRir, Heller deniea any 
relation between the two versicns an,l !!Xplains appa rer.t depender.eies by 
a living ,Tewish tradition COl"..l?'.iOn tc both. Hae!eli wisely eoncludes his 
- - - -
(35) Haefel:!., op.cit.r,.6, quotes Er-h!'air:; ~nd ,!acc·b O! Ed~ss?. as expressly 
speaking cf "t ranslat crs" in t.he p:..u ra l. 
(36) op.cit. pp. 23-59, "Charak+.e-ris~erur.g ries Pesch~, t •.a-te~tes der einz~lnen 
ai • testaEl!nt lichen Wc}ier." 
(37) op.c1t. r.30, "~s liege~ ~b~r die beider. B~c~er r.e:r.e B~arbeitungen vor," 
(3s) op.cit. p.14. 
~39) Onkel_o1. ur.d Peschit~o (~'ur.~ch l s69). 
\4c) Die a ~r rJ.~ch! 1:')e~!let ~t~z d~~ ~r-rv~~b~e!!. 
(41) ~~!"suchung ~t!E die !='enc~~!--.~'.:: ~ u~ ges?.r'ter. 'l"e ':J ~1s~he!". B~i.ll~(Berl:!r. 1911) 
~2 
. ! a r a s 1: f: '.:! :' c-.. r~ r; o•: 0 !"'~-€~?1al .. ~ ~o re j e c+~ t ½'!r~ ? ... s 1.1!'!1'."lti.r:a~t~d." 
!r. ;:1or: e wa ;'s tr.e p r e s ~nt 3t udy :\.3 a co!!lpar.icn piec e tc ~awley 'a 
index a.r:d h i3 work di!!ers sor:.ewha.t in plan. Ra ;,ley's book was reviewed 
favorably by !~ontgor.:iery who gave br~efly aHitional suggestior..s o! special 
.. 43 
va.~ue. 
4' Hawley concludes 4 that the translP..tior. of F,zr,"' "is, in the 
rrain, carefully rea-i~ and t!"tle to th~ ,el'l.se -without. b'!'ing sla'Tishly litera.l. 
The trsr.slato: hR9 don~ exactly as we do in renderir..g Fre!'-eh or C'--e!'"ltan 
into Er.glish. On the other hand, in the !orr.::s of 't\.ie verb, especially 
in the suffixes., and ir. the addi+.irins ?.nd Ol'!lissions of the copula, a 
greater !reedon. is taken than we would like. Ho'.V far this cRn be laid 
at t h e door of the copyists we cannot say •••• !n the CRse of doublets, 
such as 9:7 and 10:l~, the bl~~ reust not be laid on the translator. 
These are more likely rr.arginal r~ferences which la'ter eopT!.sts put into 
the text." Further r.e argues tr.a": "th-. Peshitta versior. o! Ezra ns r.ot 
:,ir-
i fl + it"') n ~enced by th~ Sep,uag. n and elai~s that ther~!ore it ha~ a real 
independer-t value for critic is~ of F'I'. ?e gives a list o! forty-two 
instances '-\'here h~ thi rks the Pesritta has p~served the original reading 
and ,,.Tis in errcr. Sever"'l o! t!-1ese concern ~e~l!r vewel pointing. 
Probably several iro~ o! his exar.:ples will r.ot stand scrutiny. Montgo!!':ery 
differs with two a.nd. adds t hat P.at,ley 1 s exa.r.:ples of the rela-t:!.cm to the 
(42) op.~1+..p.14, n-:;-s wird Htr den ':!erat:.sgeber der Pe'3ch:!.tt;::. eine der 
sch 1,ierig9t~n Aufg~ben seir, 1 solche "irz} icher. ur.d v-.rn:eintlichen 
Eirlfl1'1sse au! die Pesch~.tta zu veri!izieren ur,d,sc!ern sie nicht 
ursr:~glich sir.d, als miber~r:Migt H.h:?u~eise?'l. 
~4;) JAOS_43 {1923) 432!. See 'the disc~ss!cn below p.l2Jf. 
,44) op.cit. p.10. 
(l.,.:,) op.c5.t. r,.4. 
an Blys is of t}1e departu re s c! the Syriac f ror~ ' '11' ci.nd a:r: e::q:. lexation of t hem. 
!l'1 +,h e prl!sPnt study t here hP s been cor,star.t l y i n mind +.h e 
The va riations of the $~r~.ac !roe-:. ll'l' have therefore be~n classified inst ead 
46 
of listed verse by verse as Hawley did., so aa to dete:nn'!.ne the errors 
made in transrnissio!l of the Syriac text., tl-.e extent of literalness of the 
original transla+.io~i ., the actual errors o! the translator., and the relat~cn 
of th~ Peshitt.a to other versions. These l!atters a~ dealt with after a 
preli1t inary chapter (II) which dee.ls '!'f~th the choice o! a t!xt to be used 
as ll b~sis of the discussion., in the absence of a critical edition. 
Fir.ally there are presented some conclt;sions based on i:.his study of 
Nehemiah., in line ?tith the suggestior.s of Montgor:e?"y in his review of 
?.awley's work., 'Rhich tJaY b~ of some a ssist e.nce in the judicious use of the 
Pesh itta in Old Tes-+:an:ent study. /. Sy!"i ac-:Ie'o~w ir.dex to Ner.emiah has 
beer. prepared to eor..clude the work and an appendix givir.g the collations 
with such other textd as wett avA.i lable. 
,., 
.,. 
(46) An instance of how classification~~ ~rrprove +.h-. usefulness o! t~e 
material collac+.ed rr.AY be c: i~ ed. qawley on p. 8 lists nineteen sets of 
letters wr.ich e.::-e interchanged in Ezra hy ccpyi~.s. Pe does not indicat:.e 
the relative frequenc y of these con!usions. In "'ehet!l'lah., rts ~ill be shown 
on p. 35 P,.nd p.51 ., t,vo of the9e eml",!)les c~ confusion oec 11 !" wit h gree.t 
freq1:ency; the otht!?"3 ar~ very rn.~ o?" do not occur at all in ~Teherdah. 
Aleo.,Hawley entirely disregards Codex .~m'brosfanus. Probably !"e±'e ::enee to 
this tex": ".ould hav~ cleared up a !e•'f r,! his dif fic:111 +.ies. He rel'1lttrks 
that the various editfor1s of t }~e 'Polyglots., Lee~ ;:, nd T!ro.c.e. are o~ equal 
vtilue for all prect ical purpo3es r\ nd says"! ha,,e used !.. beea1:se it is the 
most cnnver..tent." p.6. 
~- -·· 
., :2 
o~ Posen~a se! r ,~ ~n d Te ch e~ . t ~e 
·•. 
,.,ho": oli t r. e:gr c1.r;h e ri editi on o! ~:-i e Codex J-\p; ):) ro s .ia.n u s edi i: '! d. by Cerir.d he.s 
<' 
beer. use<l as t h e ba sis fo r t h e i ndex anri erit i cal stu d7 h e r e presented. 
F.derer.ces have been r-2ade , t o Lee e.nd the c ollat icP.s o: '!'hor:1d::.ke ,~here 
these are r.e~pful. Feascns should be giv ~n !or the choice of .'r:lbrosinnus 
especially because it was negle-cted 
Jt would be more natural inst~ad to ~ave used the h~ndy edition of the 
Peshitta edited by Saeuel Lee and published by t he British e.!ld :;'oreign 
Bib le Society, "ihich is probab ly !!lore f'asil;7 obtair,.a.ble ever. though 
now cut of print. Also snroe have questfoned tr.e value o! A. Wher, 
Ceria.ni 's handso~e edit ion of A appeare d in 1g76, Corr.ill spoke of it 
4 
as money wasted because he f~lt that the rn~nuscript had been revised 
throughout on the basis of the l~El.ssoretic Tex+.. !! tr:is were true, it 
would indeed be o! minor value for purposes o! Old Testa~e~t textual 
crit:icisl'!:. !t rJay be noted tha+. , accorrBne to a p!"iva'te letter to 
,, 
?.•-.--s. 5 Cornill lat,__.,._ t t "',.~ h h • d + r,. d • t'" .-..  , re rac ,e ,. :1_s . ars. JU gn:en, o. ,,o ex !' on ,r.e 
bl\sis l)f an E\.rticle b y F.ahl!sb and followir.g further study. ~mes 
hirtsel! regards Codex A :> s "cert!\ tnly the !!lost valuable autt.ority "Nhich 
we possess fo!' the Pesr.itta te··t of th-. Old Testrur.er.t."7 
Lee's edi~icn and the o• her prir.tei editions which have 
appeared leave ?. great deal to he desfred. The ! irs •: printed edi.t ior1 
----------
( l) op. c it • p. 11. 
1 
(2) op.cit. p. 123. The ir.d~xes prepared 'cy studen': s at t he 1Jropsie College 
have also been based o~ Ccd~x A. 
(3) vid. snp. pp. 13 ar.1 5. 
(4) Das· Suc h dea Pror,hete r, Ezechiel. (Leipzig; 1.: 86) p. ll+5 "Geld zur!l 
Fens-t:er r.inausga.wi::!"fen ." 
( 5) O;uot e d in r,;, rordc les p. :r.. 
( ) 
.0 
h:h 
(7) 
"Eeitrtle;~ :rnr '!'-.n'.: r'cU k de:r Pe scr, -l.ta. 11 7 .'i '!! 3(138;) 161!!. ~arr,es in 
P~:3r.it ta Psalt er 1 1.:,; ,. r; r e ~s ·.r,ith F2.h l i s en t r. e h b 't ory of tr:~ t~xt. 
Ch ron i cl~ s p . x xi • 
... . • .,. .. ·• ':! ~ ... - ,- . '-- ..J • . ... .. ... , • ,- .: ·,:'I - ,.,, ""I -~ - .. .... . 
... - .... -- .• ::i - . 
This t~xt ?ra. 8 r~ p r- ~n-t:~ ct :!r. the Lande~ Polyglot oi 
16:.-7 withcu -+: change except fer th .. a -i rii-i:ion o! e. !e•v t ypographica_l 
errors . i:n 1823 J..e~ e dit ed t he Pesh :iH E". fo r 1: !,e '>:i"it i sh and Foreign 
Biule Socie t y cla.ir:d.ng to ha ,.' e us~d oU manuscri pt s and to have 
presente d a c ri.tic c1. l text; but it se~l!s that his editing was not well 
done. He pra ctically reprinted "th!!- London Polyglot. The printed 
editions are carefully dhcussed b~, ~Toshua Bloch. 9 He st at ea that Lee., 
aniong ot:1er error3, gave too ztuch weigr.'t to the c ona·ents of Bar :!ebre.eus , 
and stat.es that "Lee's edition ccntaina e. le.tge nurJber cf re ,idings 
which h fl.Vf' practically no manusc?"ipt authori+;y be r: ind them." He charges 
it also with riany I!lisprints n~:i with no tr.croughness or system i.n the 
use o! the critical n:aterials wM.ch were available. !t represents., 
thus, a n::lxed text and not a good critical edition. 
According to Bloch, the ether :i:rinted e i itir.ms are net so 
muc·h better. Th •? fourth printe ·'l edition ,,,-as the TJrnia editicn o f 
. .,. 
Rev. Justin Perkins. 10 Bloch says of it "as regarris text there is a 
gref!t advanee?!,ent on I.et!'s eriition. !+. ~ust, however, be remer=be~d 
ll 
that this edit ion , of the Pesh it.ta is !121. independent o! that of Lee.• 
- - - - - - - - -
(8) Ea.mes in Chrt'r.ieles p.xv, !den+.i!ies t h is 1-·~s. as "Syriaques 611 
of th'! Bibliotheque ~!aticr: a. le;Par~s. He adds that "it eontafoed !?!Ore 
errors due to homoeoteleuton thar. any other of the Vss here e~_ted; and it 
was afterwards r~vised hy ar. t:>dit6r whc r.::ade ec-rreet ions in the text and 
supplied o~issicns in the ~Hrg:tn on a large sea.le o!ten without any · 
manuscript authority what.soever." 
(9) "The Printt!ri Test s o f the Pesr. i tta Cld Testa!!:en't: 11 ,AJ SL 37(1921) 136-1114. 
(10) ~tus Testame nt llI'i ~dace et ~eosyriace (TJ n uia 1852 ). 
(11) op.cit. p 140 (italics his). 
) ; .. ; t_ - ·:.; J ._., ~{-: '!' 
, ;::, 
.'?arr.e s .i._ believe~ th a t F~:-t : r. s ·.r1C' i: Ch r oni c l e s, Ezre • ., 
n Of t he only rena i ning printe d ~dit io~ , t he Mosul edi t icn, ~ Bloch 
l4 
says: · "ita valne for th~ textual c r it.ic :!. 8 ,.r~,:y sr:a l}, if any whatever.:, 
The r~asC'n for t :1 13 is tha~ it wa s isaued b:' Dominicans o! Mosul expressly 
for practical missionary purposes and. to repl~ce a r:ong Catholics o! the 
Syrian church the Protest ;,.nt editicn o! Umit1.. It was plainly said, 
Bloch continues., that the editor prepa~d it on the oasis c! t~e 
edition or t h e Prot"st~nts "and on a ?".lr<.nuscript l'Jf the seventeenth 
century having also be!o:-e his eyes the ~ebr~w, Greek, and Latin texts." 
Thus the !iv~ texts printed to dat ~ are all v~ry pcor for 
purposes or textual criticisr.i and ccndordance study. Tn 't.he absence 
cf a crit :cal edit ior! o! the Peshitta, it seerr.s wise to bas ~ wtrnt 
work is done, on th-. old. and valt:able Codex Aml)rosianus which is 
rather widely available, thanks to Ceriani, and is in a very legible h~nd • 
.• t:· 
·•·, The present study of Nehe1-d.ah s~er.:,s to bear out f O!' th is 
book also, the conclusions o! the a bove autr:ors ~ith r~ f erer..ce to the 
relative values cf Lee and Ar.i.brosianus. The t~c we?"e collated and a 
tz,blt- .o! the varia.t ions will be found in the appendix. '!t is of course 
true, as Cornill pointe-d out and Barr.es a~its> thP,t in ca.nr o! the 
places whe ~e A differs frore Lit does so in agr~e~e~~ wi~r. tte ~~ssoretic 
(12) "The Pesh :t tta. Version or 2 Kings" ,TTS 6 ( 19C5) 221. 
(13) Bitlia sacra iu~ta vt:.trsicner:. simpl '.l cer:,gue d~c : tu~ Pesch :!.t<t;a (l~osul 
1387-91). 
(14) op.dt. p.142. Ee quotes a privut e letter en th~ sub1ect. 
;_,-=: 11eer: I: z.r:::i ~\ , A a~ree s wi t:1 I.'.'!' 3;; times , t 1a t t ne r e.fore t ner e nad 
., 
ceen, a wide revision of A on t he basis of I t woula seem tha t . his 
proof could not have been complete unless he had cited also the number 
of instances - presumably lar6e- when A agrees with Land both are 
. . t ) l.'T' a0 a1ns ,., . • In the book of Nehemiah one is struck by the fact that in 
the large majority of instances A agrees with Leven in its vagaries 
against MT. There are also a nwnber of disagreements between A and L 
where neither agree with MT. There are also some - relatively few -
where A agrees with l.:T against L. This situation is exactly what we 
should expect in an older, better manuscript, and we silould not conclude 
to a revision of A on the basis of MT. 
Aside from the numbers of places where A evidently retains 
an older, better readin!! and therefore one closer to }JI', it is interesting 
< . .._ 
to note in Nehemiah many examples of names where the form of A is 
intermediate bet·i11een L and i~T. If the same name has one part where A 
and L agree against MT (and are obviously wrong), and another part where 
A and MT agree against L, it stands to reason that the part of the name 
where A is correct and agrees with MT is not the result of a revision -
for the balance of the name still needs revision. Rather it is a good 
early reading preserved in A, but lost in later slipshod copying, 
appearing corrupt in L. 
of a ~-.ord a.re ~i verr nerewi t h: 
3: ? i ii' / A I O i--J 
T \. • 
(cf.10: 14 ~~r~ /A and L Lli) 
It is furthermore instructive·. to note that when A agrees with 
1!T against L, the disaireement of L is often seen to be of a ty~ that 
admits of easy explanation as an error by· a later Syriac copyistaf the 
L text. Instructivelyr the inner Syriac errors both of this kind and 
those deduced witnout the evidence of A, are often of a type directly 
attributable to the Estrangela script . rather than the Jacobite. Of ~ 
course some letters like Res~and Daleth are quite similar in both 
I... 
scripts, but others like Ayin and Gimel are quite similar in Estrangela, 
bSt not in Jacobite. Errors concerning tnese latter letters are therefore 
particularly interesting. The following are selected examples of cases 
where the disagreements of Lare easily explainable as due to later 
copyists: 
?:53 p~::;p_; / -00:)0:) L ...OQW (simple haplography in L) 
10:24 ~~?$ / ~ 
12: R ;-; 't'i: / 1 , µ 
r:-· ~
12: 18 Nily / I; µ 
T; ·; 
12:34 i7;·tt / ~ -...., 
(see p.35 for the -V/....:Jvariant) 
T. 1.0,., Q, 
L ~ i µ (This is Ezra the scribe) 
r. 4Y>r-3 
I ~ 
..... , - , 
• r "I I •r, 
--- 1-""" ··- .. 
all J. if fe r. :!:n many of these, i I not ruost , t. e e~rcrs of L and A are 
easily exflainable: 
3:10 ii'1'1 l, µ; r j__, i-w TT : ( .• see p .35 for- other examples of this) 
7:51 no:: I 
__,~ L ~?:19 
-" -r 
10:~ ;, ,,:,, T! _}I I J.__.~ L )-_,~ 
There are only eleven cases where L · a6rees with MT against A. 
These will all be listed here for completeness' sake though they will be 
discussed in their proper categories in the chapter on Names. It may be 
said that the errors in A in these eleven cases are of an occasional 
nat11re not always easy to explain. They may be peculiar defects of this 
codex not in general shared by the other members of the A fa.mil:,. Ho·Never 
a few of the odd readings appear in Thorndike's apparatus, and family 
relationships among .the Syriac manuscripts are not very clearly known, 
so·· not much can be said. 
3: 15 ilfn-'iz / ~ 
· T 
3:15 r;~:p1 /.s>aJ}->J 
3:17 i1i'~'? / ~ 
.. -
3:24 7?9 / IJ ....... 
TT ~
7:7 c~n~ 
7: 11 
'. 
..,~'i ~ 
- · 1 T 
I pol-u 
I ~ lQ.J 
10: 1'7 iH)j_ / ! oµ 
• 
L h->•~=> i 
L ...oa.)µ 
L II « '-0 
... h 
L ~ 
L ;PO-u..J 
L .:)) QJ 
t f • 
i ;o~ 
11:'7 n:,;~ / ~.(D).J L ~,.rt>\'D Thorndike cites another Ms: tLf:a'\.J 
1 ,, 
'];~ / , 12.: ~!--'-'( , . ~ I .!.•-: r----- l 
;'i ' ::~ ,; I w ~ I,; I 12:8 / L__) i-? T: 
., 
12: 22 ., -- , ;., · , · 1_ I ~ r-' Q.; L ~ 0 1-1 
By way of s umm3ry of t he above data on r.a.me s, it can be stated 
that there are approximately 75 instances of significant difference - not 
co..intin6 vowel letters except for special reasons - between the names of 
A and L. Of these, there are 11 where L agrees with r.'.T a,::ainst A; about 
30 where A aii; rees with UT against L; and about 35 where all three disagree. 
The trJe state of the A text is not seen, however, un~il we add that in · 
abo1.1t 175 cases A ~oes with L a6ainst MT. From these figures it is quite 
apparent that A is better than L, but that it still is rather corrupt. 
It certainly has not been revised on the basis of MT for it still shows 
about 220 cases of disagreement with UT out of a total of around 850 names. 
The study of the text of the Peshitta of Nehemiah aside from 
the~ names leads us to the same conclusion with regard to the value of A. 
Here we may mention 11 .. instances of actditions, omissions, or 
misplacements in Land A which are rather clearly due to blunders of 
copyists~ In eight cases A is superior; in three L has the better tei t . 
They are as follows: ~ 
t 
5: 14 rLL ~ ~~o \~ .!.iv ~- A omits the words~ ~~ ,~ 
by a clear case of homoioteleuton. L preserves the correct text. 
7:5L:l.tl/o (~p) oO-~~ n .. :)iJl~ l~ ~lo.L omits the f :o,ur 
words ~lo l ~~ crO oa\.ro~ probably by homoioteleuton. A has 
t he correct text. 
' l •. -. . 
~I 
! ~ 
-..7\J , jLfo. -~ c:r. i ts t:-ie fi ~s t t :r,o ;;orris 
~hich ct o not appear in ET ar.a were doubtless aactect as an 
explanatory ~loss in L. 
six words clearly by homoiotele uton. A is correct, agreeing with 1.!T. 
8: 13 ( o ~ Ll} ~ U, A omits these words thus agreeing with 
1.~T. i. has a~parently added tnern as an explanatory gloss derived 
from the similar thought in verse 11. 
8: 1.::J ~ 0)01:) ~ .:)L1 'P~ lQ.\.':O.Il.J!O. A on:;its the last four 
words which are not in i\'.T and a!'e probably an explanatory gloss in L. 
9: 4 ~ ho J, 1 "')t7c, L ~ 0010. A omits these tnree ~a:::es ,,hich are not 
-c 
--. 
found here in MT. They were inserted by an~ copyist _from verse 5 
. in order to harmonize the two lists of Levites. Interestingly, A 
differs from l,1T just enough, in the treatment of the preceding 
na.ILes to show that there has been no revision of A in tnis spot. 
U: 1~ • 9 CD( ~ --'~l ·;) .These words which belong after the y 
12:31 
word ~ are placed six -~ords too early and put after the somewhat 
similar word J-, ~ in L. It was perhaps a kind of homoioteleuton 
in L. A preserves the true text. 
( QL)30 ~ ~o. These two Y(Ords, standing for D'~"j~ i'':iQ., 1 
a.re orni tted in L for no apparent reason. .A is correct-approximately~ 
eight words are repeated verbatim in A by hcmoioteleuton.L is correc't. 
A :- - r: 
_ _, . . .. ,, 
\ 
I 
F~ ·. 
h ,:- / I - 'i . !" \'"? ~Pr l-i::ir::s -- ;;;- -x r 1 ::, r, ,:, ·"or '/ 
~us t veiore J.- J..~ ( i'-4-4' .:.-i ..., _ __ ._,,. ..1 ~..:, ~u ~ ~ .l. ,;..c, t ~;:.;.,l.,. .., 
., 
6lcss . 
maJ have felt tne obligation to ex plair: tne sit uation of t he ' 
dee1icatory ~recession wnich was star.ding upon ooth tne wall and the 
towers. In ar.y case, L preserves the correct text • 
. The net result of consideration of the above evidence is that 
A in Nehemiah is an indeper.dent ar:d a most valuable witness to the original 
Peshitta text. It reproduces many of the old errors; it adds some of 
its own; yet it helps us to rectify nmreroJs other errors that later 
crept into the style of text represented by L. As Earnes p~ts it "The 
agreement ·of the Codex Ambrosianus with the fl'.assorets is no doubt a 
fact, but the whole truth seems to be that ~ ~ fQtwed ~ ~ ~ 
Maesoretic ~ ~ Qis~cree § freguentli: n!h ~ prese:;t prioteg 
~-" 15 We are therefore fully justified in using .A as a basis for 
our stu.dy in Nehemiah, but other readings will be compared and occasionally 
they will be found to improve the rei(iing of A. 
.. e 
(15) ~tQOiQle§ p. xx iii, ( italics his). 
ca· 
t 
" 
k 0 
.. 
the orc ce r- ~se cf tne E=·esnitt~ i D Cij_ Testament st~cty i t 
L L 
... 
is first r.ecessary to Kr.ow now fa. i thfully its text has been trans_mi'tted. 
As will become apparent or. furt her stJdy, the Feshi tta. text has Si.lffered 
oor.siderablJ in the hands of its copyists. Some of the errors made in 
transmission can easily be i dentified by a comparison of Land other 
text witnesses with A. The important examples of this have been 
considered in the previous chapter. Other errors of copyists can be 
spotted with practical certainty though all our textual witnesses a.~ree 
in the error, simply because the reason for the error is apparent. 
Certain cases of metathesis would be examples of this type of patent 
inner Syriac error. Other errors of transmission may be suspected, but 
their .cause must remain conjectural. 
The errors of transmission considered in this chapter will 
;x; 
be classified as inner Syriac errors, additions to the text which clearly 
occurred in the process of copying, and omissions by copyists. In the 
following chapter ?n personal names, additional material will be presented 
bearing on the matter of the transmission of the text. Over half of the 
. variants of the Syriac names from UT is due to copyists' errors. 
1. ~ Syr1~ Errgr~. 
a) 2:13 and 15 i~ / ._2.Q) LXX a~v~p lpwv (which is often in LXX for 1~~). 
We can not be sure what h~ppened, but the LXX reading clearly supports 
the Eeth of kT. 'Jui te likely the Syriac was ori~inally ..:ko changing to 
µ._a) by inner error. Possibly the error is due to the translators 
.vt1o noulu n~ve 111is r e ac t n'= Eet n as : a~n. 
ma.Ke too good sense in this context whereas ~ ''thinK", "consider" 
mi gh t have been a bead enough translation. . ' 
b) 2: 19 The situation here also is not certair., but probably an inner 
error is involved. Tobiah is called / ~for ,~~Q.. whereas in 
vs. 10 in a very similar pnrase 1?,~Q is rendered / -~ The plural 
in vs. 10 is due to a false interpretation by which both Sanballat 
and Tobia., are referred to and called servants of the .Ammonites. In 
the study of personal names we shall see that initial Ayin and Gimel 
are easily interchanged and the Daleth/Resh is also very common. It 
would thus be easy to assuire a corruption of i~ to /~his 
would .probably be a better explanation than to posit a free translat_ion 
of 1?,~ as "man". Perhaps the same thing has occurred in connection 
.. 
_ _}with the Nethinim. As noted on p. 63 this word is usually transliterated, 
,, 
... 
but in 10:28 it is translated {~and in 7: 45 h .. :) __ ~ne of these 
t: translations may well have been derived feom the other by inner error. 
c) 3: 1 ~m~~ / _,o,Q.I7 'f O...O . The meaning of this form "its holy things" 
does not seem to fit the present Syriac context and possibly we should 
suppose an inner error here for ....,OJ®t'? which does apfear later. The 
reason for the i nner error is found in the posi tio_n of the word which 
is slightly different from that in MT. -1 
d) 3: 4 ~~~~-if / k_p ~ .. A tempting hypothesis may be mentioned in 
order to explain this mistake. Tne Syriac of ;·p::1 ~ 
T ~ :".' 1 ~0, so 
closely resembles ~ ~ t hat we may well wonder if the 
i~C , . :., } 
'\. c ~ , In 3: :i.G and 2J this word seems rather 
._) - -- ,t i 
cle~rly t o s \lf fer metathesis . In 3: 24 A has ~ o_jO and L i1as i o:yno. , 
A has ~o~ and only L snows metathesis: ~o~. Neither of 
these Syriac words . is listed in Payne-Smith~s "Thesaurus". Apparently 
we should assillOO a transliteration of a difficult Hebrew wor.d with late-r 
metathesis in some cases. Where the word ~~~ .; is used elsewhere - in 
Exodus and EzeKiel concerming tne tabernacle and its f urniture - it is 
translated well by (L o1 "angle" or { ~ "side". 
f) 3:GO The Hebrew P'::J~ ~QQ 1'~Q~ is renderea: ~o ~l 01;b,In view 
of the frequent interchange of Pesh and Daleth, it seems best to take 
this as an inner error for ~l the Aphel of } ; " 'l'he word ,1inii is 
__. • T<'I'.' 
difficult of translation. The LXX simply omits it. J-ll} does not seem 
to be a possible translation of ii~QQ, but on the above suggestion it would 
be literally translated with easy subsequent inner Syriac error. 
g) 3: 21 r; (second occurrence)/ ~ L µ # In view of the witness of L we 
probably must see here a copyist's error. It probably was due to carelessness. 
h) 3: 32 i~ll] I ~ L ~. As the reading of L shows, this is an inner 
errcr in A. The change of initial Ayin to Gimel is easily explained 
fof.(b) above), but there is no precedent for the change from Nun to 
Shin, nor is there a good reason 'Hhy _the change would suggest itself to · 
a. scribe. • '.'L. 
'-0~ 
i) ?:~?~~~!I ~This Syriac word does dot yield very good sense in the 
rr-,"" o , - ~"'r"1 rto,, tn 
' ........ o ·---~ a ~ \.., • J .:.. ' t-' v ,._. .,.. - - riot 
· ~ + t · '· f · t l · ooserveC. i n t he study CI ~he wransrn1ss1on C names, lw '110\.l a oe a 
verJ natural one. 
j_) 9: .S Probably an inner error is to be reco6nized in the reading 
lL;::2\a..:>"all creation", for i7:i.::-•n. The LXX supports MT. TT: ,- · _ 
Lii{ely there is here only a caz:eless omission of Caph ·in the form 
k) 9:38 An attractive conjecture positing an inner error here may 
relieve a difficulty. For the wotd ~';~rn, A has ~ Q.,......I_J and 
L has ~ Q..i..J.i • MT has nothing equal- to p-::o, certainly 
nothing like ~which doesn't fit in this context. If we asswne 
the careless loss of a Tau and final Nun, we may join these last 
two words, omitting a vowel letter and read ~.Lu . This would 
~bree well with the Hebrew and rua~e excellent sense. It is only a 
conjecture, but may well have beeri what happened. 
1) 10:82 n~~ is read /~ probably by corruption within the Syriac 
as there are other instances (cf. p~B ) where the Nun/Eeth interchange 
occurs. It is possible, on the other hand, that the change from 
to /~ was inte~tional as there may have been a feeling that the 
contribution of one-third stater (about 25~) per annum was too small 
and that it ruust have been this amount .~er week. 
m) 11: 35 · 'N ~ This doubtless came from }l.u..J Cf. p.GJ for discussion. 
I .~ . 
J'---...,.)) 1r ~ . _. lt 
. --
• • I ,. -,,.., i j ~ ' • • -- . . ..J ....., __ _ _ _ _ 
l 06 jJ .~ ccrrectly. ~::e prese nt ir.s tar.ce ma; ce a.r..otner case of 
merefree t rar.slati~n. i ,,~t •J U.v"" as a tower wi ght be described as a •''0rea+ •0 w 
tower" rather than named, it coula also be descrited as a hiih one. 
Cf. tne several gates and towers called simplJ P; listed on p.101. 
A second possibility is more attractive. ~erhaps tne name was first 
set down as J~!U~ the9,as tne Caleth/Resh variant is so common, it 
collld easily mve become corri.l.pted to}~ i and then ~ i The LXX 
translates it ~ou uoa~oo corruptin~ it in another direction. 
o) 13:2 witness of L shows,tnere 
has been a simple metathesis in the text of A. 
p) 13:5 r.Jf; / ~;-a.w,This reading fits the context well enollgh, but 
' ·•.
is quite inaccurate. Possibly it was j~st a free and careless 
translation. Perhaps, however, we should see here an inner error for 
the word usually used to translate ~~~t namely T:' 1 J-;i FD Q.9 • The 
two Syriac words, though differing considerably in details are quite 
simi-lar in form. The I:aleth/P.esh variant and the Nun/Ycxih variant 
are so common as to be no problem. The change from Pe to Eeth is 
also very understandable. The hypothesis is tenuous, but has a good 
bit to recommend it. 
2. Additions ~ -1,g cg~yists,. , r 
a) 2:5 There is apparently a purposeful insertion of ~ o1 ! as an 
. 
explanatory gloss. The Syriac is~ 1 ) ciJ..D ~ ~o,, at J_i, ,.n 
' .. 
construct relation of i';, and was 
Afparently first the 
lost si6ht of as shown by 
I 
' 
+ e 1· '"' Ser+ i on of k::G. a ·norj corrm1e1 .r·ro rn t ne s i milar phrase V ~ V • • • ~ o ,-. / , 
i r. vs. 3. Then to s t,ecify more p::.rticularly the city wnicn •,tas .~ieant, 
a co9yist_ added ~ o 1 , • The text of I: reads without the 
I ' ' 
ad.di tion: ..., OLJ ) ! l; <Uo 1-,) \ l ~~ . 
b) 3:30 Here a sentence is repeated almost exactly from vs. 24 where it 
occurs properly. l t is: t' l-,l! ?L,.,rum ii-J-u O lo,7 ~l or;b, 
These words agree with vs. 24 except that t__ill is ther~a.D MT •H";li• 
The repetition is odd as the iIDitJediate contexts are not too similar. 
The cnapter is ma.de up of a series of such statements concerning the 
builders and it was easy for a copyist to lose nis place and repeat. 
c) 7:~3 An extra 0has been inserted in the Syriac text by 
dittography thus: . \. l O O _,I) for , '~n~ ;, ~1 . The insertion 
rather clearly took place in the course cf copying of the Syriac 
.;{text, because it is a dittography of the Syriac word for "son". 
Incidentally, the name does not mean "son of Zillai", but "man of 
iron". The Syriac dittography arose from a false ·etymologizing of 
the name. 
There are doubtless many more additions due to copyists 
than the above three instances, but the others are difficult to 
separate from explanatory additions of the original scribes and so 
-
will be listed in Chapter V "~istakes of the Translators~ 
r , 
a) Tnere i s ar. omission of the two words in 1: 7: ~ F (or t'No ~sirnilar 
ones) because of homoioteleuton. Tne reconstructed section would 
be: rr-£> ~ \1\:) .u ~ r-b-u ~) Wt1 ~IO and the 
present reading is: ~~ ~ ~ __.:)JWo l110 .. 
-
-~ ... ~--!", ~,-..,Q, The Hebrew reads: =14- ·1..1 (::i'.;: ~ , :1.J~~~ ,,~~-.r•?.1 '~~1., Note that the 
present Syriac text retains ~ ~ representing :j~ which argues 
slii;htly against it being an omission of the translator. The phrase 
just before this one reads 17 t~~n / · \ CJ/11. 
T T' / --0---
b) 2:5 Two words are omitted from the sentence originally reading as 
follows: . j-'~ J-Jl ~ ~(o 4 ~ ~ ,) . _The 
words omitted are: l lo 
\ 
~ so that the reading of A ls 
thus: __ 1 ~ J,.J) j.J) 'µ...S.J7 J J\ 'O ~ t} . L still has the 
9ri~inal reading given above so it is clearly a copyist's amtssion 
d~e probably to the tendency to drop one of the rather synOllywous phrases. 
c) ~: 14 L has the words -(_ o..2;·l..:Jo (.~ ~ ..9i \ Q..J.l.DO \Ybich 
translate t:';~1 -C:'~J o:'~~'.:J1. Butt A omits the last four words !' '' r ·: ,. : ·: ,, ~ 
endin6 the verse with l<v.lDa It was a. careless omission of the 
last two elements of a series. 1 r t 
d) 10:34 There has been an omission of half the verse by a rather clear case 
of homoioteleuton. The words which have bee,u orui tted may be reconstructed 
representl.""•·- :,-J·~:n":'."' ... _ ..,1_'1 ,~_._ ..., ... , ..,1..1•ri,~, -11~'-.; ..,,~,:i"'~ c,r:-u.., ~.J,i-;.., ... -~,..,.., !! .. ,..,·~ ... 
_ ., ., i .!_ _I / 1, ;, II -- .;~ .._ .;~1 ,_ , ,,,_ / "I , ,_;,i ~ i -'f 't.J !1 /i'' 
C) . - I' - .. - I ;T ! TT •-r\.: . t • •• -: •• i •• ',\ 
:, .. , - ·._ ~ - .,; - , I ~ 0 - - -~·v- 1..L'o· .... ~n.J_•:: t. nP ..., i'il J.' : :, :=:Q. sec:: ,::.r . ..1 r? • , . . • 1 , , 
_.1e ·.:..: 1. · t> - ·· - - , .. _ -- -- c., __ - •• · • ·:: T : · 
I 
IC',.._ ~ ~? ' 
\. 
~ouctless tne similarity of tne f irst wor~ i n tne offiittea section to 
the following phrase was t:1e cause of tne omission. 2ince tne .·,.;ords 
concerned are alike in bctn Hebrew and Syriac, it must be allowed 
that the homoioteleuton may nave been ctue to the translator aoout · 
as defiiitely as to a copyist. 
On p.12, Haefeli was quoted as sayinb that it is often most 
difficult to decide which readings are original and which are due to 
copyists anct editors of later times. The above grouf: of examples serves 
' to underscore Ha.efeli's remarKs. It is doubtless true that the~above 
list of copyists' mistakes could be increased if we could certainly 
identify all the mistakes of t ni:s nature. Eut in the other instances 
we have no definite proof of the .cause of the error and therefore such 
cases have been relegated to Chapter V "l-.iistaKes of the Translator". 
""" -~
Enough has been se.id in this chapter to show that our present text is in 
a rather poor state of .preservation. Further study dealing with the 
personal names will strengthen the conclusioQ that many of the copyists! s 
errors entered the text at such an early time that even a good critical 
edition based on the existing Mss would not by any means correct all the 
errors of transmission. 
.~s no tej a.c ove ( P• 28) , t he re are about 35C names in ;-ienemiah of 
' which about 220 show significalft dif feeences oet,.veen :,:T and our stanaa:rii 
codex, A. This does not count vowel letters exce~t when specially significant. 
I.ee~_text shows approximately 30 additional variations. That there is a 
disproportionately large number of variations in the names in the Feshitta 
of Nehe~iah is shown by the fact that in Gen. 10 and 11 the Peshitta shows 
only abo~t 10 variations out of about 100 different names. And there the 
variations are not serious in nature often being only minor mistakes 
affecting one letter. '.:learly the text of Nehemiah has been more carelessly 
treated in this regard than has Genesis. 
A study of the names in Nehemiah is quite useful in illustrating 
the types of error made by the Syriac translators and copyists. And because 
there is a large number of names in Nehemiah, the study is espesially 
illumibating and necessary. An effort will be made to classify the variations 
ana to suggest possible explanations. In many instances, of course, it will 
-not be possible to be certain in tne classification, but in such cases some 
explanation will be made. The major distinction will first be drawn 
made by the copyists - inner S:1riac errors - and variations 
introd~ced by the original translators. The inner Syriac errors will be 
farther subdivided indlo mista1rns of the eye, slips of the pen, mistakes of 
speech and errors of n;emory. Variations due to the translators will be 
of the ur:derstanainE> - mistranslations anJ the liKe. In 3.ll of the 
- ,i_ 
variations it will be noticed tnat :.iT is verJ seldom s c1spect and the LXX 
very rarely agrees with the Peshitta in a divergence from ;,:T. 
) I Variations from i.:T d 1 e to Copyists' 8rrors 
1. Variations of Resh and taleth. Tnis is the most common variation of all, 
but will be treated at greater length under errors of the translators 9 (p82). 
The form of the two Hebrew letters was so similar at various times that 
the Syriac translators, like the Septuagint translators only more 
frequently, misread the one letter for the other. Eut, since the two • 
letters are so similar in Syriac also, differing only b~ _the diacritical 
point, it is doubtless true that some of these divergences are due to 
ca~ess copyin~. This would seem to be clearly the case where the 
.::_,.-~·~iac textual witnesses disagree. Unless we posit a later correction 
of so~e of the manuscripts, a disagreement would indicate that the 
original copy had been correct .and some of the daughter manuscripts 
introduced error. In Chapter II it was shown that it is not likely that 
our text witnesses have been revised on the basis of MT or the LXX and 
therefore we may class these particular discrepancies as inner Syriac 
errors. There aoubtless are some others which should also be thus 
• 
therefore lar6elj conf ine Oi.lSselves i n t his sect ion to i ns t ances where 
either A or L is correct and t he other iext' i ntroduces a mistaKen 
reading of Daleth or Resh. Errors that concern other letters in these 
names will be considered in later sections. 
a) 3: '1'.: j i1' / T 
c) 7:53 ,~~Q (Ezr.2:51 same)/ ;~ ..-u L LQ.,t,;,-,u(Ezr.2:51 ia..or'-1). 
d) 8:8 0 l QJ but cf • . 1i: 1,S where A and L agree 
in the mistake µ 1 Q.J Because of the situation in 8: 8, we may think 
that in 11:1~ also the mistaKe was made by a copyist. 
e) 10: 15 1.;iT:-t.,!.;_ / L, L 
~r-
• 1 \ But in 7•1? 1JiV (Ezr.2·13 same) is ~ • • T~~ • 
written by both A and L ~~. Cf. the situation in (d) above. 
possibly in ?:1? also the error was made in copying. 
f) li: 1? iHf / 1 oµ L j o µ_Notice here that it is A that has 
introd..iced the mistake. Tiis circUJJstance is not so frequent, ·but it 
occurs often enough to indicate that the manuscripts back of Lare not 
direct descendants of A. 'Some errors of transmission were made in the 
A type of text after it separated from the progenitors of L • 
• 
a> 12:34 
:~ J 
~Lese ·1 3,~ .:.J.t.i ns c:. c:. .:crr;n:o n ::.n:J a re oo vious l~/ 
ctue to inner 3yr i ac errors. I some }/ss. these letters nar:ily differ. 
(','!here no read in~ of L is Gi ted, it agrees, ~i th A) 
I • ) 
i i1' / 
\ J. 
a) 3: '7 lot-3 L 0 ',-] ,. ( ' 
b) !=l:18 n;.n / --U Q_; ( and 11· 30 n· ..n I '-') Q...J l . After tne mistake was -, ., • - T 
~ade in one place, memory may have caused a scribe to change the other 
occurrence also. But s 1 ch harmonizing was not regularly d·one. 
c) 
d) 
e) 
6:14 i1'1Yi.l / µ!ev . Here A and L share both mistakes. T;-
10:8 ';.;'l;::l / ~ l.. ~/~ote that L only has the error. - , t ' 
10:,25 
~~t~Q: I ~,") y I/ Eut cf. tee frequent naire il~~lj,./ I, ")v,, 
and the similar name i7~~~~~: / J, 1JIZ J.J These other names may have 
callSed a scribe to err through memory and the mistake in that case 
would not be a simple error of the eye. , ~ a 
f) 11: 5 :) ':; i' / ...:J ~ Q.J. Perhaps here the Resh was misread by the 
~translator and then the new and common name then suggested itself 
. .,. 
to a popyist. This suggestion is supported by the sitaation in 
"'d' 
12:6 and 19 where the Resh is always changed to Daleth, but the oo 
rest of the name is variously treated, thus: 12:R .:l'j~1' / _:}ot-1 
L ~Oi-J 
' . 
12:19 (same man): 
.. .. ~ 
~µ D._; 
' 
.. .. 
+· 
• 
(1) Is it possible that the Yodh/Nun variant here ar.d in (f) and (k) ~ 
is entirely dialectal due ~o the fact that the Yodh prefix of the 3 m.s.Impf. 
took the form of Nun in Syriac? Against this suggestion is the occurrence 
of the reverse in (i) add (c) and the apparent ease with which a copyist 
could confuse the two letters as shown by the many examples of such mistakes. 
- . .. ·- "' , ~ I ~ L' i . I 
-1 l : ~ . '"' . .. •. ' I '._\._., ' ~ 
,> I 
UJ 11etathesis frc1u tne text of .:i. , or ~e~r.~~s i t arose cy tne 
omission of the first Yodh and a miscopyin~ of the secor.c Yodh as 
,r 'T'h 0 0 nctin --1 '::~- is re dularly~I-. !~ un. - ~ • J • 'h •· -
h) 11: 28 ii.J:.:: / T ! L-i:;o, 
i) 11:34 '! Pt / ~ L 4 .!•lotetnat L shares one mistake with A, 
but introduces another one througn metathesis. 
)._,~. 
-
k) 12:34 ii~!.n: / ~i-J L k:or3 .Like (d) above, L only has the error. 
1) 12: 41 , ~ '~: i, 7~/ . J J \ ~ • 
m) 11: 32 :1.l / ~o} , Possibly this may be considered as involving a Nun/Yodh 
variant,but the addition at the beginning is not clear. Fococke, quoted 
by Thorndike, gives :)x,o) 
Thus there are in all, 12 instances of this variation in Nehemiah. 
In no•~of them is the Syriac supported by the GreeK and more often than 
not the Syriac form is definitely inferior as a Semitic name, to the form 
.. 
of :J.IT; Clearly all the above are inner Syriac errors. Very simmlar to 
this class is the following group of variants: 
a.variations involving Yodh and Heth, or a Nun and Heth, or a Heth and Nun-Yodh. 
a) 3:10 i1''i~ / /_,.,_J./ L J.,w.A dittography of ._the perpendicular stroke TT, , 
for Yodn yields the Heth. A slight misreading of the two strokes yields 
the Nm-Yod.h of L. The reading of L almost surely arose from that of 
A, but A. itself has a copyist's error already. .. 
b) 3: 18 11~~- / ; !-" L i ~ . Also in 10: 9 ; ~ • Note that by haplography 
one of tne three stroKes has been dropped. Cf. also 3:24 (same man as 
3: 18) ; ~ L i ~ . Here it must be confessed that tne strokes 
-1 ', • • • . 
.. 
:.., • "' ,- "t '\ I 
.... ', ' / 
-~ ·-. - . ' '\ ~ . L . - d .., :: • -t-
.. .J .... " ... :f ~ co!!:es 
. • J.. \ • 
iJ j !lJetc.l. !le SlS frcrn tte text of A, er fernaps it arose b; the 
omission ofthe first Yodh and a miscopying of + "' "' second Yodh as .......... ._.. 
,, 
Nun. The end ing ~~- is re~ularly ~1- • !lJ .. , 
b) 11: 28 
. . 
i7J:.:: / 
T : 
L_::i_::o, 
r. 4, .Note that L share.s one mistake with A, 8 
~ 
but introduces another one througn metathesis. 
J) 19. 15 K;~· / 
.,. ·r I -
~~ • ~ e , . t .Le 
k) 12: 34 ii~~l: / ~ i-J L kx, ~ . Like (a) above, L only has the error. 
1) • 12:41 •'J'~:~,7~1 I J J \ ~ • 
11) 11: 32 :1.l / ~ol , Possibly this ma.y be considered as involving a Nun/Ycxih 
variant,but the addition at the beginning is not clear. Fococke, quoted 
by Thorndike, _bives .:2r;o} 
Thus . there are in all, 12 instances of t his variation in Nehemiah. 
In noi19of them is the Syriac supported by the GreeK a.nd more often than 
). 
not the Syriac form is definitely inferior as a Semitic name, to the form 
. 
oflIT; Clearly all the above are inner Syriac errors. Very simnilar to 
this class is the following group of variants: 
. l • 
a.Variations involving Ycxih and Heth, or a Nun and Heth, or a Heth and Nun-Yodh. 
a) 3:10 il'1~ / J_,..,_J./ L J..iw :- A dittogra~hy of ,_the perpendicular stroke TT, . 
-for Yodn yields the Heth. A slight misreading of the two strokes yields 
the Ni.lil-Yacth · of L. The reading of L almost surely arose from that of 
A, but A. itself has ,a copy,!-st' s error al_r~ady • .;i. 1 · .. .- +"' · ,. , '1'.:l 
b) 3:18 '1;~~- / ; ~ L i ~. Also in 10:9 ;~ . "iote that by ,haplography 
one of tne tnree strokes has been ,dropped. Cf. also 3:24 (same man as 
I , ' 
3: 18) ; ~ L i ~ . Here it must be confessed that tne strokes 
11 :: : vJ _ t t t . i 
- ' '' ·•1as ,.,,.. i t' t' "' n or· " ' , 1· ,=, S "'·""',F' re .•,11ar •,r .C!. p:, 11' es· 4-.,o 1-e ir. . .; N~e l , :18L - ·, ,,.. ~ "' , ~ . - ._... _ _ " -. :- .... _ ui 
occurrence in the Syriac of 3: 80 whe re the Syriac (both L and A)· has 
~ . 
an extra line which has bee'n introduced from 3 : 24. The name is ; ·i--L-i L j i---u--i 
L ~ Q_JL, • In this instance dmly L has the error, 
but in 11"': 28 and 11: 15 both A ana L are in error: :i ~jD I ~a.e.i 
It is pos.sible t.ha.t in tbe case of t .1is name we do not have a simple 
copyist's error of the eye, out that the name somehow became confused 
wi tn the well-known name of Joshua. 
d) '7:22 ~~ / "j)a.5l....JJ L ;9o ~ •w ,. Only L has th,e error, ~t...,1 f:;. .~at 
e) ?:R-'3 ;'i;~o/ ~.11 11 , Tne same man · in Ezv.2:Bl is n;~~ / ~ ,..t.t, 
The si tua.tion in Nehemiah here is not clear. • The second Nun could be 
explained as having arisen from the, Eeth,for which variant there are 
a faw examples { cf. p 3.~). The first Nun can be explained as coming 
from the -Heth for which we have SQme examples, or it col.lld be considered 
e 
as arising from the second Nun by di_ttography. 
f) 10: 24 ~~1;, / ~ L ~~gain this mistake is only in L. 
-f, • , • • - -
a) ?: 18 a~'~,~ / ?'Q_Q_.J il L })QQ..J.J; / ' In Ezr. 2: 13 it is C~' t~I YOCL..J? 1 
Note that both A and L share the mistaKe in the Resh for Daleth and 
) 
thus even A has a very unsatisfactory name. However the name was not 
very familiar, only occurring elsewhere in Ezr.8:13 where the Syriac 
)JClO..JJ ;1 ' "" ., a~ain has The mistake of Neri. ?:18 1S only found in L. 
b} 11:5 i1'ln / ~ !-11 L Jc-,~ A1ain only L has the error. i:r-:; 
~ t.-..e:• W" t ,. ~. ,,n ,., 
\ 
. . 
- - " "'i-"" I ' \ i ) 1 ~: ~ J. ' _;·:· !__I : / \..J ~ -✓ ./ It i s probabie t hat the rni~-raj("Q 
in treatment ot the Retn is a cop:,,ist's error like the others in this 
sectior.. One stroke of the Heth has fallen cut in A; both of them 
are missinJ in L. The confusion at the end of the word may be an 
• intercnange of -Yah for -El. It will be discussed later.(~. 43 ) 
In the two further examples MT and L agree but A shows a mistake of 
this sort: 
j) 7:51 ~~ / ._; 3-9 L .__u -3-9. 
L ~, This name is so very different that 
it may n~t be a proper example of the change we are considering. Note 
the adjacent name~ which may have influenced the ending and 
surely caused the peculiar insertion of Pe in L. A ' , 
' 
In the above list there are live cases where only L has the 
mis\juce in question ( c,d,f,g,h) and two where Lis supeeior to -A. 
.tiO,"\ 
r _ 1 
Ta~ing this section with the preceding one dealing •i•h the Nun/Yodh 
variant, we can say that the most numerous copyists' mistakes,by far, 
concern the upright stroke which occurs in the Yodh and ~etnand also the 
.. 
N11n in the Estrangelo script. In fact -this error is almost as common 
as all the variations of Resh and Dalith of whatever cause. Moreover 
many of tnese errors are quite old, going back to the time before the 
divervence of the· A and L types of text. As would be expected with so 
typical an inner Syriac ern:cn; the LXX never supports the Syriac in the 
above variations. ' ,_, . 
T 
a) 7: :.;:; Cf . (e) a~ove p ~5 for discussion. 
b) 9:4 •'JJ: / ~ . Tnis Vciriation i s at first r.ot easy to • T: 
uncterstand as a copyist's error, but reference to Codex A will show 
that t he Eeth in the old script was rather rectan~ular, thus: 
If the upper left line became blurred in a faded manuscript, the 
remainder would resemble a Nun. In any case the· mis taife was not 
common. 
c) 10: A 1 ir,q~ /, o¼ L ~~-Ther~ is a place J ir~~ but it 
was not prominent, only occurring six times in the whole Old Testrurent 
and not at all in Nehemiah. It is not used as a personal name. 
Other occurrences of the present name complicate the situation. 
In 12: 16 we have i ir:14 / ~o~ but L ~~. The ~yin is 
. ' 
confused ~ith a medial Beth only here. In 12:4 there is another mention 
·jf the same man named in 12: 16. There the name is' 1~~~ / Lp L _J~ 
The exteeme errors of 12:4 are hard to exp~ain and will be discussed 
later, (p. 39). '"' ,u. I et 
,. 
.. 
. .. 
5. Miscellaneous mistakes, chiefiy single instances,probably mistakes of the eye. 
a) Initial Ayin/ Gimel. 10: 5 il ~7;y I J._, ~ L ~ ~ . This mistake 
I'}, 
. 
may be ascribed by some to the pronunciation of the 
.Ghain like the Greek Gamma. It is true the LX.X 
represents the Ayin by Gamma in ... ,;..., 11 ' - )' T •S I etc. 
but the Greek (properly) does not in tne case of 
Nor does the 3yriac use Gimel in 
- ;, 
r: -
t hi s view Ncula ne t so we ll exph.i:-i tr.5 two variations of 
Gi~el/ Ay in next tote considered. Reference to Codex A 
will show the si:.nilari ty in form of ~ and ~ 
especially in t he initial position and it seems . best to 
explain these mistakes as due to copyists. 
b) Initial Gimel/Ayin. 7:49 ~J~ / {~ ,But cf. p.~O for discussion. 
12: 4 ''U'"·f~ / L~ L ..,L p .Cf. p.38 (c) where it was 
' 
mentioned that the ·same man in 12: 1;; is called , ,.,... -. I. • •.:.t .:i ... 
Kittel-Kahle 'botes'that "many manuscripts~ read this in 12: 4 
fc. also. It seerus to be the correct reading. The LXX omits 
~c.a..rng.sup. 
the nau:e except for c· which reads fEvv~eout 
l 
following the error of l11T. Pr.cpably the Syriac also 
follows thi~ error of MT reading originally, perhaps, ...J l ... . 
! )' ~~ 
A few other examples of the Nur./Zayin variation will be 
given later, (p.55). 
• I 
~) Eeth/ Yodh.11:17 ~,~y I '~.The reason for this variant is not ~ T!- / 
clear, but it may be due to a. · copyist's err.or. Cf. p.38, 
where a Nun/Eeth varian occurs in three cases. Ey a very 
simi..lar error a Eeth could become Yodh. 
Lo_::a~ . There seems to be no satisfactory 
explan~,tion fo~ this variant. Possibly th_~re was a confusion 
of memory with the namer~~\~, but this only occurs 6 other 
times ir. t:T and not ir. a context similar to this in Nen.10: 5; 
\ 
f 
.. 
-· . . ':.~ _- .•~ .,_· ~.- •. ~~,-,: .- "', -_' •.• : :_-,,_ ~ \,.°' 1, \. ~ io- --oom - - n ·;l - - ' .... .=iv ;-<\ I ·..:t ., ..,. ~ ,,,..,...., 
•- _ -~ - - - - .I..,~ ~ _ •.,. .;:Jl._. -.;._O j::. :.. • .,..~ •, •• -::: -'· "t-'--- l •';..v.._ _. 1....J 
·: T : - . 
("• - '""' - • .... I -VI. • ; - .:-~ . ,;,....' 
:.:e m/Ayin variar..i ·,mien i s ,ot t oune1 e l sewhere. 
e) ?esh/Snin 10: 19 :,,-,n I -9..J7Q..u I • T T. ...s'L- lQJ., 'T' n' ~ ct·.,.,.; v:at 1· o., ·-of + n"' _ •-·- - • • ..,.. .. i.4 w .. _ 
The 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
r ead ing of A from that of L is not too difficult (Cf. t he 
va riations of t he sioila.nts, p. 57_). Eut the ?.esh/Zayin 
.P 
s hift is more of a problem. It is not without precedent (p. 45 ), 
/. 
but in this case we may t hinic ~l interaction of this form 
with i'!n ~pof t he next verse. 
el.~(, ' ,0~ l 
" following ~iscella.neous mistakes occur only in L: 
... 
I •• 
'-9 ~ - .ot 
. ~ .Ax_1.hCI I 
~Q..Q.JJ -::oph/Te th ?:53 i1~1?D/ L 
"T • 
... 
la..u ~ . ' 
'( • • .£ ~ t 
P.esh/Tau '7: 53 i1n-i / - i QjJ 't-U L 
. :~ 
• 
?• 57 r:~:::o / • L~ (.;;. LOSliIJ ..., 1 } ?.esh/'l!aw T. . ~ .... , 
Snin/Qoph 10 · 18 C'in / 'P~ . ), ir. · le tW.<"'t ratner '90JZ.J.J L • \ T 
j) Larnedh/ Ayin 10:24 ~~f~/ ~ L J.J\9.-A surprisingly rare error. 
~ 
The following occur only in A and Lis s~perior: 
, .. 
K) Zayir./Yodh 3:15 hln-,; / L 
' 
1) Nun/Zayin 3:18 ~_:I~/ -..J)a.:) L ...,a.i:) _The same man in 3:~ is 1't:l:; 
llnd Kittel-Kahle notes that 2 Mss in 3: 18 also read ' ' l.P. GIL 
) . 
supports this. Probab).y we should replace the Nun in MT. In that 
. 
case, L has the correct reading and the origin of t he reading in 
A is a problem. There are, however, examples of a ,Nun/Zayin shiftC r.5 
m) Ayir./ Heth 3:18 pr:1t /..oCLJf"J L .oo...:)~_Cf.i'~D. / .....9.Jµ. (e) above . 
-. 
n) Shin/Ayin 12:8 :--.;;;~ / ~~L 
~ t ' 
t. 
· • I i ,· S . f " ;;~ ~ ~ -
s t .:.11 
:: ::l n 
--~· 
~it j mi staKes of t he copy i s t s we no.v taire up + h """ .......... 1,,, J J V;:>~ 
errors caused 'cy a simple careless rnis·.vri ting 'of what t he scribe ha.:l 
seen and understood correctly. The errors to be considered here 
They concern mista.Kes caused oy metathesis and 
tbe petty omissions of lett~rs. A fe w additions of letters by dittography 
~ I 
causes are also to be considered. 
. l • 
1. l~tathesis. l .. 
a) 1: 1 . This name of Nehemiah's fat her also shows 
_. , '-
me tat hes is in GB XEhELil and in the Vg Helchiae, but not in G~AAXetAtCl 
In 10:2 (also Nehemiah's father) il'?:-n / t.,, v LXX AXEAta 
T ;- ~! 
• 
Cf. the common name of a different man il~~~r:i / ~. o\....v Perhaps this 
error of 1:1 is more of a mistake of memory, confusing the names rather 
than a simple metathesis. 
b) !\ s ~,n,~ .;. 
-- '-r.-
., { • 'r/ (;'>" l· .J CC JSl.O 
., 
.... 
c) 3: 26 'i~V I U9 ,Cf. 1.:istakes of the Translators µ U.~ for discussion. 
"' d) 7:49 inJ / 
-.T , (Ezr. 2: 46 ,~~ / ~ ) 
... 
e) 10:2J ~ 1'~i~ / ~ L ~.In Thorndike's collation the witness 
cl ted as "nostri" reads ~. 
f) 11: 7 1}:1' / ~~a_, L ~!OJ • Froba.ily A has a form developed 
from the form preserved by L. The name after metathesis was further 
changed to yield the more common name. 
g) 12:17 ii'1YiC / I ''· Qj) Tf- ~ same man as 12:5 M'1rt / r:--
., 
• e 
a) 11:17 nn.,,, ."(IJ 7;r~, ~) \. I { o ;L J.)etathesis plus the I:aleth/?.esh varia.n t. 
It i i ctersst.:.n; tc !: O!.e r. n.~t t.n° se e ~r-:::rs , ; r-2.c:ically all o.f 
which are clearly copyists' errors of a common type, are snared oy both 
A and L. Codex A, ::ilthoc1gh old and relatively gooo., apparently had a 
lon~ history of copying behina it. 
· 2. Letters omitted. 
a) . 3: 8 Cmission of the He ii:~~Q / ~~, Kittel-Kahle notes that ·many Mss 
I 1. ( f,\~ . ) 
read i1'ni0. This is favored by G- Bapax,ou G ~ omit. ~!e may add 
that the Syriac evidence would favor t his reading as the omission of a 
Heth beside a Ycdh is' easily exylaine.ble; the omission of He ,difficult. 
b) '7- c:;g 'T'he voo· h l't'itl ' / 
.v,.., - I T,;.- ~).s the preceding word ends in Yodh, this 
is doubtless a case of haplography. 
c) 9: 5, The Nun, il~ ,R~Q: I J-..::2sz.,.i : Ee cause of the simila.ri ty in form of 
the NWl and Yod h, this could be regarded as an omission by haplography. 
., on the other nand,the error may have arisen by confusion with the 
common name n;~q/ ~. Cf. also 9: 4 i1!f-~/ ~ and 8:5 i1~~¥fD/ i ,')v". 
d) 7:53, The Beth, ~r:~~ / .oa)a::> L ..oc.s:iJPnly L has the error. 
Cf. l2:25 where in the same name a whole syllable •as omitted: 
But in 12:9 and 11:17 it is correct: 
' ' 
e) 10:·2J, The Ayin, ~¥'~1s I ~ L ~ .Thorndike lists as 
another variant: ~ Cf. above, p 41,for the meta.thesis. 
f) 10: 24, The Heth, Z'Q1~!] / ~ roai .i~e might explain this rea:iily as 
the ornis·sion of a. iuttural, for such sounds became indistinct in the 
1 
passage of ·time, but other examples of such omission are few. 
_:,_ .......... I 
- ; :-' ·.-
,.. ,, . 
\ V ' ,_ ;-- ~ 
same ~an. 12: 25 omi ts 
n~c.a.mg .sup. ' • 
except for •_; wnich agree·s with r,!T. 
n. ) '7· ,;;;, ry The Caleth, ~1'i~ / Lo~ . 
• ~ I T '! 
3. Letters added by dittography or thrau~h miseellaneous causes. 
The few cases of miscellaneous addition ~rhaps should not be classified 
· here, but they too may be slips of the pen and for convenience' sake will 
be put witn the other additions which are more easily explained. 
a) ?: ~2, Addition of the Tau, 0\1~~9 / ~Lo L ~~Ezr. 2:50 
has D' ~~~'·r / ~i:o The reason for this addition is not at ·all 
clear. The Gree.it witness is:d3Mea£L\lwµ G~MeaaeLvwµ GAMutvwµ • r 
Perhaps the Sigma and the Tau reflect some common name unknown to us. 
b) 11: 5 and 12, The Zayi'n, n;~/ 1--, ·, µ jhis may have been originally 
a ·case of addition-of ,.I:aleth by dittography with a. subsequent snift 
from Daleth to Za.yin. Cf. p.44 for the Caletn/Za.yin variant. Also 
we should notice two instances of similar mistreatment of these 
letters in close association: 11· 1 ~ ~r, 'ilS] / v,_ I'"\·\ ... i. 
• V lT ': - ~' ~ -
and 3· 23 ~'it~/ 
. • T,'- -.1 
c) 11:10 & 11 (one verse,text confused),The Caph, r,1'~ /~~L 1Q...,~ 
d) 11: 12, _The Resh; '~~i'i / l ~.This ad.di tion, too, is difficult, 
but it may have been caused by the fact that this word occurs in a 
series using ;._:) six times. An 'extra final: P.esh may have been 
carelessly ·inserted from the context. • Th.e: 
A ~ Q 1 1 l ""' • A ..., ,.,. - • , ' ' _ ,_,.. I /_, ~ -,_ 
......... ~ ::' · -:~s ...Lv ( 'f .J..L ,· G: J.. , i..::. , _!le cet ' , e) ._ • '"-JJ • TT: l.=Ji-(1). ~·he 
re gularity of this mistaKe - ocly i ~ L - shows t hat it is ~ct~ mere 
t t ' :-i,"' ... ~.. . . . f 
""11· p, out a confusion wi .. n n,:,, '"'C"'"'On name 1 , ..; ,Ji oy a cc_py1st o L. ~ V~.l- ..., .u.u.u ... &J T:''"' 
f) 11:22, The Eeth, ' ·!~ / ___.~ _This insertion of Eeth does not seem 
\ 
to be like the above instances. The explanation is obscure. 
g) 12:5, Tne Resh, ~:;d; / /..ii~, Probably this Resh w.as originally 
a Caleth added by dittcgraphy. 
h} 10: 22, The Nun, ii~~~:: / l , J \ Doubtless a case of dittography. 
' !, 
Her·e we clas~hose· variants :Lntroiuced by copyists who v,ere 
more familiar with other forms of speech and of pronunciation than 
those ~iven in the text _ tney were copying. Dialectal peculiarities of 
scribes will reflect themselves in variations of this type and also 
a'ialectical peculiarities of the origir.a;ls will be obscured by the 
scribes' tendency to avoid what was unfamiliar to himself. There are 
not so many errors that can be classified here witb certainty. 
1. Variations of Caletn ar~ Zayin. As. we may learn from the 'Elepbantine 
papyri, the treatment of these letters was not ur.iform in the pre-Christian 
centuries and it appears that i t still was not uniform in the perio~ of 
translation a:nd transmission of our text.. The best proof that copyists 
I 
interchar.;ec these letters because of t he ir phonetic similarity is the 
variants occurrir.0 between the L ar.d A texts. These will be specially noted. 
·- ... -= ... 
... I ,_ 
'J . lS , ' ) . • . I ( i-:.. ~ :_Zr . -- ie I ~ 
~-
. ... - T '• 
' 
.. ... ,c, I 
t) '7. ;:: ~ j":"; ;j I '\.~ (~zr. 2: 5.S, .. same ~~e, \.~. _..,e ' . 'I!.,.;•-' 
c) 11: , ' .; T~ I _;~ Tnis ir:stacce . ' not clear (Cf. p. 44), out at lS . /._ I 
least it probably illustrates the Zayin/Daleth shift • 
.. ),,,, 
- Ir. tne following cases only T. illustrates the shift: 
I C '-' " 1 ~,... 
,,. 
d) 12:42 ~T V ;oµ L iop , ,-·T" 
' 
e) ?: 02 ~ii?.J. I {;o.ol L 1;QO,,This instance is particularly i ro .. ,. T • 
ir.teres ting because Zayin does not occur in 1, T a. t all. It may 
~ 
have been written by the translators as a resll.l t of 1tisreading the 
Nun (cf. p. 55 for further examples of this), but in any case L 
' 'f has the further shiff to Daleth. In ?:EO both A and L have .. 
for this naine. 
- ll ~ .:!h. .. ,R ""$tH""JE'<l In the following case only A shows the sbift: 
\ 
f) 11: 13 · '! % / _, ......., 1 L _, r-"") . 
--;,;/ 1 .rte is 'ill it. ~ ,r, ~ 
tess clear are the following instances: 
. ·, 
g) 11:5 il~t[!: / ~ !-"-' L ·· t.-,~ }le may say that L agrees in the shift 
to Daleth, but carries it on by a further error to Resh. 
h) 7: 28 and 1;: 29, really a. shift from Za:,in to P.esh, but like the 
precedin6 it may be ; ia the Caleth .r,1sr!l / L~µ (7: 28 has J..~; ) • 
.. 
Cf. the discussion of 10:5 ~:r.i:J,;/ l~ on p 39). 1 •• · .1. .. 
I 
I 
i) l,:iscellaneous. The following examples, probably related, have already 
- " E ':_ 
been cited (pp.40 a.r:d 43): ~'tin/ ...5Li}Q...t/ . --:.:C1'''"l'tY/V2.._o·,, ,r. \On ,i, 
, , r ~ 'T , • - ,- r--- r---~
f .. C. • 
;:,~. I 
't-r'-. 
l 1t •• ii poor 
; . -.: .~:. ~i a. • i cns of E8 t n n' _-::: ~ 
~• 
e . e ~ _ :a~ 3: ~any i .. s.~nces 
variationas we rni,Jht ex pect considering the simi 1:1r sound of t hes e 
letters. :·lote the different treatment of the same name in various 
passages. ' ~ t . , l' ' .., 
:rn 11:19 it is 
In Ezr. 2:45 it is 1.. t.9~ but in Ezr. 2:42 and 1 Chr.9:1'7 
it is written~ by confusion ·with the name of the patriarch. 
In Gen. .:i?2:!. is regular 1:, 00 o \ , ;.ll. e: · .. 
b) 1C: 21 ~ls 1~ similarly· in 1l: 24 
but note 3:4 where it is b p-.ZX) L ~~ In that 
passage quite possibly the Caph comes frOID an original Eeth. 
c) 7:59 r-:i.;.a I Lo~ L lo...v _rt would seem that the r~ 
.. 
reading of A developed from the reading i•i• which is preserved 
in L , by metathesis. · .... :.. 
-a;l Variations of Eeth and Mem. This mistake is quite like the one _above 
as the confusion is between two labials which are related in ..., r ' /AL,. 
pronunciation. Again, however, the variations are rare. It may possibly 
not be due to phonetic similarity at all, but to confusion with 
similar and more common names. 
1 
a) 10:'7 Jc~: 12:5 p .~~c. 12:1.? (same mari as 12:5) l'C'.lC - all 
, T• • T 1 'r ~' 
The only other occurrence of this name in Nehemiah is 
12: 41 i'~' 1; I ~11'0 L ~ , The LXX __ supports the Hebrew 
except in 12: 1? and '12: 41 where the major kss. omit, but 
~c.a.mg. G has 8£vLaµ£Lv. This latter is poor LXX witness and 
1 
'oub tless i s an error of cornfc,sion .1 L ' t. .e na.me of the 
patriarch. ').lite liKely t he Sy_r iac e!.'ror. j s due to t he s am._e 
cause. Perhaps the similarity in sound of the Eeth and ~1lem ~ 
assisted in causing the error. The error of 12:41 is 
interesting. Probably the Syriac Heth is an inner error for 
Nun/Yodh, a type of error amply illustrated above ( p.35f). 
The Lamedh for Mem has no other parallels. 
b) ~: 11 ::i :i~io / '/> QJ1...JJ ,This also may . be a confusion with the rather 
common n•,.,me t)Zn / \/JQSlJJ occurrin.:5 in 8· 5 · 10· 19· and ?• 22 
....., . •~ T / => • , • , • • • 
t. Variations of Beth and Ayin. It is probable that these mistakes 
also should be considered here. There is ,coosiderable .difference 
between A and L. The confusion is not very common and probably the 
st !Dilari ty of these names to more common ones aided in causing the 
. 
1_errors. ...."- ........ I t, I' t:f 
-
a) 10: 23; 11: 15 ::i~~D / ~QJZ.i , Cf. also 3: 23 :J:itdo / ..:)QJZ..u L ~QJZ..,. 
b) 12: 19 ::i '! ~;,' I \\• ~ QJ , The same man in 12: 6 is .::)o t--J L . '\.op • 
Cf. the change of the same name in another dierction ··to: 
See above, p R3. 
c) 3:20, 21 {bis) 
~2 ,~. Only L has 
the error as in 3: 2.3, above. 1on ar 
d) 12: 1r3 j1n:.D I L°~. L ' . ' 
' 
la~,An odd occurrence, discussed 
above ( p,'38). I 
.ore 
- -
.... -
KJ .. , • ~ It<> -s ;rwreta ~ 25 
: he only mista:<es t hat seem to nave been made i n t he names wh ich 
should oe·' classified here is t he free vadation of tne Divine elements 
on the ends of the names. We may com~are the tendency to change D'G~ 
to ~ ~ (cf. p.119 ) . 
' 1. Freedom of the use of the Divine elements. 
a) Addition of the element -Yah 
b) 
11: 9 ,,::t I 
- .. 
, < " 
7:54 ~,,nr.: · I T •• J..,~, 1 
~~'19 I ., ~ -
. . 
8. 8· 10• 10  , , 
12:13 ~~;~ (not Ezra the scribe)/ 
i 
,. ·. i. 
1.t 1s 
12:5 nr~ I ~- But 12~18, ·the same man n~!~ I ~ 
Deletion of the final ..:yah l ,· .. 
12: 41 i1':'0 1"T / ~ . • r'(!'!: ~ r·a.n .... ...:: ! L.e~ 
11: 17; 12: 9 
l. 
c) Shorten.ing of the initial element -1i1': This is not a mistake or 
irregularity for every name in Nehemiah iphich begins thus is 
shortened to a., and pa.I'itial examination of the re~,t of the Feshi tta 
would seem to indicate that this was. the usual practice of the 
translators. N8ldeke2gives examples of this tendency of an "'"' 
intervocalic . He to drop out in expression and in the script - ~,,-
a tendency present also in Hebrew which often shortened this 
el~ment to - 1' in Hebrew speech. 
- - - - - - - - -(2) Kurzgefasste Syrische Grammatik pp24, 25 
·;.c> 
n 
\ -J / 
,,.. -~---~ I 
-.=:,-. 11: L,1H1 I. I 
~I T~- \ 
e) Intercnan;e of t ne eleme nts - "!ah and -n 
12: 2A 
•• t \ 
12: 24 ii~ 1~!]/ . \ k-") tz..J_ , This has been mentioned above ( i) p 66. 
10: 9; 12: 8. 'i~.';"'J?_ I ~~ ,This change is the reverse of the 
. . . 
?•48 
abg'ie three instances. In 9:4,5;~·12:24 it is ~~p.The . 
name only occurs in these instances and once in Ezra. There is 
no name il''.:i? in the Old Testament. In Ezr. 2: 40 it is 
~ ~ . Hawley discusses this instance 3 attributing 
the error to a careless copying in which the final Lamedh was 
lost. But it is not 30 simple because the names ending in - ~-
(which are few in Nehemiah) are transcribed aln:;ost every time 
with the ending '-'l-not just~~- Also Hawleyl s su~gestion 
would not at all fit the abov~ cases of -Yah changing to -El. 
It seems to do justice better to the whd>le si tlla tion i.. .: :. ~ . _n 
- ------ - -
to posit a free variation of the Divine elements. 
f) Other instances of irre~ularity in treatment of final Lamedh. ~ 
(These are noted for comparison with the change of the element,~) 
11:2? ,y~~ i~n / 
T --~ 
this also in I Ch.4:28. The 
other two instances of its use (Jos.15: 28; 19: 3) have 
(3) op.cit. p 25 
root ~ is not common and ~c ans "to p.oug:i" whicn wouid not 
seem to te a suitable ,,atne. ~ b...sJ nowever, means "hill~ and 
this suitable meaning may have sometmtng to do whith the mista1ee 
in this particular name. 4 
7:49 ~~.;i / In Ezr. 2: 4': and Neh. '7: .58 '\ ~.In 
Ezr. 2:5B \......._,-As previously mentioned ( p ~) the change of 
1 ; ~ i i ' 
initial ';iruel to Ayin is not without precedent and is doubtless 
an inner error of the Syriac. The ·chanie of final Lamed to 
' Alepn is not so easy. Possibly the name was changed because of 
" 
,., 
another similar one nearby. In ?:51 we have ~-ry-,.J'.:l / }p j::J 
. T •,, •• ! 
whereas in ?:49 the phrase is 
7:59 'i'~'l I ~ JL ~ (Ezr. 2:57 \Cl./f1 ) • This 
variation is probably caused by attraction to the similar name 
.! 
which immediately precedes, ~ b9~ wh~ch certainly has influenced 
the reading of L. 
1 .. 
It is doubtful, therefore, whether this or 
' 
.. 
' 
-the previous two insaances give us much imformation concer,!liµg 
a special tendency of the final Lawedh to be lost, as Hawley's 
view suggests. -1 ,..,.. 1.;_- ~ ,4lf,- I ("I A .. < t ..,. .j, i:..lr ·,, 1 .;l·., •j'? .~a~n .1e .... r-r .. s 
L ~ . it would semw that the error of 
A here illustrated is a simple slip of the pen, a kind of haplogra~hy. 
~ l ... nly two lU 
"" 
., 
., l,., l ~ a.· ! na. ... 
·~ 
,, 
out ')[ < 0 ,.,,. · btfi tne • ,.. l Je ~ s I)\;,! , I n Ill." • -
. ,. . . • ; e;. 
.~!,l $.. ~FJ • 
~- · 
.: · 1.:m.3 ~ 1. ,, Ci .3i.. -- t .. 
In tnis category Nill naturally fall those confusions of letters 
~hich lcoK similar in Hebrew and were therefore apt to be rnistaKen in 
trar.scription. As remarked above the same thing was done by the 
A LXX translators, but not so frequently. 
1. Variations of Resh and Daleth. Nine cases were listed above as 
more probably due to copyists. The remaining examples of this frequent 
variation will be listed here. Reference to the Elephantine Papyri 
will snow how e_asily one of these letters could be misread for the other. 
They are similar enough in printed Hebrew texts to confuse beginners. 
a) 3:A i1'')it~ / 
-r, • 
Cf. discussion above, (a) p 71. ~ 
c) 3: 10 ~.;~ilJ. / .. 9 Y)f-U , \ •~ l 
d} .7• 18 ~:;,,ji~ / 
. • .T • -, 
~ . 
e) 7:42 Dy~/ Ezr. 2: 39 has ~!q I 90 ._JI . 
Ezr. 2:44 J1Jt / \ Oi--9 , Although the Peshitta 
reads Resh in both places tnere is no question about the correctness 
of MT. The LXX supports MT both in Ezr. and Neh. 
g) 7:50 i'f: I lo~! Ezr. 2:48 7"~7 / loY? .A~ain the LXX supports 
MT in both passages. The famous king of Syria in Isaiah's day is , •r: 
always written 
(4) For instance, GE in I Ch. 1 and 2 has 1only two misreadin6 s of 
Daleth and Resh out of over 500 names - one sixth the frequency of this 
error in the Fesh it ta of r!ehemiah. 
- .... II 
• 
. , 
() 
i) 
j) 
. ,, ... _ .. -~-., --:~ / L ~, 
/J -' • : I I ' 
;1ave so:1e explanation ot er t1an a simple mi s:-eadin,i; of the 
letters. There are other instances of the variation of 3adhe/Zayin 
and a few of t he Qoph/Heth, t~t they are rare and it is a gooa 
cit to posit three such mistakes in one word. However no other 
explanation seems to be available. Tne naI1Je h1 is rare. 
10:5 i1'1s~, / T~--' }, " . ---~L ~~ ~ . 
10:9 i1Jn / 
yT ' ' ~ t-U The same name in3:18 is ;,-u, L -~ J • 
In 8:24 and in the Syriac only of 3:30 it is ;r+" L ;~ 
1d 10:10 and 18 il-~jiil / J., iol but 8:8; 9:5; & 10:13 have i,001 
' 
5 
The change of i 11 itial He to Aleph is natural for Syriac, but it 
is not consistently followed. el ,. e 
~0,-J 
' 
and 12: 19 (same man as 12: ~) ~t-' Q; These are also instances 
of the Daleth/?.esh variation regardless of their other errors. 
Ill) 11:17 ~~~2 / l w 
... 
n) 11:17 1,~~,~ ra 1~~11; )/ 
. .. 
Ioubtless this also is a 
shift from Daleth to Resh combined with metathesis. 
' \ 
o) 11o:r29 0·i1 / 
T• 
p) 11: 25 f'.J '1 / la..2.,; 
q) 11: 30 ~i~2/ ~;} 
r> 12: 15 ~~T..'.. 1 ~ µ 
s) 12: 20 i'J~t/ -'~ !.i 
t '.. • I 
' f!,; • 
L )';) For the change of Ayin to Aleph cf. p.§Q. 
::,,? cl a. .. • 
~.a.rug.inf. ~ ~ The LXX omits except G A~Eo 
Kittel says:G ,~y ,but the GreeK witness is poor. The Vg says Heber. 
Doubtless MT is correct. 
(5) Cf. N5-lcteke "syr. Gram." p 24 
r , ~~o ~ere i is tec a~c 9 more on p. 33. Also we snould note t hat the 
~ .!..f, _,. ,.. v ll _ 
LXX neve~ su~port s t he Fes hitta, except possibly for the ~oo~ wi ;ness 
of (s) above. Althou6h t he LXX translators occasionally misread a 
' 
Caletn of ~esh, their errors were never as numerous as this. Either 
the Hebrew manuscripts usea by t he Peshitta translators of Nehemiah 
.. 
were q.u.ite poor or t he translator w-a.s very car~less in his reading 
of them. 
2. Val:'iations of Caph and Eeth. These variations are surprisingly 
few considel:'ing the similarity of these two letters in both scripts •. 
It may be l:'ema~ked :i cf. p. 78) that the preposition Caph is never 
rr, istaken· for Eeth. Of the names listed below, the Syriac form may 
be correct in one or two instances. 
a) 3: 4 'i~?l ' ~-~ I ~ ~ L \.:) ~ Cf .discussion on p. 4~. .. 
b) ?· 16 ' :l:l / ~ • Ezr. 2· 11 ':D / .,..2) The LXX supports MT 
~?t • ..,.... - -- • 7"'' --:;-
" 
t 
in both Ezr. and Neh. In Nehemiah, Kittel-Kahle several Mss reading 
,. 
'~, but this only illustrates the ease with which these two letters 
could be mistaken for ee.on other. Mr is clearly right. 
c) 9: 5 il~{~1J/ I · ~ 7 1 t7 Kittel-Kahle notes that several Mss read it with 
'I 
Caph. The LXX omits. The Vg. reads Beth wi th MT. The evidence 
I. 
as to the true reading here is not too clear. .Further light comes 
fre:m 9: 4 which probably mentions the same man ii~-?-9/ L )sz.,. Kittel~ 
Kahle notes here that a ;reat many t'.ss read Ca.in. As to tne LXX, 
Q 
_A l ,~) '~:.{ . 
,. .. , ~ 
~.:e 
~ -
/ 
- ' 
~ .J. ~ : ... .:38.-1~ :-: -:; 
- """"'°' ""''°n . corr.es fror.n t r.e n3.rue · 1~~7::'.'- : !.r. v -. . .. .... . .~ l sc the reac i ng 
~ t ' fo1'.1.~ow1· n r narr:e ii'J~-- ;f!e have tnen LT and fhe: st1re ly comes r ram .. ne •s • T : •• ':'. • , , 
",· n '' Pet· n· 1· n botn' ver"es Scat-.. tered .} ._iP.s. of + .. he H_·_.ebrew re"'ri vg. rea.a ... ~ J..,, .., • - - • • --
Ce.fn in one veree or the otner. The Syriac reads Caph in one verse 
.. 
and in the other verse probably its witness fails. The Greek reads 
Caph in the opfosite verse and ornitsthe other passa6e. The evidence 
is inconclusive, but it seems possible that LT nas erred in this 
place by a cQnfusion which is easily made in the Hebrew. .!U'l'l • 
~,. 2 ? '7 Kit tel-Kahle notes that a great many !.'.ss read 
Caph. The LXX omits except for GL which reads it as Caph. The same 
man is mentioned in 12:3 where the name is spelled with a· Caph,thus: 
i'l' Y::!~·, I )· 1 :, P" Here the LXX agrees in the reeding Caph. The Vg. T~-• 
reads as Eeth in both places. It seems that in this instance we must 
correct MT ir. 12: 14 and read C:aph. This, therefore is not e. Syriac error. 
e) 1:J: 12 ;, ' ~;ic;,· / 
T' •• 
L J? \7 The LXX supports l1·'.T which is doubtless 
correct. The Syriac erred because of the presence of the similar 
n 
name in vs.10. 
f) 10: 1'.) ii:~~o/ / ~ Kittel-Kahle notes that a great many ?.lss read 
a Caph, and ~L also reads it as Caph, but cE~~ read it as Beth and 
C1011btless r.!T is correct. The confusions of these t-tm comu;on names 
was obviously easy for all copyists and translators! 
f .1 lfl :)L 0:1 se variati Is , 
but t he ones t nat do occur _wo uld seem to oe ctue t o the t r ans lators. 
' 
in t :ie Eeb rew scriptof tne early days oL our era the li...m a~d Zayin, 
. .,_" 
rese:1,olect ea.en other much ruore than t hey do in t he SJriac script. 
a) ? : 13 x~rJ_ / j_,,L L J..w ~ Eut cf. lC: 14 ~W! / L Li 
b) 12: 4 ';r,~~ / Lµ L-' L µ See above (b ) p ~ _for discussion. 
4. variations of Nun and Daleth. These few variations are not clear. 
Possibly the Nun to Daleth shift of the first example was originally 
8 misreading of the Nun as Zayin with a further · shift to .Calet • 
Cf. above p ?4. Eut the Daleth to Nun shift could not be thus explained. t 
-
;"f 
a) 7: 50 ~1i?-1 I 
?: 02 ~,;7~ I 
) . 
o...D? I l 
l; ao, L 
Ezr. 2: 48 xi ,p ~ - L a:>? , 
..... n tui, tl!'tt. • l 
l ; 001 Ezr-. ~-: oJ ~, ;p~ / /v ~ 
" ' . 
The name only occurs t hese four places. Tne various treatment of 
' ~ 
the Nun wo\.lld favor the above explanation, but other factors may 
' l - • 
be involved. 
b) '). '=l2 , , ~_... / 11 O 9 :o Probably this instance should not be relied 
..., • .., ,-;"..- 1' 
upon to illustrate a Nun/Caleth shift. UnliKe the other examples 
• 
this is not a personal name, but the name of one of the gates 
I ( . 
of JerJsalem. "ixit gate" may simply be a -free ren~ering. On 
l., 
the other hand there may have · been an inner Syriac error caused ' 
( ' 
by. the sif!J ila.rity .., of ! a 9.'0 and }.J a 9 'O 
' 
. ,::)., s, 8,C'! ,. JO&$ .l.J.CO It is !•• (J"""' ' . : 
n -~I.. ) i.,. 1.ance MT e f• '. -tt l,;4,!'i \ ':)!' I. I"{~ t. ifi8. • 1,,'(' 
.. 
-
.. 
- -
• .:.~. p (1} op.ca. t 1-' . 
' i 
•• 
· .. <:: ~ ·ass nere h.i.se var iations wnicn are ~erei; matters of 
va.ri~tions of style between the ~ebre .·1 and Syriac. They are not to be 
., 
cor:sUered as errors, us ual1j, but are the nat ural ., result of transqribir.6 
the r.ames from one language into anotner. Yet the resulting changes 
are not consistently applied for any Syricizi~g that was done was 
appare ntly :rare or less unconscious. ... 
1. Variations in the use of the Prost hetic Aleph. 6 
- ( ;trf a.) 7: 45; 11:18 j i"' '"'~,-'I )/ 
~l B. D. P. argues that this is -!-= 
f 
a.n .Aramaic name. In 12:25 it has the Alepn, but not the ending: 
' ' . - I, 
b) ~- ij. ? • :-:<8 
"-' •'?, • -' ini' / 0-lLi ~l !:This is is the standard form in Joshua,etc.) 
. ,, t 
c) 12·12 i1'~t / 
• . TT :J. J.i µol But cf. the frequent ii;~~/ 
). , 
which 
may well have influenced the Syriac of 12:12. The LXX supports Tu~. 
I. 
d) 7: 4n ~~~ / ~ :) This name in 11: 21 ~Q'~, is omitted in the 
Syriac. But the spelling in 11:21 would seem to indicate that 
it did not have an initial consonant cluster ·anct therefore should 
·,,.,f I. 
not prpperly have had a prosthetic Aleph. 
e) 7: 4'7 01'~ / ~i--0 L .a>i,...C\ Here too the Alepn seems unnecessary. 
,J J ~ ~ 
f) 10: 25 'C~n;/ 'rQ...u il Also 3: 1? o~n7 / 'j)Q/.J? L ~; l NBldeke . 
remarks partidularl; of the use a f the Aleph before initiai Resh. 7 
l 
In 12:a: is the name w~7 /~ ;) but the same man in 12:15 is 
' - ~c.a.. 
called a~/ -p i-u The LXX orni ts both except for G · which agrees with 
• I 1 
MT in both places, as does also th~ Vg. It is probably impossible to 
. . ~c.a 
t. ~ aod before the w1 tne.ss of · G . d.ecide in which ins,tance MT erred. At least 1 t was before tne Syriac,· 
(e) Cf. NBldeke ·~. ~- ,, p 35 (?) op.cit. p 35 
. t h1,=; •11P:u.·n 11 ·" 11·c ,., .her ,o. 1· -::: oot a r.t· " ·"'"' ... 11; as a case a t dropfl~~ -••- ~ -, n , , • _ _ • _ ~
pros t he tic) in cont r as t t o us ual Syriac pract i c~ . The narre 
.. -
' 
occ;.irs ;r.aJJI times in the Ol d Testament and i s 11s ually transcri bed. .~ .._,._~-"~ 
., 
r"'< "f" ...... 
·l ~ \ In Ezr. 10: 25 also t he Aleph is dropped. The inconsistent ?c.--: _-
treatment of the name would seem to argue that it may have be~n 
ctone by a copyist. Note that in the Peshitta New Testament the 
name transcribed from the Greek is regularly 
of Neh. 12: 42 omits; but in Ezr. 10: 2.5 it is EA£a~ap. 'I/hat we 
observe is probably a ba cK i r.fluence of this prominent New 
Tes·tament name " on the Old Testament Pesh it ta. On this view, it 
would be a slip of the memory of a Christian copyist!Cf.also p • .;.1 (b) ). 
' , 
2. Variations of the Sibilants. These var 'iations are caused by the 
similarity of sound of the various sibilants. We may only wonder that 
' ,f /" 
there were not more such variations. In the great majority of cases 
the tbansliterations are exac t . N~ldeke8 # gi ; es rules for the partiil 
~ I t 
assimilation of certain consonants,especially sibilants,. to the 
,, 
following consonants. He says this tendency was particularly marked 
l ' in the reading of ,the Scriptures but "in the writing these variations 
are seen onll( in occasional trace&." · A 'Voiced consonant like Zayin 
... . ( 
•111 become voiceless, tnus a San:ech, before a voiceless consonant like 
Tau. 
..:) 1 • • .. 
On the other hand a Samech oefore ~taleth will be pronounced Zayin. 
Probably some of the following variations are to be explained thus. 
(8) · 3lr• Gra,; • . - p-14: He ;ays~ In der-Schrift zei~en sich van diesen 
Ver!nderungen nur einzelne SFuren. 
- , - ~ .. 
..., ..... .: ~ .!. .~ 8 .-r ; ::; ..... :; ,, · · -; i ~ C > ,._ 
__ .. .,,.;" I .r""\ ~ . • • 
'o '1 • .~ "'7 ~ j .) I ' / ~ l l '~ l ' n 1 C, l '"' 1G: ::.. • .,..r , , • _ .. ... .-- .... tne onl y ccc~r~ence in ~e hern ian, 
but i n t e numerous occurrences in E:zr., Hag4., anc Zech. it is 
also written ?1¥i' / ._01,10:, However in 1 Ch. ~:40 and 41 it is 
~i l Note tne form cf the 
. ,,,...., ____ ~ 
E,lepha.ntine Fapyri .,•_ .:.,i ti , ". 
a) 11: 13 '~~~. / _,. u ~ L • ro.A 'Q:::,. Apparently MT struggled with 
. 
' 1r 
the name as did the Syriac text tradition. It would seem that 
,.I 
the double sibilant is erroneous. The LXX uses only one Sigma 
for the name, but the Greek transliteration may not be too 
significant. · Noth calls it "A combination of both orthographic 
variants · '~Y and · , 'Gt))." 9 ( I .. \,. 
e) ,.,. 47 ~t , m / I . E 2 44 .h 
. ~ -: ~ zr. : , as ~ ~mi~copying Lamedh for 
Ayin. 'l!e know nothing ab~ut this name. It occurs only here. 
~) - 8·R ii'.'.:l'"ii / I '· IT') But cf. tne comrno"' 4 ;,,:r·.z,· / 1 --·. r-,,• • "" 
• T ,' , •• , µ-_; ~ ., ' -..a ,.. : •''" ~ t--V 
. a 
g) 7:51 0~~ / J 3-9 L ->-J 3-9 Tne proximity of the Pe may have 
t 
been th:e influence causing the chan~e in the sibilant. 
f 
....... 
... • \, ~J< "' 
(9) l/. Noth ~ i~raeli tie~hen fer~ooenn~ea, (Stuttgart 1928) 
. . ,. l 
p.253 ("Kornbination der beiden orthographischen Varian ten 1 'tltY 
und , ' Wt~'"). .... .. . .. ,14,.;. 
t ,_ ..., •lt 
Fncnet ic la.w between Hebrew and 3yriac. 
a.) 0opn/Ayin 17:58 11r:J. I 1<D- 1, Ezr. ~2:::;; O..Oj L l'his seems to be 
' '- . 
really a misapplication of the later variation between Coph and 
Ayin within Aramaic. The name does not occur elsewhere. 
b) Shin/Tau 9: 32 ,~~ / ;oLl The name of the kingdom of Assyria 
· · tt th · - 4 "'· :::. •. """' • .,.....,..n ·2• 1 "· 10· 11' etc is wr1 en ,us in ii;Zr. : c:., .J. G , - - , • • ... ..,,, • • but 
the individual "Assur, in C~n.t0:22 is written 
4. 1ascellar:eous confusions of similar squnding consonants. ~ >jtt 1ees 
·~ 
a) Tau/Teth 2:t 5:i4:i3::; :,(~7~~..:,j~ /~;} Cf. above· pfB ~ 
Confusion of th(:s~sort is expected with a foreign name. ~eh 
b) Final t~unhAem 3: 15 1 ~~/ ,>~ LXX omits. Cf .3: 12 O~'fE/ 'f~ 
Kahle S!V!ral 
Kittel,,._notes that in 3: 15 ;. Mss read C:!!~ and B.D.B. suggests 
that tl,'iiz: ;_:; ;-,~ i~ should be read in 3: 15 as well as in 3: :t~. r 
The two names ·are of aiffere_nt men, however. Vg. reads Siloe. 
c) Fe/Mem ?: 24 ~in / 'O; a_.v cE~ A. u 
'T I' p ~ cA Ap£tµ The parallel 
in Ezr. 2:18 seems to be ii1~' / ),oO'l-J It hardly seems necessary 
T • 
. 
to posit a mistake in 1:1' here. },.ore likely there is an influence 
of the common name C!~ / 'Pµ; which could have affected GA also. n 
d) ~hlem 3: 9 i7:~7 / ~; 1 This is probably a better example of 
the confusion of the two labials because of their similar sound. 
e) Ooph/Heth 10: 1 i7·'rI~ / ~ ; 1 Gui te dubious because of the triple 
error. 1Ut . .s... .. ,. 
,... 
;~ Cf . a.wove p 4~ fo r t he l es n. 
· ) Ay i n/ Ale ph 11 · ~O 2~'1!,' / n • r': - ; 
v, \ , ) r. 
r'C ~ )) ; i !.:il{e the above, a confusion 
of the laryngeals. 
i) Nun/Larnedh 11: 30 C::Ji) /yclm The Feshitta nowhere else treats tne 
name of the famous valley of refuse this way. Usually it is: · '9Q.:Jo1 
j) :iudLamedh 2: 13 l '~f:: / ~ /... L FL This example m,-y argue 
that the confusion is due to a coj>yist since the two texts 
disagree. The feference is to the "dra:,on well". C, 
k) Lamedh/ Nun 11i2• i1~'?'2~ I /. ,'\s L ~ The form of L doubtless 
developed from that of A by haplography of the stroke for Nun " 
and further confusion of Laruedh and Ayin. Cf. also 8: 8 which ie 
is ri'~'?~ / ~ and 10: 10 :·i'~~t / J 1'- 0 This last variation 
TT~ T T l ~
has no ready explanation. ~w• ~ •· th~ ' -k.o~ t,wi o! 
5r Treatment of Final Nun. In several cases the ending on is either ly 
ad9ed or dropped. This ending seems to be j>referred by the Syriac more 
than by the Hebrew. It is cited by Hl>th10 as a diminutive ending t12 
and is called the same by NoldekeP __ ,; r ........... 
a) Nun . .Added 9: 10 iiy~~ / l_.d4--9 (thus regularly also in Ex.) t1 , 
?: 5? ,00; 11: 3; 12: 45 it~/ lo':o .. ~~ { so usually elsewhere in 
the Old Testament.) 
b) Nun D~opped 4: 2 T 1i~ / /.._, µD..t7 The name of the city only occurs 
here in Nehemiah. Elsewhere it is usually t-'~In the' 
-
New Testament the usual form is ~ j._:ill7 Cf. the 
• 
. " ) ~ . 
r ·: -;:.: / '~{ (~f • ?.CCVe ~. 5~ (a.) 
L, L ~ 1'he :,;un is si.:n i.ar l J l ast in 
fa~ t~e 
this .~ent i l i c. 
- l ~ . . . ../ f ~i "' ;;. ;:.isceLa.neous ::,yric1z1ni:. o _.a.me.,. .. ' 
a) ·:19~Q - Ey a partial as s imilation this na.me is all'lays writ ten 
... 
3 
} . 
~ 'Qm or , 6\ ::::):-om except R: 12 and 18: 28: . b~?) 1 m 
-In 11: 28, _ the only occurrence in Neneruiah, it is ~ q 1 3 
·and it is writ te'n thus also in all the other 12 places 
in the Eible. ' v r , i -
-In 11:32 written ~which is the usual. transcription of ')m. 
_,. 
Perhaps here t nere is a problem of I-.lT. Kittel-Kahle notes 
the Een ~ayyiru Bible ha.a ~:t which may be an ortho~raphic 
variant, mere~. It seems clear that this town mentioned 
in clos~ connection 1with Bethal is the well-known town of 
Ai w'hich ' is always used in MT with the article. Possibly 
the translator understood the final He or Aleph to be the 
... 
Ar:amaic definite state and therefore disregarded it as the 
Sypia.c usijally disregards the Hebrew article of 1 'IO• 
d) Na.mes with Aleph for initial Yooh. ·er. Nildeke12 for explanation 
.: of this tendency. ' He remarks that the prefixing of the ; ~ 
, Aleph was more corumon in early times th~n later. ~ • 
10·2· 12·12 ~'ti'/ 
.., • , • T: : • • 
11:? :-1-?~~ / ~l Cf. the frequent )!_~Zl :./ \.oJZ.> 
12:42 :7!~?: I ~ ·i1) Eut for the contra.ry,10:9 0;1~~/ J_..J p 
(12) Eli• Qn.Q. 
I 
, I 
• t 'I ' 
1. I'rrors i :wolvi ng t he cor.sonan t 3 . ,-' ..J-. 
a) 8: 8 ;-, ~ .'.:i t:11 , '.J~ 1 y ~C' ' 1 I ~~o JG'Qu o ·~ (G )(~ L· 8ilV(.(t:l) T•"''' 'T - Lt I . 
The extra pronoun in t he Syriac rna:p{ie 
~ j ust a freedom of the 
,· 
translator, or it may be t hat he read the 'i/aw of r,,:,1:1 on the 
~ - .l.i=>o W..-t1 .J-UO GE Irp"ua l<:xt uMt Kaoµtr;X Iapa~ta utoo Apa~ta. 
G~ is quite similar but re~s I:xpaota and has the last phrase 
, . 
correctl,J v t,oo I:xpet~ t G' where GB has dropped one of the Sigmas. 
GA ho-.vever is ' almost identical to r;:T, except tnat it too translates 
ev_e'ry occurrence of '.).:l. Note that the Syriac added an extra 
and ·supplied appropriate conjunctions in the series in order to 
sec ure the re~ularity of which it was fond. 
~ 
c) 10:10 Heee t he reverse occurs with a common noun being taken for, a 
name: Ti ..l!1 , ' .ll: TT': .,, . , 
GA Qooua VtOt B~VOVCllilt GE~ ~~oouµ u tot 8£ v tilf) &t v 
e) 10:14 and 15 ii·'.l~ :- '~'.::: 1iff~,1: '.:l'.::: :'.J::1 ~~r.l/ 
~. :: ·; T '• T: - • '•, ' T -
,, . ... 
cE Za8outa Ut Ot Ba~L,A~yao Brioa t, Eoavta b;~ subatantially the same. 
The Syriac has rather wilfully treated the text, dropping one 
l 
'.l~ altogether and misreading '~~- in such a way as to get a 
regular series. 
C. r 
p~C.l 1 . 
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One is struck by the number of t hese variations and also 
bJ the fact that the Peshitta seldom a,:;,rees with the LXX in a 
l 
variation, except that both versions frequently translate the consonants 
r 
'JJ -.vhen 1':T takes them as a pro~er name. The 'Syriac never is 
freferable to UT, but usual'.ly shows a regularity artificially 
l' ~ • 
secured. It is interestigg that several of these variations concern 
y ' Joshua and Kad!Iliel." The Syriac transl~tors may have unconsciously 
\ . ' harmonized the phrases mentioning these men. 
2. Misinterpretations of guild r.a:ue's. 
a) 11: 3.5 
... 
J,., ' k, N \ 
Probably 
-t 
~ is 
simply a mistake for ~ used elsewhere; to transl.ate ' ' ~. We 
have noted that the confusion of Heth and Yodh is quite common as 
an inner Syriac error. ; With regard tq_ ..,O!~;Qil , if this is -~ 
6uiid name for "craftsmen" ( so J.P.S.L tne Syriac equivalent 
would be lf-ll • Eut more likerJ the translators understood it as 
"fores-t" lhe meaning "forest" was chosen in 
'7: -,1 where A has a translation and L does not: ~-""11 7~ / 
't" :-:- •• 
L Also in Ezr. 2:59 this name is 
b) The Netninim. 18 a' .l 'r::i;, is treated as a gentilic and written 
. . : - ~ 
~ !_.5 in 4 out ~f 9 instances. In 7L45 it is ..., ~n 10: 28 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
(13) The Nethinim are discussed by ~at ten, ICC ·~ ,ru1g Neh~' p 87,88. 
He regarjs it as "highly probable that they were a branch of the !..evitical 
boiy." Re remarks about the lists of names of the :·:ethinim that many 
(2~ out of ~5) do not occur elsewhere and adds "Vittually we have a 
loni list of ~eculiar narnes ••• The forei gn eleffient in the names is a serious 
difficulJy." 
r-: 11: :-:. is =n 11 : 2 
q _f t ne ,mra , bu t t he context is confuse,d . These t r3r.sla tior.s 
l •• 
are easily ~nderstanaable in a. time •Nhen the exact functior.s of ~ f ~ ,~ 
t his class of temple servants was no lone::er l{nown. 
transliterates when it does r.ot omit the word. 
'fl ' T VV'· 1ne ~'V\ 
e1 The Tirshatna. ~~~i':,;} is twice translated /~Q)! ~(7:?5.,70 ). 
The plural is certain because a plural verb is used. In these 
passa6es no individual is named as the Tirsha.tha and the translators 
apparently envisaged a kind of Sanhedrim or presbytery. The 
' ,J 
parallel in Ezr. 2:A:3 says \_,('r 'OO,l, }..!Z.J-,· In the other two 
instances Nehemiah is named as the Ti rshatha and he is called 
in 8: 9 / ·µ)Q.J, ~ 1 in 10: 1 h~<D ~ ·> ~ C) ~ro ~with 
' 
~ and )~c_J ...iJ·, .... . ... ' probably as doublets. Hawley's 
14 
remark on -Ezr. 2:~3 applies also to Nehemiah:" This is an 
unsuccessful attempt to explain a Fersia;. word (tirshatha) 
' 
*hich the translator did not know." Notice, however that the 
( 
translator of Nehemiah was inconsistent in his interpretation • 
.. 
The LXX transliterates in ; ari ous ways., but omits the last two 
15 
references. Eat ten remarks on the word "The word is PersJ.&n, 
I Tarshata, but the exact definition is not clear. Moss regards 
it as referring to a royal commissioner ••• t!eyer holds that it 
·I ' ' is not the name of an office like governor., but rather a title 
"h. E 11 - " "' " 0 " . 1s -'xce ency ••• or his J. ,everence • 
(14) cg.cit. p 29 
{15) op.cit. p 97 
I 
Q 
, 
"1 --- ".'\ 1 ~ --~ / a,) 7 ; ri ·~ ,. , I • . .,_ 
... 
in Ezr. 2: 59 is -,,?: 1::i~ / ~ / U t~o, Pos'sibly j1~ 'Nas first -~ 
rnistal{er. for the Aramaic t 'ir which was read ~ ~&1,in Esra 
and ~D"]in Nehemiah/cf. 4:15 where'~~·! is t\:"111but L 0 m). 
The original consonants are probably as in E:zra. - .:~ ji~, but 
~rr and LXX are ·doubtless correct 
b) 12: a n11:~1 Lio o-, LXX 
in takin6 them as names. 
Ent twv XEtpwv The form is 
l 
admittedly diffic~lt, but the Syriac is surely not justifi~d 
C 
in gettini; rid of the difficulty so easi:by. Note the Syriac 
.., 
also omits the preceding ?Y in order to read the form as a 
proper name. 
. . . 
c) 12:42 ~u,~.,, I ,, . •-- The LXX omits much here, but probably 
~ 
supports MT. Erobably the translator just misunderstood the 
. -
,... 
musical term "sound aloud", "chant in unison" or some such meaning 
which is rare for the hiphil of Yt!C but occurs in similar 
contexts (1 Ch. 15:19 etc~). 
Ezr. 2:53 Di]':~/ ..O?QQ·~ This name only 
i ~ 
occurs here and its meaning is not definitely known. The Syriac 
may be a mistake of a copyist, but also it may be due to a 
. ' ~ ... 
desire to translate as "lightning". 
t 
, , 
,1 
r • 
Ey way of sw:imary of the above material we may point out 
~ , 
t !'lat bJ far the most common mistakes concern tne I:aleth/?.esh vari_ant 
and the variations of NuD/'!cdh/Heth or their combinations. These 
ma.Ke up over 60 names er about one fourth of tne wnole. Another 
group of variations cannot fairly be classed as errors, but must 
be considered as the ·natural result of' transliterating names from 
Hebrew to ·Syriac where slightly different phonetic and stylistic 
rules apply. Such variations are the addition of prosthetic Aleph, 
the Za.yirJC-aleth variation, and the Syricizing of particular names 
in special ways. These accour..t for about 40.variations and strictly 
speaking should be subtracted from the 220 observed variations to 
leave 18J instances of error. The remaining names which differ from 
isi'I' are affected by miscellaceous mistakes such as naturally occur 
.Jn copying such materiil, but no other type' of variation exceeds 
!.: 
ten in ~wnber. 
'lie may be sur.prised at· the large number of variations in the 
names of the ~shitta of Nehemiah - 220 out of 850 name.s. It seems 
evident that the translators were careless and the text was not 
tra.nsmi tted well. Even our earliest manuscripts have a long history of 
poor transmission behind them. Nehemiah has suffered more than most 
books. 't!e may note that in I Chronicles, chapter 1 there are about 40 
sibnificant variations in the 300 names of the Feshitta •. As already mentioned, 
in Gen.5 and 11 there are 10 errors in 100 na.~es. one reason for the 
r.urr.erous errors of Nehemiah doubtless is that there are so many names 
to: et her is tedious; t ne names nave no special meaninb to t he 
::, re 
translator ar.d. tnerefore they may be 1'elt fo be less i mportan t 
than otner matefi al; and it it easy to lose one's place when copying 
a lon0 list of names. Still Nehemiah seems not to have been 
"translated so accuaately- oqtransmitted so carefully as even 
the lists of names in 1 Chronicles. Apparently this short booK 
was not considered as important as many of the other ~books and 
tfierefore was not given equal care. . 
.. t 
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Prooaoly we snoula oe j us tif ied in apply in~ to · Nene:ri i ah t..e rewarKs 
1 , l . ,. 
Hawley on tne !?eshi tta of Ezra. Possibly-, however, we should acc.'.1se the 
' 
of takin~ greater liberties than those Hawley- alleges 
. 
or E~ra. Obviously the translation was made for practical purposes and . 
t for the special benefit of the textual critic. Considerable freedom is 
refore exercised in rendering some passages. A few cases may even be 
ignorance of the meaning of the Hebrew. '.Jnfortunately our 
0 understanding of sone of these difficult passages is none too clear. It 
nbe said that there are no complete -eerses omitted in the translation and 
y ~arely more than a word or two which is not represented in sorr~ way in 
Likewise the:8 are no insertions except a word or two at a time 
Contrast ,with this about Z5 verses omitted from 
major manuscripts of the LXr (chiefly in ch. 11' and 12), and many more 
,i 
"!-
. . 
ssions of parts of verses. In short, the Syriac translation is free and 
10111atic, sometimes poor, but it does . ,in the main parallel the Hebrew text. 
In this chapter the freedom exercised by the translator will be 
under three main heads: I Free translations occasioned by the 
idioms in the Hebrew or Syriac, II Free renderings 
represent the Hebrew sense, but ex.hibjt an unnecessary 
ture from a literal rendering, III Conscious departures from the 
. .. . 
F. omission, or C. va!'ia tion . A later chapte r,, will consider ins ~an.ces 
of variation of the Fesnit ta from :·.:'!' , which seem to be due to an 1 'i. t 
actual error z::a.de by the trans la to,r. Along with the latter f 
· category will be considerea a few (very few) cases where possibly 1/T 
,~ 
has suffered in later transmission. 
It will easily be seen that in numbers of cases it will be 
I • 
difficult to t_ell whether a particular ,d~parture from MT is the result 
of conscious interpretative variation or of a ·corruptio~ of text. The 
t ~ .. ; 
particular variations can not always .be classJfied with certainty. Eut 
• ? 
an attempt will be maae to list in the present chapter all departures 
JI ~ , ' 
from MT due to idioms of the Syriac language or caused by the exegetical 
principles of the translator. All mistaKes of ~translation will then be 
l I , 
r~le~ated to a later chapter. Mista.Kes of transmission have been ..... 
e 
considered already ( Chapter nr: and part of Chapter IV). • .1 -es the 
I. Free ~ranslations due to normal idiomatic usage. 
~ ~. The Waw Consecutive. It is to be expected that, 
although Syriac and Hebrew are closely related, some changes of expression 
will necessarily be ma.de in translation. Thus the Hebrew Waw consec. with 
f 
tne Impf. is by all odds most frequently translated by the Syriac Waw with 
the Ff., 0 s ,~e sho11 l~ expect. About 215 c f' h 
.-.. .. ... ... ~ · ases o sue usage were noted. 
...,ases t. 
In two anomalous cases (4:~ and 11: 1) 
'Naw consecutive is translated DY'· tne Impf. ; Q..JLo • i~~~ Y"' ' 
'- ·. 
~ ~J~Ji Reference to the verses will show that the -translator 
... . . -
not -<overned by the meaning of the Waw consecutive with the Impf., )lere was e; 
. .,. It'' 
ut freely interpreted the respective actions as continuing in past time. 
' -The Hebrew 'Raw consecutive with the Ff. is also accurately rendered 
utng the Syriac Waw with the Impf. 
,. 
' ,; Other Tenses. Other tense equivalences are what ·would be expected. 
ordinary Heprew Impf., Pf., and Eart. are translated by the corresponding 
:., > 
As would be expected, however,the Syriac had- a tendency to 
the participle more frequently than does the Hebrew and especially to 
ploy paraphrastic constructions ' with the verb / 0 l11 to express nuances of 
aning not carefully differentiated in the Hebrew ,verb system. Several times 
, 
..., 
" Pass. Part. is used for the Ff.: 
t. for the Hebrew -Impf.: R:9 t9r.l.i) • ~=!~ or for the Pf. with Waw 
' . ' 
Cases of a P~rt. with )001 for the 
' 
are rare and explainable by interpretation oft.he situation: 1:4 
A few times the. Syriac has _a Ff. for the Hebrew 
are chiefly where ·the Part. has the article and the Syriac 
co~nstruotion with the relative ~ronoun (the ,J.P.S. Version 
- J I!' 
, QO • CO? ~ o, -~'~1~·~ i1~~1 ~rt~loly the translation is 
r and ace ura te • 
r 
I 
rest are e :;ve 1 - "10 . ,..., ~ : 
- " . 
i-:c uf Sl'i Impi . (2: ZC; ": 14 & 15 f i ve t i res ; -:; : 7; and, 3: 27 and 28 four ti rues ) . 
= 1-l'i_ iJ''i~-i~- probably t he Pae). pointing of L is wron 15 (~he Peal 
I • 
aning is "deliver") and it could then as well be understood as a Part. In 
~lJ 1 = Y~~ possibly the Syriac Ff. was used beca.ise of a desire to 
reference into pa.st time. The rernainin5 nine cases are really problems 
tbe Hebrew rather than in Syriac... The four cases in 9: 27 and ,~ are 
in the prayer several Hebrew Impfs. which alternate 
such a way with the Impf. with a '/law consecu~ive as to make one wonder 
In 3:14 and 15 the situation is similar. The same Hebrew 
in the Irupf. which in? exactly parallel cases in this chapter 
Pf. or 'Naw_ consecutive with the Impf. Why there is this varia Uon in the 
At all events the Syriac translates these nine Impfs. by 
Pf. tense (the J.P.S. Version uses the past) following the true meaning 
ptebrew and not being bound by formal rules of tense equivalence. 
The Infinitive. SpeciaMlttention may be paid to the translation of 
infinitive inasmuch as Connill accuses the Pes'hitta of Ezekiel of too great 
treatILent of "1C~"i .. '2•., He says that it is ani tted 4 times and 
10 times adding that "i'.:~~- is literally translated ~~only in 
i,:~7 '7K i11i7' i.:n ,,;,,, " I_n Nehemiah, however, the Inf. seems to 
rather accurately represented. The Hebrew uses Larnedh with the Inf. _about 
Of these, 60 are quite literally represented in the Syriac by a 
· EzecoieJ. ' p · 149 
-· .. :... 
. - - .. 
Ver ~ -1,-riac .... nf . is never used. Where t he context indicates a ?l. subJ. eot 11e , ~ '"' 
the Jnraee in gues tion, t he Syriac conj unct i on and Fl. Pa.rt. a.re used 4 t"" j_:,)o ). 
is expected, the Syriac uses the conj unction with the Pf. 
Li.,:::0 /o )c. This usage, far fro n; being a freeaom of the Syriac translator 
accuracy, for the Hebrew Inf. itNl has an idiomatic force not 
usual cases of the Inf. and it should be rendered different)y. 
Syriac does not prefer this particular idiom (although it is . found in ~ ~ 
-Biblical .Ararnaic)f ii ... col... cth' r '""h"ljf., ,.i. 
The seven or so remaining instance~ of the Hebrew Inf. with Lairedh 
·translated in special ways pro~ably showing some slight ~freedom or error. 
are on:itted. by the Syriac and the rest rendered by a Pf. or Part. in a e.t,t~ 
not surprisi~g in their contexts. We should eonclude that the Lamedh 
th the Inf. is rather accuaately . rendered in Nehemiah. · t 
/ There are also five cases of the Hebre·, _"Inf. with Caph in a temporal 
which are all translated as we should expect by ~with either the Perf. 
verb. One case of J f? iwith the Inf. is represented by .... eo 
Part. Three cases .. of '"T :J!.. with the :Inf. are translated 
~ ~ ~ with the Perf. or Part. It would seem that in11 Nehemiah the 
with few exceptlons translated the Hebrew infinitives with real .~ 
turning the HebrEiw .idioms into good Syr iac which sometimes 
Y be different in form, but is identical .i,n meaning. (I "., m 
- V 
5 3,Qs;Q)-. 
' fu1' t .1er ~e .1a ~ .--. n~e~ni !1:=i, .. :12 ver:) · nj_ i t s ea"'" i,ent m~y t,e rr:a· ... .: . 
Tne s; riac tend e ncy to insert tne copula (001 or f:..._; ( when t he Hebrew 
nominal sentence dispenses with it, can be illustrated in Nehemiah. Eleven 
instances were notes with none where the Syriac would omit a copula found 
in tne Hebrew~ 
I • ._ t 
Also we may note that occasionally th~ Syriac verb disagrees ,from 
its eeorew original in nWLber. In some ways tllis p-henomenon could be qu13• :il>: 
considered under the treatment of nouns because one cause of the disagreefflent 
is a subject regarded as collective and construed Sing. in Hebrew, but · 
regarded as Fl. in Syriac and necessitating ~ Pl. verb. Other factors also 
in 
enter "some times. Note 3: 6 ~v' H:m / ..9.DL '? ... ,..... where the subject .is compound 
in both the Hebrew and S;Yiriac conte! ts. On the other hand in A:2 the subjects 
,.. ... 
are again compound, but only the Syriac has a Pl. verb: , n~-~ 1 / Oi~O 
The fact is tnat neither Hebrew nor Syriac: are consistent in the agreement 
' . , 
of subJect and predicate and we are therefore· not surpris~d at some variation 
sort. 
, ' 
1tl: lis2.wl• There are of course Jany number of cases where the usual ~ 
aenttival paraphrase is used in -Syriac to translate the simple Hebrew 
state. Fregueatly the nomen rectum has the pronominal suffix 
). l l 
more often it does not but is simply followed by Daleth. Likewise 
1 t 
the Heirew article is regularly rendered by the Syriac emphatic state when 
the article is the ordinary sign of definiteness of the noun. However, the 
sometimes has other meanings and is then appropriate~ 
Thus it sometimes is used on quasi proper names or 
I 
I 
--: •ya ., • I 
· · · · 1r t he preaicate cosition and oe ,,, He le :::c.:J te use~ or. a. ti2. n , 1 8 1 p1 e , • _ 
~ -- ;J, .-
1,, t· .... ,,.,... 8 1 8 t .,.r1 by a relative o_ arti,_cle u_ped with a. relative c_lause proper- J • ~,. ~ v-.,"'- . • 
+· ,...,y ,...; a" This is a rr;atter of :;ormal Syriac i diom and doeB r.ot , in vne ;:, •• ..,. 
r ,,r.+ the c ha.r2e of f reedom in tran.~la.tion. war ~. w - _, 
}.lore serious is the matter of Syriac nouns which do 1not ~gree 
in n~mb~r with the corresponding Hebrew nouns. There are many cases 
(ove·r ~O .,,e·re counted) where the disa~reement is the natural conseguence 
of the Hebrew preferring a collective while the , Syriac does not, or 
vice versa. Cf. for example 1:R 9~l.~ /~·il Ir,terestin~ly, in the 
,A ' .. • • ¥ 
similar phrase in 1: 11 the Syriac has the Sing. like the Hebrew. Again in 
' 
' . 
5:17 the collective r£,~ is rendered t'~Jn ?:Al the word w{l'!.. becomes _ 
l l. . 
\.an w·,·t• Likewise 1~ is turned into the Fl. in 9: 24. A regular variation 
is J, :>CO'Ofor "stait case" where the Heorew has the Fl.r.1~.~ (12:3? etc.). 
Some of these insJances are slightly i nterpretative as 12: ;n i'-r:JI .. JL:::a,L. 
On the other hand, the differ-er,ce between many of these Syriac Pl.farms 
a.r.d the Sing. is only the presence of Sej ame, so the frequency of this 
:._ 
variation should ~ot be emphasized as it is often merely editorial. 
There are a few other cases beside these 00 where the difference 
I 
• 
,, 
is a little wider. and depends somewhat on interpretation. Again the difference 
~ "' ' .,. 
is often just in the use of Sejame so not too much should be built upon it. 
Important departures of this sort are mentioned under II - Free renderings. 
'" 
For instance, in ·2:? & 9 the translator to?K liberties in rendering "governors 
' , 
beyond the rive ; " ri;1_~~ b; ~. In the same context he s~eaks of a 
fl \, . -~ f! . . - 2' --1' '.)II 
e,, l' Q_] 07 simply· becauae it is obvious the l ean er of ·tois ccrt i on is reo\ler " • 
not b Jild the wall by· himself. The trans la to·r has a.dooted t 'f1e 
. 
viewpoint of an interpreter here. In 4: 5 ~~~~O is rendered (0 tnJ ~ Tnis 
19 likely not because "sin" is in itself collective, but the translator 
to emphasize the sins of Tobiah and Sanballat · by unisg the Pl. S.Sll 
In a siILilar fasnion pronouns show a variation of number. An .. ect. 
example of a pronoun with a compound antecedent is found in 6:14 "Remember 
~'r~;~ /lOO\.!~ ~, Another type' of disagreeirent is 
a pronoun is tnat in 8: 17 1.:'ll / lo0u ~ where it is a question 
whether the translator should speak of every one and his roof 
roofl It is no great 'freedom. ~ n of po .u~ 
Ereposition~ and~ Conjunction. The Hebrew prepositions Beth, 
Caph, and Min and the conj unction 'Naw were compared with their 
Syriac :fquiualents in order to judge the degree of freedom with -which they 
have been treated and the extent to which they have suffered in translation 
Statistics will be presented which may be useful in 
I 
tlining the situation, espec1ally since these particles a&)e omitted frqm 
l be Index when the correspondence of Hebrew and Syriac is exact. The s .. 
tatistics, however, must be regarded as approxiaate because it is often a 
given variation should be classified as due to legitimate 
is the result of freedom in translation or is a mistake. 
recur regularly and rather frequently have been taken 
legitimate idioms. The others have more usually been called free translations. 
. ' 
. ', 
Ldllied.n . In slightly ruore instances tnere is a dive-r5e,nce. The 
approximately '270 cases where the Hebrew Lamedh a~d ,. the Syriac Lan1edh are 
not eqLlivalent were classified as follows: In 40 cases the Syriac· Lamedh 
of the accusative which was marked, generally, by the 
Hebrew r.~ or-r,~ • In about 35 more cases it represented ~ in such phrases 
unto", etc. or in e·xpressing motion toward an object. 
A similar usage was the 5 instances of translation of the locative He or e 
adverbial accusative by the ?yriac 
Syriac uses _:\ ~~ to represent 
Lamedh. In. about 35 more cases the c 
This is practically a compound 
preposition and a good equivalent of the Hebrew. Twenty more cases occur 
in Chapter 12: 12-21 where the sons. cf the first generation of prj.es ts are 
listed each with a Lamedh of possession before his father's name in the 
Bebr ... The Syriac omits all these Lamedhs using a simple appositional m 
To summarize, out of •z:70 cases of non~equivalence, 125 are 
idioms which we naturally expect. ~ s l.I' La.r 
The remaining 145 cases of· divergence are divided among less common 
I 
' instances of free rendering, mistakes occasioned by the corruption 
lhe context, and mist~kes in the use or transmission of the prepositions. 
instances may be cited for illustration. Probably idioaatic is 
u,?';;f : .. ~~7'·~! where the last wor1 is rendered /L~ 
BO 9: 7 where God is addressed as the one ::J;~~~ ~70~ i~~1 / 'P~ JJ ~~ 
free rendering may be illustrated by 8:15 where reference is made to the ~ 
• wnich ;-rP,C i~; iilii~ ii~~ / 
, ~ . T 
cf. 10:29 and 9:14 
,.. ... 
. ' 
affect s t he preposi t ion ;uay be i l l us trated: by 8: 1 wi1icn refers tC?. the settle-
rr,ent of the priests, etc.. in tneir pld.ces: ~i7 'i5.'.~--'. ••• ~,:;~ ., 'l The Syriaa 
••• , T I . ,, -
• I • ( 
renders it as if it were ~:Jt'.·~ and must cnan5e the preposi t-ion accordingly: 
06',I ;·~ ,. ... ~0'10 
{ Thus the Lameilh has been correctly treated in over 'A/ 4 of the 
cases. Probably there are enough cases of true idiomatic usage among the 
,, 
remainina 145 cases of divergence to allow us to say that the mistreatment 
0 1 ' 
' 
of the Larnedh occurs in about 15 or ·2J i;er cent of the instances of its ·use. 
Btlh• There are 210 cases of exact equivalence of the Syriac 
ind Hebrew preposition Beth and about 100 cases of divergence. Of these 
100 cases perhaps half can be laid to idiomatic usage and the rest to free 
. 
rendering or mistake, but these alleged idioms are not always so clear as 
those frequent ones noted for Lamedh. One frequent idiom is the phrase 
J 'O'O.Jb for il'i''/i C~i' This recurs with slight variation 
. r:- ! ,. -r 
18 times. Also the date formulas show some divergenpe. ~:15 mentions 
•the fifteenth day of ~" 'i~'i~:'~ I '\~b · and there is ~imilar 
variation in 8:3 and 9:1. Several times the Syriac adds an extra Eeth with 
an extra pronoun which is · unusual in . Heb~ew, but / is regular in Syriac, ti. v0 
thus: . 13: 1 ~~i1£} Ci~; / OcJl ~ OL) The usage with regard to this 
partici.llar jlhrase varies somewhat. In ~he prophets Ts. :·2 an_d Am.9:,11 •~.., 
add tne preposition and pronoJn. Is.4:1; 3:18 and a number of other places 
"' . 
translate the Hebrew word for word without the addition. 
A case of f~ee rendering typical of several is 8: 4 which 1;5ay,s that, rt .. 
' 
Ezra stood to read '7~~ '~-~~ i ~~?1n~~ ,,~~'i., all of which is represented by 
tne 
confusion of and ::zi' .. r T 4 
• <"': ~- .-l -•~'-•• ~~--·- --\., -,-~ ~-'-
... n • .1.c JJe rea.;..i. • ·1 .J · rY -,_ ., .. . . ,..1 _., • 1 _.,i:, , , "7- .... 
• • " ' T' · T •J-; J : - r~ 
wbioh is rendered by the SJriac 
lacking, but enough remains to support l-JT. Another freguent 
mistake or free rendering is the omission of a word carrying a preposition. 
The preposition Eeth liice t.he Lamedh is thus seen to be poorly · 
in approximately 15 per cent of the instances of i_ts use. 
~- There are only 44 cases to consider here. In 3i) the Caph 
1arendered literally by j-'l or, occasionally, by the adverb /i:Ll Ten more 
cases are accounted for by the use of ._::, plus the finite verb to represent 
. 
Const. in a temporal clai.lse. TiVice in a similar 
•Y ~; with the Pi. is so treated. Mistakes in the tra~tment of Caph are 
.. 
thus remarkably few especially considering its -similarity to Eeth in both 
Hebrew and Syriac scripts. 
i 
The two cases of non-equivalence noted seem 
rather to be free renderings. They are: 4:12 !)~~ i2~: ,'i1'i / 
T ':-:- ':-
oLlo 
l ~ tot:n 00i ~ 
WJ:1. Here the exact equivalences are about 90 and the divergences 
25. About 10 of these diverg~nces are idioms such as the partitive 
·(iii contrast to il~;n-7i: in~ / 
T,-'-:T · T -
in the verse) cf. also 10: 37 and 1.1::2. A. few, the 
were classified as free renderings or mistakes. For instance 
~ is added with a pronoun freely in 6: 14 where Nehemiah :prays aJains t his 
prophets ·'l;1~ ~'~~;~ ~'Qi;~,/ · coru.::o ~ ~~ 0001! A pure 
) .. - . 
-- -•• ' , 
is acubtless correc t . 
' l 
Apparently the l,;in is mishandled about 13 per cent of the time - a 
agreeing rather closely with the percentages for Lan:edh and Peth. 
~ CQnluoctipn. The subject here is much larger and only an 
., 
picture can be given. There are about 900 cases of exact equiv~ence 
f 
Syriac conjunctions and 375 cases of disagreeffient. , 
cases of divergence almost 20'.J can be singled out as 
frequent, rather regular, idioms. ThllS there are abo~t 45 cases where in a 
the Syriac has a sequence like "one hundred and twenty, and 
J ' l 
the Hebrew almost without exception would ha~e "one hundred 
twenty and five!' This Syriac usage agreej with that of other Old Testament 
r • 
books as, for instance, in Gen. 5 ( although the Hebrew there differs frd>ID 
·that in Nehemiah put ting the hundreds at the endL Indeed with great 
~ ~ ~ 
re6ula_;-,ity the Syriac of Nehemiah puts a conjunction on the second member of 
·~ 
a series of three whereas the Hebrew omits this conjunction. In longer 
has a ,notable tendency to uniformity put ting a conj unction 
' 
before every member after the first. The Hebrew is much more irregular. 
' 
V ' 
cases of such di~agreements in series were noted. Miscellaneous 
for 25 more. As noted above (p 12?) ib~7. is frequen~ly , ' C'1i;.· .. . ~ ,!, .~., ... ~· ;. _;: 
~ L .. X){c, or by a similar phrase. · 'ii' 1 is nine times translated 
I " o • :- ~ I 
and there are about 12 cases of a Hebrew Waw of asseveration or 
, 
of apodosis being omitted in the Syriac. 4:15 or 1:1 may be cited as 
conjunctions - a f igure which is not so large as might be expected in view 
of the easy corrc1ption of the 'Naw in both scr i pts and the freedom with :~ 
which we might expect them to be treated in translation. A few of these 
remaininJ cases, about 40, can be classified as due to the loss or addition 
a chanie in the conj unction. For instance, 6: 12 reads: 
ri:':t:~~~1 ;,-~~i:q /o~_,a,oi).uo ·h·'>-=> 1 mo P°t). Elsewhere alffo 
T: - . . • 
of Nehemiah's enemies ...J 010 ~ o is added freely. In about . 
40 additional cases a confusion of the context .results in a recasting of the 
ases,in .which the conjunction suffers change. 5:7 and 8 is an instance. 
frobably due to homoiot'eleuton a clause from vs.8 is placed in vs. 7. In the 
sultinJ confusion .a Hebrew Waw is dropped _and a Syriac Waw added in 
a different position. 4 f. 130 
An instance a freedom in the use of the conj unctions is the :t, .... 
or '~~~~- which are translated ..9l in 4 places, bu.t Cl~ 
Also a case of freedom is 9:5 where a pair of exhortations 
' 
are connected by the Syriac Waw when the Hebrew has no conj unction. The :J 
•· 
is just the opposite in n:'2. '1 e. E pe,.J. '/ Ne $I C n aHemt~ 
In many more cases- almost a hundred '- the conjunctions seem to w 
be handled with disregard for accuracy.the carelessness which we observe may 
tQ\he translator or may have been the result of errors in 
Frobably both factors entered in. Refeeence to the collation 
cf. p 0 lll for discussion of this verse. 
.1. te 
"' is 11 
A•' ..... 
... v·i.: 
• ,. + ~ys 
... 
editions and ffianusc ri ~t s in t nio re~ard . ' ' . 
Thus ·Ne see that the conjunction, l.he the common preposition~ 
is badly treatea a little less than .15 per cent of the time. Indeed in 
concl~ding our study of the prepositions and the conjunction, we may say that 
their treatment is not · as poor as mi~ht be supposed when we make proper 
allowance for regular differences in style and e-xpression between the _ho 
Also some of the discrepancies concern not these word.s as such, 
·but rather are due to other more major discrepancies in the context which 
affect these words. There remain, however, between 10 and 15 per cent of 
cases where these words are treated with unjustifiable freedom or have 
suffered from mistakes in translation or cop.ying • . Since all the prepositions 
J j ' 
(except the seldom used Caph) which were studied above, and also the 
• I 
conjunction, ag~ee rather closely in the jlercentage of error, it seems to be 
a fail';;conclusion that their mistreatment reflects in large measure the 
" . .. ., 
ienerally poo·r condition of the Syri_ac text and its carelessness in translation. 
~ 
~ idiomatic translations. A few other idiomatic constructions 
which recur several tfmes may be noted here. Especially we -may call attention 
to_ the insertion of words like }' j.o and i } ii,l7 in ~laces where the Hebrew 
bas a mere copula or understands a verb. For instance, 1:1 i~~Z~ ,,n,,n 'J~i 
., .. - ·: .. .,... ,,. -: -
which is translated cf. also 4:3,18; 
.. 
For the similar additi~n of } i--S7 cf. 1: 3; 9:37 etc. 
Another idiom which only o~urs once, yet is quite clear is 4:6 where it says 
the wall was being finished r;~~'2. ::~~ :i~. '~~ 1 / f)\'Q\ /~ ~<D~ ~09 ...JJhLl 
Another idiomatic translation which may be cited is 13:19 c,n~t' ~., 
,... : . 
---~ , .::.:.:i. t ec1 :. - .., .. - ..._ :. -
I 
.; · ,ere t e 3.C .:. ve impersonai 
• ~· :on of t e .~ebrPw is L.i.r nd.a' ·.1.· n+o a oass1·ve 1· n ,., · · t ' con3 .r .lv~ .1. " - -.. v , uyr1ac w1 n an 
appropriate subject supplied. A last idiom of. sev~ral more which could_ .. 
doubtless be listed here is 13: 24 ,-,•: i c~· / W.}I ;,, r : - where the Pl. is used r 
for the distributive. . , Other idioms similar to these, but perhaps f 
a little greater freedom will be discussed in the following 
~ ,. 111!. ' . 
l ,A '\{}, n , ... s ti. ,;,l. the 
l .. .. ,.: il ( ~ ,~ .... , ' ' !H ! J. .... ..,. 
,. . 
"' "-; . ' -~ I ' q I d l 
' ~ ' ' .,,(. . 
II Free Renderings due to Ordinary Syriac Style. 
. ' l ~~ "/'Oh e, '!! 
The· instances of free translation due to re~ular Syriac idiom 
which were discussed :Ln the previous section, are found in any translation · 
of a document where tge work, is faithful, but not stilted. Each language 
bas its own idioms, and some minor changes of order and phraseology will be 
• "-' 1 \ .. 
necessif.y unless a translation be given resen.bling that by Aquila. Of course 
for textual criticEd purposes we ·should pret:er a translation like .Aquila 'a, 
-
bat the Peshitta of. Nehemiah is far removed from that. hluch greater freedan 
here than was necessary and instances of 
. 
this freedom will now be given. This section will list the free renderings 
• 
Which satisfactorily represent the Hebrew sense, but are not literal trans-
lations. They do not show a conscious violation of the Hebrew text and yet 
they are more free than necessary and probably sh9uld not have been used if 
the translation were to be re~lly accurate. These approximate translations 
F I 
~:e sea ~ ~ ~os t ca. es t 
self-ex i:.:;lana.tory to tne people for 'Nham it was in .. ended. 
1: 1 ---- I lQ.L:l The Syriac month 1.. lQ.1..owas [ecen1ber; ._:) (a...:L:Jwas I,._,)~· •·:. 
, .... -.. January. The Hebrew ~':.;. was November-December (E. D. E.) and 
therefore the translation here is good. In Zech.7:1 again lOJ_') . 
translates i<S~ and it is desiinated "the ninth month". 
1:2 1•-1 / · ~ ..910 A fairly common translation. 
1:3 O':~~~D. I }.,Ji...J} The Hebrew has a construction analogous to the 
internal object. The Syriac avoids this repetition translating 
1:5 
Cornill reruarks5 that 
in Ezekiel the internal object construction is avoided by the 
Syriac. Elsewhere in Nehemiah a true internal object construction 
is retained in the tr~nslation of 12:4.1 and is employed also in 
the translation of 5:1 where the Hebrew does not use one. On the 
other hand, in 13:13 where the subject and verb are from the same 
root, the Syriac a.voids the redundancy just as it does in 1:3. Note 
. ' 
also ,q:7 ~i~< •••• Q'~,;~ /;l.:J...J~ •••• ~ We cannot say 
that in Nehemiah the internal object construction is avoided. The 
usage· varies. 
This is a free but correct 
interpretation of the interjection. LiKewise in 1:11 the particle 
of entrea+y ~~~ is rendered 
.. T"T 
1:~ places the mention of "ears" after "eyes" in the petition which 
- ,_. - - -
(5) op.cit. p. l l+J. 
reads yb~'i r.,n~r-~ 9'.l'!,'1 f'~zip 9.n~ ~..i •'ilr This 
- .,, . : ~: •, ! ·:·:- :~T T •: 
in the Syriac because the petition proceeds with the verb 
LXX has the order of MT. The S.yt;t'iap~.s~ othed }hings ,_ ou~.• 
. A: ft . .JJ.f:~~ c' ~'J~ .. ,~t\ 9~¢~.: ~2.~~· I ~, ,,---- )l_,.::n ~~ ~J } l~n : 
I\ 1 !:"I •,' l 
,~tr.1 • J=tl} 
reE;ly; r~,aats.( J.J1e~ eX,Pf ~ ... ss.ipn,,,. bsu\_ t,,,ris-. eeriee.1 is~ nQt;.,alter~q-
•7?~~J. a1~ /~ JP~ .SJJ'j.Jl,C .. ~s~~ itl\e :Pf089U~r, ~Or Vafirt~cas 
~r j q_s \, 1prec1,_ipus.l,Y, _used i~~i tr~ns.J :,a~ed / .!. _)'-• ·£1'\ . ~ •• ~ •t·•• . , 
'Lv= J...: J \ ~ ._ ~ - }--40, ... .._..,.. .... .µ ... 
~it'fl , ,r,r ~ ;i-'iilt il..'il' • 'f'~ iJJ / 1 L\o 1 - ' \\ \ 'l . " 
'1"-'+ -t ~tF:.,-.,:- 'b c.;,7--: ·-,, 1.1' ;~ :-:-.r. x~ ti -icr.: I "·"',~ lr,-?» U .... ~ . u ---2:19 .. . 
;Oq.::-r Ji suoo ,SYA\a~ ~ST ,pri~e.r~,1-Si!JlpJ e;-_, .. ap9. gJve@':>tt1@8li-SPBel . sens,,,, J;iut it 
. - • - - ~-... .1., L_,..._, ~ •-- "'-" ,_ bf'0.1:Jri;:, .r~OlllEt,What J rye -..: 1 s•11.,,'-B nul, 1· .-/ ,_,..r. ',..,,_,,.;, I'· ~' :;;..;: :. 
•-NJlnV x:,-- J~:;,2 u\1 ~ 't?-e/e· tT /~ ,.p..JJ ~ ,J~~ 1 Th~a,~51ou~~ j h! ,s .. 9hapt~r .. this 
fTJE ,j3-iJ11P.lY q ~O::.t1 ~ .. ~ iS-. -U§l€fi £s>r J .. 1;. "">k13:.0r,1 ~~ ~ ?r reJ;s is 
•- •~·:i ,,,.1,..,1 l~i,timate ,.tr0ansla.t(ion..as i11 :: mav,.., be0 userl to mean "plaee" 
, -.. , .., ,I • •. , _, r, , u " -. oi:; ! u4 , t<"" • , i. :!,'.,; J , 1 it l SU J ·• JI ,i, • ! 
u =3; 1n:. 
~.:· ~S'E-:J'.,:l~ 
")~ """ 
- ... :J_, 
4:3 
SJ ,., 
4:7 
!l• 300). 
"' 
'i,e .1°{.ay r~.91ar~ t_~ .. t J.Jie J-,-fy, s~1 Vefsie,lb' puts it1S;imilar 
, '!~e.x t ;..lintq_ jlim ", ~tq-c ,but.,~~ LX~ ,:,i1ea~s : it _ye,~y literalJY· Ef t ~! 
tl~,~~~ r~,n I (00u;·a.v1 /.-sb This s~ems to. Be a w!rn:.:.e~t C 
'lvari-at.ion of.., expression.I\ H ,is t.he .fam-iliar __ Sewitic ,.gen,it}•xal ' 
--t ."t ; -;:.,, ., ~l;,; ,. 1=.-4 ~:'- ..tic::1..,u~ v ~' J .. 
with radject~~ a~ -fo/rce: Bd)th expr~ssii.ons. mean- ~\their_ sto9~-~ walf 
I , .r ,,_io.o. ~-' -L4i.... L!~-- .. .... 1111 _ .. i... 
ri1cn~ ii;~,~: ~r¥-,'~ / f-/ic<JJD. .• ~~ ~ ~ ~l1!sr ~his is ~nf-ree 
.,,-, .• . 1 .,;s .,..(;-,; .~r~n~l~\ipnr bu,J aun. accuz:.ate,;:1, r:eg~s ... e~ta,,Hpn 1 of., the 
"'<"''T J' 
~-,. QOwe;,er~ trap_slatesl ~uitertlj t;_er~lly.,. cxe\llE~T;.:: J'l,:, 'fVTJ 1oig~_1£ tXE<J 
, • 4: 11 ':..D.,.~ 1r.-,~ ~ 1:JJ / 
. T (0~ ~ I .., '.P-h}s Js j.u~t a rpore 
.,._ .... - ' ... 
. -
. ' 
rend,ering lor cla.riitcati_on:• ~i:; •1 .. m.!O .r""r.10 - : ~ J .h XX'l 
"'.,; o• c- •• : u l 
;J 
1: Ii 
I , · l S .:,q e 
i i ~ne 2; ri ac oeca~se tne ;etit i an , roceea~ Ni tn t. e ve rv "to ne2r ". 'T· 0 
.!. 1 C 
LXX has t he order of ';;T. The Syriac smootned t hin5s out. 
.. ,1 
freely recasts the expression, but the sense is not altered. 
1: lf 9'1~~: / t~.;/~ .The Syr·iac uses the pronoun f-or variety as the sentence 
just previously used 1~:[ translated y,~ 1 
2:~ il '-i1, . ,re 1?' / 
·:: . --r -!. )L)o L, ~11 ._jkl ~ 111 ... · The 
Syriac is briefer, simpler, and gives the Rebr,e·,v sense, but it is 
somewhat free. 
'· j 
1,, 'iY I 
,. - ~Q..J.J L\ ~~ Throughout this chapter this phrase or 
-
simply is used for ii' 'iY or Q1' 'iY 
""T - r.T - This is quite .a 
legi ti.lllate trans~ation as i~ ·.: may be used to mean "place",, (cf~ B.D.E. 
p. 300). ' We may remark that the J.P.S. Version puts it similarly 
~oext unto him" etc. but the LXX treats it very literally Ent XEtpa autou. 
-~· 
... 
4:3 c~,~~~r~;n / .(oOL;·a.v~ '-3b This seems to be a minor but curious 
variation of expression. I It is the familiar Semitic genitival construction 
r • 
with adjectival . force. Btth expressions mean "their stone wall." 
' ' 
This is a free ,, 
translation, but an accurate representation, of the Hebrew meaning. The 
L.XX, however., translates quite literally ll\lE~Yj l'} 'fV1J -rotcr t£ tXEO: t v 
4•11 ~~,·--~N ~~~• / • ._;_ 1,· , f;. ., . ,_,_. 
T '.' T 
This is just a more specific .. 
rendering for clarification. str-A. 
'I, .... ..... ... ,, 
r • • • • • / 
~~is 2dse af f ree 
1 ~ . ' ' . . trans ~~ion may oe llKeneu to t~a t in 4: 7 above. The 3yriac represents 
the Hebrew, but not literally. The LXX has ~n interesting attempt at ~ 
I. 
literalness, but it doos not fully appreciate the Hebrew idiom~ xat 
. -
· •·, .,.,.- ·r.1n ... / 1 ', _.i., I I {) .:., ~ t ~ - . · ; . : .__,!i .. :A~ ~ ~ This translation is in accord with the 
. 
purpose of the translator to pro:iuce a practical version. Re 
evidently translated the month designations into those common arnong 
his contemporaries. Cf. t:1 avovea but in 8:3 this same phrase ie 
rendered f. , .'.J.l, ~ ~ 
"~ rJir; 1~?.~ Ji~~ b~, ip~ This is the usual translation for 
. . . 
this phrase occurring also in 8: 9 and 9: 3. The plain word ~ii~ is 
T 
" l -translated literally in ? instances. It is expanded by the word ;;.sm 
in 8:3; by J}:oin 13:3; and by 
Js rendered - /_cn~ ! pL' in 8:10 and 14. Apparently a degree 
~~ 
, .. ... 
of freedom was allcr,yed in the translation b.ut. the usual phrase for 
the sacred volume was 
• t 
~ '}~D. 1tY, n 1,; ): ,/ 
~~~ ·PL 
!~~ a0 ~o Also in 9:32 l"i'~~ is 
. 
rendered (~OX) Elsewhere in ciehemiah it t is poorly treated. S 
In 1:5 it .is rendered ) j 'µ7 and in 13:.29 by mistake · p j...S7 The 
phrase n,i~ ni~ in Genesis is 
. : . --r 
b~~ ·'~~ I 001L .. u 1 l ~ ~ 
regul_arly ~ 'F°l 
in the sense of refusind God's law. 
= 
s .. 
The Syriac has used a more abstract idiom, but the meaning is the same. 
- .. ~. 
-,'.-r ~: ~ , 
i s Dot ju~tified , t) ut it seerts possib e aGd t · e 2e re11 i3 not too 
clear. E. C. 2. (p ~8) says "fixed. f: rovision". 
-, 
to 30 The single Syriac word - Cl j..9_:) is ..1se- to translate tne' 
various Hebrew words for "suburbs"•: ~'~)~ (11: 25,25,2'7,28,30,31) 
and cr.'-w, ( 11: 30). T ., 
This could easily be a mistake in copying. 
In 13:2 the same word is \.o--& in A but l m~ inL.. Some 
freedom was apparently felt in the uSe of -the divine names. Cf. p.119 
for data on the variation between l~ and 
c1: 'i~] I lo~o which is a free but correct rendering. . 5 
D'f~·)CE~ I ~;lo ~ In the context, mention is made of the 
merchants staying outside the city wall with the gates shut against 
' ' l them. According to the basic meaning of i' '~- and L Q) this meant 
they passed a couple of nights thus and therefore the Syriac 
:;;; 
""freely says that it happened a day or two. It seems from the 
context, however, that it happened on a couple of successive ·sabbaths. 
. . ' 
The first impression of the translator seems to have been not quite 
accurate. 
lf •. ,. i 
~ • \ • .':.,,Ji; ~ 
er _ • J fot> 
III . 2of!scious If!te rpretati ,e Se~art Jr es f !'9om tne e ore w. 
The exter.t of freedom exer-cised by tne translator of N~,hein ian 
may be shown very_ well by the f[ equency of his consciou.S departures 
from lv~T. He did not hesitate to amplify, change, or subtract from _ 
the text which he .had before nim. 1f!e may 9ertainly say that he tooK 
liberties with his original which were r.ot justified and which show 
• 
that he acted to scn;e exter.t as a reviser as well as a translator. 
In this section the modifications of the text of an exegetical ... 
nature will be listed as additior!s, ,omissions., and variations. The 
departures from .:MT now to be considered .are distinguished from t.~ 
legitimate f ~ee renderings already 1discussed and from actual i~ 
mistakes of translation which will be taken up ir. the following 
f l 
chapter. 
~ " l ,., " 
/h~ A minor add~tion of no special significance. 
1:3 ''? ~"";~K 11 l / + \OJ) ~)_t,r Mi.,Jl ~<7TA simi,la.r c.lause is 
> n 
found in the ' pre~eding verse and is added here to make more 
definite the unexpressed subject of the verb. 
1: 3 i'l:3"'lri~ ~ / + 
,- : ·:: l~· This addition for emphasis is also found 
in vs.4 after D' i?~ • 
. -. r 
1:3 '~il / + Tt 
~ w is adc.ed 
i -
l01 added for emphasis. 
.. 
. !-
' . 
again 
.. 
t - ~·r: .. 
before n:,n 
- . 
- - - .... ,<'lfif' -
,. .,,. ... 1<>la w • 
.. "?<rear .n ,o • XIV p 
d ~• f'l • ole tel:)Ort p ~ 
J o'. t=e~t1vn• in . ~. 
14~4' f' al.so 3( :- .. , or 
-
.. " 
No. ft ~ .. ~~) pr, ' ' . . 
"" 
.-
.. 
" 
~ ... - ... -t I + 
! I 1 J I d l 
"T -; : -:-
-- - . .... 
- ~ -. r1a -
s ~gested the insertion. Frobably with the guild names we should·. 
I 
understand the word µ as merely"belonging to: 
tl. '>.03? Note that the same phrase 
vss. 28 and 2? is translated literally both times. The insertion in 
3:25 was possibly to distinguish that reference from the two which 
follow which were presumed ta be different. Burrows., feels that 
the "~owet that projects from the upper house of the ki~g" of vi:J.2.5 
,. 
is not a part of the wall itself, but near it and that it is probably 
r 
different from the tower mentioned in vss.26 and 2?1 but he is not 
positive. In this report Eurrows has given an exhaustive analysis 
., • t ~ 
of the towers and gates ~entioned in Neh. 3. He feels that little 
definite can be concluded as to their locations, but argues that the . 
• 
.}wat.er gate to the iast" was probably in the eastern wall and on the 
\ 
<t 
northern eection thus opening into -the upper Kidron valley. The 
I ' .,.(!\i 
enumeration of the portions of the wall, he tninKs, is counte~ 
• .. "' ~ • Ail,; 
clockwise. He somewhat prefers the view that Nehemiah's wall 
included only the southeastern hill of Jerusalem, but admits that a 
larger area could have been included. He concludes "Evidently assuming 
,. . (' 
tnat his readers weee acquainted with the points named, the writer has 
', 
~ • ? 
neglected to give us sufficient data for locating exactly any one of them." 
(f>) Annual of the Americ;n - S~h~ols-of Crie~t~ - Research · No. XIV pp 12? 
(?) op.cit. p 140 cf. the whole report •pp 115 - 140. cf. also his discussi(?n 
of "Nehemiah's Tour of Inspection" in B.A.S.O.R. No. A4 (193A) pp 11-21. 
t:1e 3yriac sentence l s not c ear . Fe r- naps it is a il i ~t ai{en dout let for 
.:, 
,, 
.... ,._," ., I + 
~J I y I IJ 
T -
passive verb. 
(~ simply s upplyin~ a subject for the impersonal 
Cf. 6:1 where the same thing is done. 
· ii,~i~Q-?~ I adds t a\ CV ; before this phrase and 
it just to make the sentence more explicit. · ' .,,. - • -. r 'fl "• 
711r,; / + fisQ.!7 Thb is probably a slight iilterpretation. The 
Hebrew contrasts lodging within Jerusalem with canjping outside. · The ' · l 
Syriac seems to contrast lod~ing in the streets of Jerusalem as guards 
and sentries with going into the houses at night to sleep. '' . . 
~yi.:1 .;.n / + i-.l..u j...J...L.,,\J o This is added under the influence of Wo in 
TTT T"T \ l 
a similar situation at the end of vs. 2. In the same way ~ o is '".ie-
• . 
added at the end of vs. 4. 
~~asts the Hebrew sentence ~j't~ l?~Q r.:!~< to make it 
~ ·• ... • ,II • ., • 
read: l~ ..u~o ~! w~ ,-~ ~ ..s1µ The translator 
,, 
added _.,~ o and , changed the freposi tion Lapiedh to Min. The Hebrew 
f • 
is elliptic, b.'!!.,t the Syriac ·seems clearly to have altered the sense 
and given an illogical interpretation. 
~j't;,; ~~- I+ ~~·~ tro~ 1 0The additi~ is free, but easi ly 
explainable. The verb which the Hebrew understands is made explicit 
in the Syriac and the extra noun is added to the itmrns listed to make 
the list more inclusive. 
pos i t i ve vc~ re ~0i rect c f t -,~ ... 1. . ... ., 
, I • 
~ties ts, 
a correspondir.~ ne ~ative statement for greater ecphasis. 
5: 13 1~~ I + ~ ~ ~o These 'Hod s are added iI)'Vie'lf of the .. 
follow in~ r.:ention of Civ ine wors ni p. Apparently tne custom of 
t he translator was to rise for prayer and worship. 
5: 15 C¥?-'i~ :;z?t / + (ooO o~Lto (O~ o.l)h)o-Ad.ded for emphasis. 
5:1;, 'F.Dln:7 / 
. ··- .... , 
I t-, \ 
+ ~ aaded befo!,e the verb simply for emphasis. • ,:. .~ 
5· 1A · '1~'j / + 
• --r: 
J_, yo01..i ~ Probably this a.ddi tion is made to make doubly 
A:12 
sure that no forei~ners are represented as workir.i on the wall. 
_ ....... I 
:11•.., + 
•:·.' 
l i µ The Syriac ph_rase is: 
evidently ,react jj~O as a verb and supplied the name of the king. The 
Hebrew clearly says that Nehemiah was accused of reigr.ing. Note the 
eviaence that the translator's Ms. was unpainted. Tne LXX supports MT. 
' 
......... , / /),' 1.;.. + 
-, :·· 
~~!These words were added as an interpretation 
~ which was probably all too accurate! In the same way there is added 
at the end of the verse: • 1\60 '()\. ~ -'IT10i ~o. 
R•. 14 i7 =-_._, ~ __. " 'T~t_'_ .... =--·~ / + L ;· en , , ~ _ __ .to emphasize Sa.nballat 's sins. 
, 
- B: 14 -~l~-t~(V +JcJ10 ;·::2 ~·1\oadaeci also in vs. 12 to include others of 
mentioned in the context. JC Olb · "' •Jl' 
0-U il7Ll tJ J ~ ~, This is simply 
adding freely the contents of the oath rrentior.ed in the Hebrew. 
The phrase -·, -.. ..: I ')' ~..i';'' 
T 
'1~·::1 is 
.. -·-
turr.ed into a verbal construction in 
the Syriac. 
... 
;, 
~ - ~ +~~ -1,~1 ~tor of ~zr . 2:~3 • 
.,, • .i.v ... -. c.. .a.-•rit :> ._ 
~l sewhere t i:ere is , ~o t m en evi er.ce 
of harmonizing t his chapter, c niefly ,nar:ies, wit n its ,parallel i n 
z; zr. 2 and this instance may r.ot be conscious narmonizing b t"· sirr.ply rna.y 
a;. reflect a. similar ~eographical interpretation. The Syriac r:-eading 
has the captives ret i.lrninb '' from Tel Uelah" and "to '.rel Hares ha. 
(A has b"~) and to Cherub." This is probably wrong and 
' 
Hawley remarks on the Ezra passage "Evidently the translator knew 
(' 
:,. 
nothing of the geography of this region."8 
~ 
. but little more! , I :...... . ' on· the form ~i 
Unfortunately, -we know 
.. r 
found in A, cf. p.A3 (a) • 
?: A-S · 1~~.Q I + Pi ~ An interpre'tative addition caused by assigning 
\ ( I" , l 
t his priest to tne Urim and Thummim. 
":70 ii:~'i~ii / + 
TT;- l~, This is doubtless a wrong addition because 
8:4 
. 
1! 
9: 1 
. 
. 
the work at that time was upon the wall. 
t• 
A simple addition to 
l,/l • 
make the ~hrase explicit • 
C. ,. 
t efore the phrase cn,,y iiC1 1 
•: •• --: TT•:-
-the Syriac adds the verb 
I 
which is probably to be understood in the Hebrew. 
r,. 
9:8 . •'tl~iJ / + t 9,-u~o~his.i. n~ is added among the well-known lis.t of 
the nations of Canaan to make the total of seven. Other inst.ances 
- -
,\ . 
will be cited to show that the translators were thoroughly familiar 
with the re~tof the Old Testament and occasionally harmonized, 
unconsciously their readings to other Biblical passages. 
- .... -(8) op.cit. p.28. 
,, i' t ". 
9: 11 
9:13 
.. ,. - • 
.... ........ - I ;-. I I.) ,_...: + 
.. 
-, ,:1;1'( iil / + 
• ' .... , , 
... 
• 
ad:ied before 
A simple add ition to mai-;e t ne 1 . • ... e xp11c1 :, . 
,l..::::n_, , 
' 
A quotation from Ex. ;:;2 :.S. Also 1 • l ls µI ,
.•,., . 
t: '~~~: so as to re"' ·.,..: 
·T~c• ~ In botn 
cases the additions are unconscious harmonizations to the original 
l 
passage and illustrate the translate~ Biblical Knowledge. cf.9:8 above. 
~ :! ,-_,?~_,·.· / + oi) · · ~, 0 also adds 9:2~ ." ~ t'} before C'":i~~- Probably we should 
not think of a doublet here, but only consider the addition as a verb 
l, _, 
suppi ied where the .Hebrew Jnderstands a· copJla. 
9:35 Adds o ~o at tne beginning of the verse for smoothness. The Hebrew 
verb ~p1.:Jy ~·, (which is translated literally) comes at the end of a 
T-j 
t ' 
loni clause and t he translator felt the need to supply a verb earlier. 
The Hebrew is someRhat elliptical~ 
and the Syriac is more explicit 
1 
. 
• • • ~'=T.:J.:lii 
-· .-. ' . 
10:3~ ii~? (last of vs.35 in r,.T) / + The verb is simply 
J I 
repeated for clarity from a parallel expressioo in the ~receding verse. 
11:9 ~1JJi1 / + 
T •- p Like 10: 3R above 6 this · is repeated from the instance 
. . . 
earlier in the "'verse. 
12: U J~s / !~ ') beforecg,ct~~-. 
. . . 
f 
~. -3 On the contrary cf. 13: 7 where Il''.:l 
is omitted from the phrase C'07~p r'; 
J__. ~ before O'~-~~?. to read i~ ~µc, 'ft:° This is a surprisingly 
rare addition. 1 ·.e i uw r<..J · "•h 
13:18 71'"1~ / + {kgjO Freely added for emphasis. 
13: 2.'3 t'~~ /+ )l-,'µ0:1 At the end of vs. 2S this word is used in a similar 
expression and it was a nati.ll'al addition here. Cf. 11:9 above. 
:.::-'.)oa ly ~~ i ved the t r ouble oy :..not 1e, _ ~s.'/ :::n:issLn. '.'e can r.ot 
t;e sure, nowever, that the omission is not connec ted with t he conf;.ised 
state of the text in tne first part of t~e verse. The LXX also omits 
~ 
this phrase, but follo;vs MT closely in the first part of the verse. 
::;;~~ ?-C.? :1~~ :l '~i I S. omits. This omission seems probably to be due to 
... , . 
tne confused state of the previous context. Possibly it was omitted 
because it was felt to be redundant. The Hebrew continues: 
evh, . e · .. • t 
i1:~~~~/ s. omits as unnecessary. The pronoun contained in the verb 
,. T:-
sufficiently expresses the sense. 
. . 
i1mr,~ / s. omits. The translator may have not only considered the word 
"T . : 
unnecessary, but thought that such a letter would not naturally be "open". 
~1~ K~ 1'Qi/ s. omits the whole phrase. This is in connection with 
' 
substituting 
J~ synomymous and repeated expressions are very freely treated • . ele,uton 
... 
1~ / s. omits this designation of 1:l~ and also in vs. 34 the similar 
designation of C?'V. It is not a usaal use of~~~ and the Syriac solves 
T •t 
the difficulty again by an easy omission. What the true text was is not 
so easy to say. In Ezr. 2: 29 1l'T omits if,l!. after Nebo, but not after 
Elam. After Elam the LXX in Nehemiah says aap which doubtless 
transli•ez:ates i~ • • After Nebo G~A has EX(X'!O'II while GB here has 
Nl~ taa p" This probably developed from Ncx~ t(l Cl:XF and gave rise to 
the other reading Nap,1a ExaTov. If this be true the LXX supports MT. 
I 
Aooording to Kit tel 2A Mss read in~ in vs. 33 and 9 do so in vs.34. 
There seems to be no reason to doubt r.-'.T. ne tr,. 
8: 11 
9: 25 
11:3 
-~ ... - · .... ;'I / ., 
-' -' .' - l / ..,:. ,1 .- l . : s 
~~J ard i ~1 :ne next ve r 3e . 
'"', ,..-1 --:- ''"' ' _,, ... ,i .,.. I 
., ,. -- ••• - .:.1- '-
' • - : - ; - ,- s. omits both of 
correspondini verbs: 
t hese 
Li L 
'NOf d.S j ust retaining their 
.. 
' 
The translator may ·have 
t houg ht t he woras unnecessary. However, becat1Se of other somewhat 
parallel cases we may t hink the omission was because of the similar 
phraseology of tne next verse 13. 
10-,, .. , i / S omits as unnecessary making the prev i ous verb 
., .. _ 
govern all the objects listed. 
1:-:;:' ( in MT this is early in vs! 4). S. omits this word and the 
'T 
conj unction on the previous word°" D.~1i '~1 which is then kept with • 
the preceding verse. The result is a change in the sense ~D the 
passage and a poor connection for the f ollowing words. It is a >~rly 
rather violent change. The reason for it al so, is not ~apparent. 
' I 
12: 25 ·'sbt'{:J i1:~C .O-'iV1i.7 / s. omits these three words surely by homoioteleuton 
:< '.._ ~:- T • • •-: • 
as the next word is tl"':i)!~iJ. 
T, 
• The homoioteleuton would be even easier 
' if it occu~red during the copying of the ' Syriac because the words!or 
"porter" and "gate" differ only in the vowels and the article is not 
expresse in the ·syriac as itjs in the Heb ew here. e{\"H"? *le. 
12:2? D''i::lJ / S. omits in a series of musical i nstruments. Cf. 1:•? above. 
• T ~ 
other omission by the translator this long and it may be tnat a 
confusion arose with ;"i~u.~ 17 t'Y ·' 1 for r'.:W7.'.:l pr.J ( or 7nJ). 
T,, . - - -
13: 11) ;:i::i 1::i~ ~ D'·:i~D1/ s. omits probably because of the difficulty occasioned 
T • . 
by the confused con.text. Cf. "1,;istakes of the translator p. l ~J 
1. : 7 ~..: ·:.::'. (.t".:.r s t occurrer.ce )/ o.J,u Th i s was felt :; o -:!;;; ree cetter •1i tr. T • 
+ · · + 'i:-:---.:1· ,-, J:. The :nention af t he s ne aj{er comes l ater( ~;~}) • 
._ .. e 8UCJ eC .. ·•T:. ··: • - ,,.. .t"' , 
2:1 ~';t 'i 1'.~ I 
,T : 
~ 'P~ L om taw )~ The phr~se was e _ xpanded 
to be more explicit. The LXX has ~v otvoo evwnt ov µ~u. 
2: 3 
this variation is not clear. The LXX agrees with 1.iT. Perhaps it is 
«. just a free· exptession, taking the Hebrew to mean "capital city; 
{lo')\'O lk P'· But the similar expression in 2: 5 is literally translated. 
2: 6 'i~~ i'i i1:f~:\ I li.), ~ :J()J...,o App~rently the translator thought the 
I • • 
t 
2:8 
.. 
Hebrew expression as: unseemly in dee.ling with the king. (LXX follows l.iT). 
,.. ~'"'~'"/ ~ ~ ,,;. •. , •r < ':cL 1 ne 
T· r' 
translator has substituted a. more general word • . 
t ~ j:..9 ! ~ ~; Perhaps this was mere careless-
ness, but possibly the translator did not think ? 'rt could properly 
refer to a part of an army. The T-XX agrees with MT. 
~;~_10 · '~c~'~ 17-:;Q.' / b ~ ! { ¥-1.). According to the Sej a.mes, the Syriac 
-~ 
now takes the epithet to app}y to both Sanballat and Tobiah. 
2: 14 · '~~~ --i~~:'2_ / fOL µ "l.~ Th~ order of words is peculiar in the 
I. 
3:15 
Hebrew to express "for the beast under me to pass." But the LXX 
agrees with MT. , Perhaps the Syriac translator, feeling the 
diffidulty ,j ust omitted ,_,rn;, a,r.d freely supplied ~ L • 
' I
n_?~Q / µ.::D f.oo,:o The transla.to~ apparently misunderstood the 
~ ' 
proper name of the "pool of Shelah" and took it as a common noun. 
'~ 
In tnis way he solved the difficulty of the Lamedh of i~{ which 
the 't1all of : . e oc i s or' toe exi t 
cf waters to tne ~arder. of t he v.inJ." 
0 -
~robat_y tne interpretatio~ 
is ~ronb and the name of tne pool should be connected with the ~ 
sprin~ or with the tunnel of Siloam. Blsewhere, as in Is. 8: ~, !::?pi} 
is ta.Ken as a proper name. Furrows calculates9 that if Nehemiah's· 
walls did not include the soutnwestern hill, the Pool of Shelah 
would fall near the traditional Pool of Siloam. The translator 
probably made this identification, as a pool at the end of the famous 
tunnel would best fit the phrase ~ /'a~, Probably the Lamed h cf 
1 ~1 should be taker. as "belongtr.g to" so as to locate the pool in 
relation to the garden. The' J.P.S. version says "by"; Eatten (in loc.) "at". 
3:20 j~ / ~ ~~The translator "thought the context indicated a different 
interpretation and felt quite free to make the change. 
3: 23 D-;':J / 01W .' The previous 1.i.l was rendered b; and therefore T ,, • 
~ • e,,'4,,-i..l J...,;.... w 
·the singular suffix was required. ,.,_ n 
4:2 D''t':::~ii / ,-,;ot::)~o 'T'his (l ives +he general idea of Tobia.n's 
•T"-:r \ lo .. c • 
t 
sarcasm, but is not a true translation. 
4:3 i1_?~~ C~ / ~o\ro: Li \.1-J Note the avoidance of the conditional ~~ 
• I 
and cf. Cornill's observations of a sirnilar tendency in Ezekiel. 10 
Yet in the other ten times C~ is used it is 8 times translated by \lor 
a compound like ~I and the other two times L!fter verbs of swearing) it · 
(9)- .Aiiouil p.138.- - - -
(10) op. cit. p. :.~J. 
' .. 
--,~" ' ~""'' "'"""' -, ,... ., ' 'j 4: 9 '- , . ; \, '- ~- I _ _ ,;) 
',' ,, ·-: T: • . -:_- - ! 
' 
~'. Evidently the preposition 
·11as inter.preted. to be ''over us" instead of "c!.ga.inst them" and the 
aifferent oroncun was used because of the different interpretation 
. .... .. 
of 'i2. l.'.any examples could be given of just this attitude on the 
part of the translator. Instead of choosing his interpretation 
of tne mainwords of a sente; ce in such a way as to allow accurate 
rendering of the prepositions, pronouns, etc. he would first decide 
what the <pa.ssage meant by cursory examination of the ma.in words 
and then would alter the m,inor words freely so as to fit his opinion. 
4:1~ ~:~~f; t'~Y 'ji~,....:. '~G: ~~MD ~1-0-1; '~~• I The Syriac adds some words'and 
interprets: 1~ \~~?lo~ ~~o cm~ ~i'5\,.~! ~o 
- At first sight this seems to be airention of three halves! Doubtless 
I '-= I !" the first ·~ois to be considered as all-inclusive and should be 
translated "there was a diviaing of · the people." The following 
section is then only slightly free. 
.., 
-.1E"18 ''?f~· /0\;.Lx;)A free interpretation of the place ' of the trumpeters • . s 
4: 21 C~~~i: n:~:?~ I t'~go ~-~ ~J A free, and rather natural, treatment 
of the pronouns after ~JnJ~,. 
4: 22 il~'i~ CJ1~i7iit~C :i'i,~i1 / l~ I'-;~. , 1ooouo I. · _ ·· 1 '- 1'' - The TT! " .. ! T~. r:-- \ \ ~J.---0 ~ 
. , 
exegesis is not strictly accurate and the insertion of the extra 
~: . Waw slightly alters the sense. 
5:9 ~.)'~;1~ CJ~1,;1Q r~!~;. ~:1t / r i~! ~J }~ ~) loL) ~~! '\.b'O 
The customs ·of the nations are called a "reproach" in MT, but the 
derogatory figure is dropped in the translation. 
1.lC , ....... 
V •• .... ---
. - , :, J ; ' - lo' 
-r - - 'I' 
~ ,_l 1 {;·?cc'O ._DQAl.JO i~ r-3µo 1 , m , "..2mj ..,_jj)o ..,..Do j.J] .s)o 
\ ' ' 
The trar.sla.tor render-s a di ff icult ·verse' somewhat freely. Bat ten 
(in lac.) remarks "The a.nc ... ie·,n,t ~ wer~ p•1 zzlert by + ho n"'~~a.~e n 'T' h 
-~ - - u · ,.. . ""'-' t'"" ... .., 5 • _ .. e 
J. F. S. version reads "T_ likew1· se, "'"a· my bre+11.,.er. "'n • "'Y "'erv + <.ou .. - ., - ·i... w .., .an-s, 
might exact of them money and corn: I pray you, let us leave off 
this usury." The Syri~c is approximately like the Hebrew _ as far 
as ~9CP? • The last part is evidently an exhortation to the 
8 
nobles to give to the poor,instead of to remit the levy as I.'.T has it. 
5: 11 t~# O' r?' • .l C1;~ ~ / ~? J.., ~ _QOJ!J J The Hebrew in the t . 
'1: 8 
relative clause refers again · to the heavy exactions of the nobles • 
Perhaps the final clause in the Syriac does not come from the 
Hebrew at all, but is a free repetition of the concluding thogght 
of the Syriac cf vs. 10. 1 r . 
necessary because these mer. are n;en tioned as coming from the 
nations around. t .. ) (.J ~ 1:a,l' ,, 1.,, 
ex, t:~ :·( (\ 01 i:l) 
,- w T 
,.r-~ I T- 0 \~ 'µ:)l L 1 A toning down of a ~, .... 
dero~a.tory expression. t I - uepe 
a, ~o The noun is silbsti tuted for the relative 
pronoun to be more definite. The meaning is not chanbed. 
~! Ji)·; c::i ~o Tnis is a free 
treatment of the conj unction, ·but it alters the sense of the 
passaJe. ,.. typtc . or t 
l 
·.t 
I 
I 
9: 1.:; 
9:17 
- -: .a. --· . 
+ t- -- , - ·.:-...., , _,___, __ J .. - - · . ., \ 
~r.e ~ro::Ou.!; vO ,.?-te n: -:: •.:•.;. ,1, , . . , i , ·1 - ,.:: ~:~ ,; /' ,om , \ l:, '<' , - : ;_,, ,.....v-, ,...... 
• ·• T , , _- "f" t'~ I-' - ....,__._ 
(Tc <=! r_.,'(." a ~.,.0 e"' wi+ h }'1') 
- "'t\ :,..i. \,,,, ,J J. W L • • • • 
" 
.J 
~..J- ,(_' '-:, ' ·, - i ~ / 01n _ , ") 
1 •• _ ,_ L 1_-. i l ui.- () LJ(O t1 l_(Ll07 ;,iote t he tr~nsla.tor's stron~ 
tendency to regularize and simplify expressions. 
---""'~ --'-"""! ) \., L' , ,,_.:, L) l....\j., I 
T: · ~ T 0•1: - : 1:..:' ;~ lo 
Probably the Syriac is merely using a bold. paraphrase to translate 
the first part of the passac:e, ·but is translating the last two words 
literally. The LXX agrees with the Hebrew except that it reads "in 
Egypt" for the last word. Y.i ttel-:<:ahle notes several Hebrew M9s. vi 
' 
whicn agree in this reading. Nu:n. 14: 4 has a similar phrase using 
!._ <;: 
._.,.,-.. •• .._ ,, T/" "tt l v hl h +1 al 
•1t~:-!7, an~ r.l e -r.a e, per aps correc_ y, adopts so here tee 
reading C!~J~;~ .. 
. ' 
t:.'i:'i::. At the endof tqe verse ~i'~.---T-:- ~'i Q~.''i,,.i.~1 is rendered i ... '"'al 
'I":- : · . . 
by: w ~Ll ~ lcxYLw _µ:fuoo. This seems definitely to be a. 
reminiscence of Dt. 29: 5 where in a. simihr- context there is ,a. '!fl). 
.. 
reference to sandals not gro~ing old. Cf. 9:18 (p. 92) for a. similar 
example of the translator's knowledge of the rest of the Old Testament. 
9:30 :p·~f! / l~ µ}o The word ~~ here needs something to complete the 
meaning and probably we should understand 19~ • The Syriac has not 
I ' 
followed this Hebrew idiom, it seems, but translated freely as if 
t he reading were 'iiv :fj';,:-1 • The LXX fellows ;.iT literally. , :: . e · 
, 
9:38 ~.l'J~~ ~J.~•1~. ~.'i'J~/t..m:>o µ·~ tL:tz:· QO Note the variation of the 
pronouns and conjunctions in the seriesT typical of the freedom used. 
,I,.... - ,.. 
I • - .,,I 
- ~ ~ .. I. ,, 
felt to be 
' '\ 
-.... . .. 
__. 1 - ..; -- -· I • I I ... -~ , .( ___ \ ,., ... .. .t ...., 
---
di s r~~arded in order to secure~ smoother read.in~ 
~ore ir. harmor.y Rith t he context. 
. 
11: 12 and 13 The prono 1 ns on the initial words are reversed in the 
+ 1 + · "'n'"'i -~,n~" / .. 1 ,;· . . / • • + 
.. rans a .. ion: 1 " ~ ••••• 1..1, 11 , 10 CJL.,i.......i.10 ••••• ..J01<.L.>' o Hn 1naccura .. e 
'T-\': ',' ·•-: -
translation, but r.ot serious. 7!e may be sur-prised that tne reading 
"their brethren" wa.s not adopted in both.::cases. The Ln agrees with MT. · 
11:24 C~\ 1~~:-,~1 l~~o_ }~v ~! /_:0a....i ~\i ~ ~)l t'9\.J~ )ar,~ OOt 
It seems that the variation is due to paraphrase. The first part is 
a_n extension and explanation of the phr~e ':'1?~1 ,, takin.1 ,, 
• .,,,- -, Q -
properly in the sense of "power" or "authority". The la.st four 
words of the Syriac a.re a fair renderin~. 
12:27 ~z?,; 1 ~ This more definite and explicit translation was 
\ 
doubtless suggested by the first word -of vs.·28 ~~:'.l / OJZ..J-:? Uo • 
. 
12: 29 V~f. r, n~,;~ / 'LI., , }Lu This may be a variation due to topo~raphical 
. ' - ~· 
" 
considerations. 
12: 31 Substitutes P; 4; L for the name of the dung gate - r,~~~~ i~!·. 
Cf. 12: 37 where p; µ jL stands for the water gate - Q~~iJ. ~~-, 
12:38 where 
12:39 where 
Pi U~starxis 
p; ~;Lstands 
for 1he tower of the fu.rnaces-~'i~.;h-:-;, 'i":J.JC 
. -- · -:•1 
for the prison .;1ate - ili~ii ivt,' and 0 'TT-- ,__, 
12: 39 where µDj ~ stands for the tower of M~ah - ~;iJ 'iJ+;, 
(Eut 6!. the discussion of this last instance on p.2?). 
Strangely, all the gates referred to above have their appropriate 
Syriac equivalents in chapter 3 where they all appear except tbe 
• l • 'lY: J..; •• 
~e: __ ~e:. 
11
" 1 u, ·"" "' + e " -t- n' e 
'-"- ~-.. , .... acd t he " sneep 
' gate" are all rer.dered accurately. It is hard indeed to account 
for this variety of treatment of t he· different gates and e~en t he 
' same bate in differer.t contexts. There was apparently a tendency to 
be not too specific of Jeogra.phical details. Cf. t2: 29 above. 11 
12· 40 .i.ni:p:-. i / ~o This change maKes the verb agree with ~- the 
• T: ,--
translator's interpretation of the L"oute of the dedicatory 
procession. Note that the following preposition is therefore 
char.~ed from P:l~ to en 1 _, • = ,, : ~
odd- us_age of, 7~ was interP.reted freely, but satisfactorily. The r . ,, 
LXX renqers it word for wo~~ En• au-roua fJ.EP tt,E tv -rota aoEXiJlO fO- ilu-rwv. 
13: 18 ctr.•~~: { ~t!Ji i7:: ~ 1 'i~: ~ 
' 
lGJ.di.J) o_~ ~tn Note the .avoidance 
of the rhetorical question and cf. 4:2; 5:9; 13:2~,27 for similar 
treatment. It appears that the translator always avoided a 
~ C 
rhetorical question even though it became necessary to make 
rather radical changes to do so. Other ty.pes of questions are 
·correctly handled. 
13; i9 ~71i / Q...;L L} A free interpretation of a rare Hebrew word. 
The gates' were kept open at a time wnen accoroir.g to tne law 
t' a.'"t-: t ~ they were supposed to be shut. • 
13: 21 ~inQ c1?? :' n. ~;~ / };QJ7! ~;lo ~~  p loLl ~~ ~_ l°u A very 
t free translation which recasts the expression completely.The freedom 
(11) B;rr;ws: op.cit.; give; f~rther-di;cussion. u~ p O t 
.·. 
-.::.. v - ~ r' ,.... , "'1 
... '-J ~, .., v._. .:.. - ...., · • - ' 1 
wel l. :e did not nes i tate, nowever, to c:::ange the forms cf express .:.or! 
or t ne pror.our.s, prepositions, etc. to suit his purposes. The I)Cf seems 
to be much more literal in its renderings. On the other hand, the ~XX 
omits mucn more - as has been mentioned, about 25 whole verses but also 
reny phrases and major parts of other verses. 
l 
Ther~ does not seem to be any ten~ential exegesis discerniole 
in the translation. Traces of ~1ewish ,or Christian feeling do not 
J 
seem to appear. Important &nthropomorphisrns do not occur in Nehemiah, 
tut the ears ar.d eyes of God are mentioned in 1:~ and correctly transe.ted 
(though the order is reversed). Also God's good hand is said to be upon 
Nehemiah in 2:9 etc. and this is literally rendered. These instances do 
not prove much, for the LXX also translates these passages literally. But 
. 
there does not seem to be any extreme avoidance of anthropomorphism. Nor 
- ~ 
,. L 
is 1·'.idrashic ,ad.di tion found. Several passages have been noted {9:8, 18,21) 
where the translator definitely shows a good Knowledge of the text of the 
rest of the Old Testament. More instances of this will be given under 
the nMistakes of the Transla.torn in Chapter VI. There seem to be no, 
.. ' 
discernible influences of the New Testairent upon the translation al though 
two instances have been alleged (pp.5?,1:iO) of a copyist's error t .. • "' • 
resultin;.; from New Testamer.t influence. 
...o ~o · the di r f c.,' t" 
•; In short, the translation is reasonably good, but yery free and 
can be used by the textual critic only with 6rea.t care and after due 
allowances are made for its approximations in translation. 
,, 
After allowa r.ce is made fer t he nat ural alteration of the 
Hebrew id i om i n translation, a nd for the freedorh exercised by t he 
translator, ana also for changes in the Feshitta text througn 
vicissit udes of transmission, there still re~ain to be studied 
many cases of divergence of the Hebrew and Syriac text. A few of 
these are .probably due to errors which have crept into the Hebrew 
in the course of centuries. The great majority are doubtless 
errors maae by the translator of the Eeshitta of Nehemiah either 
because of i 6norance, carelessness, or a faulty Hebrew text which 
he was using. In the present chapter as we st udy these ·remaining 
discrepancies we should approach _a conclusion as to the value of 
the Feshi tta to the textual critic of the Hebrew of Nehemiah. The 
mistaKes will be listed in the orderaf tbeir occurrence with 
... 
' brief discussion of tne probable causes of error. ·~ l' 
2: ') ~ This curious mistake may well have 
been ca4sed by a misinterpretation of 'iJ~ , a rare word r., 
probably meaning "queen consort" taking it as from 'iJ'Jf 
. -T 
"ravish"., a word considered obscene oy the Massoretes (cf.B.D.E.). 
~ is then a free ~araphrase to avoid the difficulty. ~ 
2: 12 • 'ii~~- / !.:XX ·eE'>O., Vg. I:eus. This is a minor 
- .. 
discrepancy with no .apparant reason as far as t he Syriac 
='~~N in tne course f l~t er t r3nsmission. It ~culi have been a 
very e as y mistake t o aiake, es [:ecially i n view of t he practic;_e ~ f 
abbrevia t ing t he Divine narne.:: . 1 
. 2: 20 '')~/ t ~ LXX oouA')l an~u. This appears to be 
carelessness in translation. The two followini words are parti-
ciples and it was natural for the pronoun ~J~J~:to be taken with 
all three words and have all of them treated as participles. 
3:1,2 There is soJLe confusion in the treatment of ii.l'.:l. In vs.1 
TT 
3:;; 
( 1) 
~ J:i 11 , is translated _,a, aDo. This is probably an error of 
the original Peshitta for it includes the addition of the preposition 
~ thus: ~ ;L \..\ ..,_01a.Oo ..... ..:)u.~ ')loo for: i2~--~ ~.l~-~ ! ... ~,;;~~-r:c!1-• 
In vs. 2 ~J~ is omitted entirely, i1~i is translated ......i)and finally 
P is omitted in A and rendered ~ in L; As to the LXX, it ~ ~ • 
follows~? closely in vs. 1. In vs.2 it translates ~J:i and ~j~ 
T · TT 
as Utt.J\I and renders i~ proper.!.y. Y!e doubtless should conclud~ that 
the err ors of the 'Syria.c were due to qaeelessness or to a poor 
manuscript. Cf. p.n2 for numerous instances of mistreatment of r 
the consonants '.l:i occurring in connection with names. 
F .. KA 
LXX: G- Ia(X\l'X G ·• A ,aava • It appears to be a 
simple misreading for 'J! M 
···-
• In an unpointed text a reistake like 
_this would be relatively easy,, but the Yodh which the Syriac dropi:ed 
was already read by the LXX translators. oseece of toe e 
-------Perles,~lecteo f · lb ff 
- . -
· .. ;'.- . \ ' ' - ~e _ _. ..,.: .. 3~/ s J _;') :1. ~ : ,-: ... .J -r ; :::.:.; :: .; ~ .:;.:; ... _:~ :.j c :;r!:e5 
" . f. l " 
t he Sy r iac. El sewhere ir. t he Fesnitt~ the no~d i s near ly al #ays 
trar!slate~: J.__,_..; l • It is possible t ha t £:.n inr.er error 
occurreat. Or we might consider a confusion of ?~ 2, with the 
root ~ --,,.. !r /\J ; -T I but this would not explain the Nun. It mi gi1 t be a 
pure guess of the translator, since the word is difficult in 
this context. ~e cannot well explain the variant. r •ft ' 
which is translated: ~lo ~~ l011'D. ....oci2..r7. Apparently 
y 
:l_!~ was wrongly taken in its usual n:eantng "leave". (Cf.3:8 above). 
Then, as usual, the interro~ative was removed, it being a 
rhetorical question (cf.p.102). Finally ~~;;~ was taken as if 
r 
. 
it were ~!T~·'o: reading tl1·'~ with the following • The LXX omits >ell 
this part of the verse entirely. The Vg. supports MT. It is 
possible that in t his instance MT is wrong and the Aleph was 
dropped by mistaKe. However in view of the adjacent corruption 
. , 
of the Feshitta and its generally poor condition, it is far 
more likely that the translator erred. 
4: 4 i1~rP / l~~ The LXX supports iJT. Kittel-Kahle notes that 
rnacy Mss read:;;~. There seems to be no sufficient reason to 
doubt tne usue.l MT reading. The Hebrew Mss with which the 
Peshitta abrees were liKely s upplyicb a pronoun which is desired 
in t his conte_xt, just as the Pe shit ta did. 
- ::,••ri;~ 1 ic t. t.nS ~ \OOL 
• •• eal filtt. ti <11ftJoult. •Ct , . 
. ,., 
. \.-vu 
....... , •·~ - -- ~.~ ..... ). - ,.; - ~- .--- I • 
· - , , ·, - -, - ~ -~ --- , _ , _;_ ,..! • .:.. -;/ ~.:001 i. ,:1, 
• ·r , . · : r t · 
The first ?art o f :; ne :::yriac nere is pr ooaoly a free add i t i on ir. 
t ni s confusea t . t . + I l + ',_ -. .. ,.._ l cor: ve xt, bl.I v 1n vfle · a.st oarv ·1..J ·1.:J , · seel!JS C ea;r ly ~ T ~ 
to be Fead as '..,,,: . ·1 -1tL,.1~ • ! •. This is understandable ar:d witr:esses to ar. 
unpainted text bein6 before the translator, out his rer~ering of 
~J ' ?\:. by \oCL) is inexcusable. The presence of this 
preposition should hve warned him against reading ~:lr.ef~ ..... The LXX 
. 
omits ~:;~~~· but renders ~.l '~~ • by£~ uµ~a. The whole verse is 
difficult in UT and son:ethin6 must be supplied. The J.P._S. 
.H 
· version has supplied "tney will be upon us" which is similar in 
sense to ihat the Syriac supplies. r tl 
This verse is much confused. Batten (in lac.) says "Here_ again 
we have a ho~less text." The LXX supports i!.'!1 in general 
N 
throughout the verse except that G'Lrea.ds the verb both times as 
if it were n "-:v•' i'J The Syriac reads the same in the case of :•-- . 
the first verb, ·but omits the second. Eatten (without reference 
1111. 
to the Syriac) also reads the first verb as 3 masc. pl., b11t .lo • ., 
leaves the second in the first ~rson. The Syriac, taiting its 
cue from the 3rd. masc.pl. (real or supposed) of the verb 1;i ~, 
made the verse into a description of the enemy attack instead of 
Nehemiah's preparation for defense. Also the word D"Dr:"r~9 
(C O'O'Q~;) i~ translated. (OOL, 1~ as if it were 0'?~;. The Syriac 
here deals with a difficult word by a convenient metathesis:. 
~-"' . I 
. ' ' i 
·: ·· , 
C!ily a d.if ferer.ce of poi~~tir.g e,~ .... 
tr~~s1-t1·n~ ~n un~o1·~+erl +ext r.n·.e r~~n1·~J ~i~1 ;~ rucreove~ 
-u ... ::.w b ""· ' 't' .. w... • _.,._ u_ T'r""'-'I _., 
more natural to the Peshitta 1 ir.terpretation of the precedin0 
verse. Note that in this ambiguous form the Syriac and !.:XX d~sagree. 
4:1R C!'~I:! / fL'2~':1J Apparently the transl~tor read the" form as if 
it were ~'i:;~ from 
. ..,.- , ,,9· • Note,however, that the regular Hebrew 
word for the Levitical singers is the Polel form D'!?'? . 
. 4:·23 n:~iJ 1n3t?1· ~-,~ / ~ /_frJ! :D) t.kDOJ! ~._J-GB~A omit 
the difficult phrase. The Syriac does not giye any good evidence 
of a different Hebrew1 text. It apparently read t:'?-~iJ. for Q_'~~ 
and interprets n;..'tr. by /-fp • T~he _rest was .then filled in to make 
a passable translation. + • 
5:2 P'C? The r.xx supports MT. The ~eading, 
quite natural after the:-ruention of sons and daughters and it is 
~ ~ 
5:5 
probably a careless slip of the translators ' su;gested by the very 
similar word "we" 1 It would seem to be equally possible t'hat 1 t 
. 
is ~n inner , Syriac error with ~ a changing to 
\, 
The Hebrew idiom is rather well established being used five times 
in the Bible. _The LXX interprets it here correctly. In Gen.31:29; 
; 
tt. 28:32; and ~ro.3:27 the Peshitta interprets it correctly. 
But in Micah 2:1 the Feshitta treats the expression somewhat as 
. ' 
in Nehemiah 5:5. 1 The misunderstanding causes other tro~ble. 
~~is added. The suffix ~;_ is changed to ( C\':11-
,_ . ....... 
~. ' 
-- - - 'I " ., 
...., • , 1 I ..;_; • I / 
-7 h 7"• -
is av iden : 11 ~ C3..Se or w.ist.car.slatio~ . The 
in tne Uiphal "to counsel" is not used elsewnere in Hebrew and, 
.• 
though they l!new it in 3yriac, the translatoredid not feel 
justified in i nterpreting it so when transl a ting Hebrew. Instead 
they ma.de a bad ~uess. 
5: 7 and 8 A rna.jor disloc&~ion has taken place, and the text in general 
'· 
is corrupt. Th~ Hebrew has t!':ll ii:~'C~ in the middle of vs .• 7 and !; 
. . 
again a.t the beginnini of vs.8. - The Syriac has ta.ken the clause ,;1:1 
which in. 1:T follows the second t:~n iQ,~i and has placed it after 
the first one; thus it has misplaced the entire fa.ssage: o. ~nw~: 
--\ OOt.....L)o A,_<Ll <n J ~ riJ ! ~ !•· k iJtLTL t" » t1-° ~!It is, ~f ,~ 
course possible ,that this dislocation is the error of a. copyist. 
Other mistaKes ·concern misreadings of the Hebrew text: ~ 
First, ;-~ '":l~t is read 1, ---.IJ ?; L ~o in the idiom meaning 
"to be longsuffering". Apparently the translator misread the Beth 
· .. - as a Caph for the form il:'.::~ i <.. il: '~~ i • The LXX sup port's MT. 
·;:_ T '"TT T • --:-T 
I 
, \.n 17 as if from ~.J • The ~ TT 
. . 
,.. d '"' ,~l'tl ~ ~~~ . d ;:,econ , .... • ':-' ........ ¥-=- 1s rea 
LXX ·reads An~tTrpEl . : •• anatT£tT£ which probably. supports MT. The 
difference wa.s da to their use of an unpointea text. 
µ.o The word is used _again in Dt. 33.:.,4 .t1.' r, 
where 'the Peshitta renders it properly. In Nen. the LXX supports 
" 
the Hebrew. Probably the trans1ator ·read It is also possible 
that it is an inr.er Syriac error of µ.o for 
Fina ly, ),J~ • 'J; /loOu..J.Jo I OJ CJ7 This phrase is part of the 
. ... 
passage that is dislocated and ferhaps a major confusion here was 
part of that misplacement. No ~coo expla.nat.icr. is available. 
:::: ~ 4 ·-: 
. ., . - -
5:14 
fa r. 
V 
woulo. very well t rar:s l2.te Cl ,-.~ J • 
·- , -
Perna ps l ~ .. ,... !-',-) ~ , 
''swall one" er ''corrmon people II . coul a tra~slate i~~ ;'lhich in t he 
Arabic CO,i; r.ate rr.eans "to rear children" (E. L. F.). The Syriac as 
it stands seerns to rnei::.n "and aHo the servants of the common 
people", but this does not suit the context very well. 1Y.l' in ti-.' 
the next verse is translated -properly. The LXX supports MT. 
!t' seems impossible to tell how the Syriac arrived at this curious 
reading. 
' t ,'i::~ i~ iin~ii cn'i • The Syriac has a rather !on~ addition thus: 
• •~ T•,' .- ~! ••' 
1;' l ~  jz_JJJ L01) lh,)o Lo? l~ ~, ,~ ~o P7i(:1oh _Lq~ 
The LXX supports MT though translating a little freely. The 
I. 
Syriac first read bJ'?, as c.;,'i. Then the phrase '.t;',7~ ~:, is 
"' , ' '_•T .. ;-T' ~ ..... 
· expanded by a proverbial clause, the first part of which is 
{ 
gai te like Samuel's self defense in I Sam. 12: 3 or like Num. ln: 15. 
" 
This is apparently a smoothing out of a 
difficult word, but there seerns to be no justification for it. 
The LXX supports MT. 
~l 
I 
The LXX supports the Syriac as does also the Vg. 
' . 
' Kittel-Kahle notes that several Mss. read '~'??. Possibly MT 1s 
I, 
wrong in writing the Fl., but the Fl. is the lecUo difUciliot 
and the disagreeing witnesses may have all smoothed out the 
' translation. It may be a case of the free use of persons which 
,. 
is notable fn Biblical Hebrew. ... .. ... .... 
J. 1 • U j 
1, 
... 
r · -i ,-. 
-. ' 
·- . -
5:18 
~:2 
Q 
n:3 
· ·- · ···- -·· ./ 
- ': 5\ _ ' 
occ :::.s ior.ed. oy 
the Syriac 
~ -2-- ~~: ~ : r.~ ;~::; e l :~ r:.~: := C~"· .. rtO 1 ll r!S 
·, 
.:.. r: 
l -, . . I "~ • l " " ..... + " a so means e1tner · •.aD e or ; ir v • 
The error probably arose from taKing Di'7 as en~. 
. ., ·: The rest 
is free interpretatioc., influenced by the exegesis of the previous 
, 
verse which., in the Syriac., represents others a brin~ing supplies 
to Nehemian. t" - .... ~ / · .. .. , ' 
first part of the translation probably is a free inteppretaticn. 
To "~~et together" and to "live togetner" are near enough to suit 
cur translator. It is another question where he gets ~ t-'}. 
Apparently the Beth was misread as the preposition Caph. ~ 
could be pointed 
sister's husband". 
~ "a band of robbers"., or 
Probably the latter is intended 
~a wife~·s 
in this 
context. Eut it is difficult to see how this was read frorn O'~t"'!", 
.. -;~• 
. 
The LXX supports MT. •• l "f C, ( 
ii~"'l~ I 
... -
J 
text as 
'-9..1 
i19i~ 
... ,-
.. 
• 
Apparently the translators read their unpainted 
The LXX, like MT., reads the pronoun object au~o 
(neuter to agree with the Gr~ek antecedent). ~, 
~ ~ Probably this was read as ~'?JD. .. .. .. t 
d::CL 9L{o This is freely interpreted as passive because 
I 
the verbs before and after are passive. ~his necessitates a change 
in number a.lso. Just before this word A wrongly adds 
e-r.c . ,. 
,:r • .S: 14 atcve tor another r~ferer.ce to a fa.:::iliar Cld Testamer.t 
-.~ 
'7: 3 :J ,,r.:\· til i y, / 
' , .. " - : 
hDw. p,.o A ~parently 1::ii was misread 
in an unpointed text as C:';.·'.D • The LXX follows :.:T. 
?: 84 ct~. ';r / ~ b? The twc expre£sior.s a.re nearly equivalent. 
the Syriac translation was perhaps influenced by ~l':t_-r,,~ in vs .• 3a. 
a metathesis in the number. 
/.0-~ t s:b,o,, o ]t'{)i~L There is 
~A GB omits the final "five", but D · 
E;uppo.rt ?.~T. There are four other 'mistakes in numbers in the Ttte 
chaj)ter. o.7: 15 has 644 for MT 648. ?: 30 has ?21 for J.-:T i,21. . Jog 
?: M has 42;470 total for 1.1T 4.2,300. One might thinK that in 
this case the ' Syri.a.c tota.~ has been adjusted to give the total 
' 
of the Syriac fi 0 ures, but both totals are far off from the sum 
o:f the figures biven. Finally?:~? has ?,333 for i..;T 7,337. In 
" 
_,-,!, all of these places the LXX agrees with MT except in details 
. ·-~-
where the Syriac agrees with MT. All or some of these errors 
I. 
may be chargeable to Syriac copyists, but it ~ould be hard to 
1 ~ • 
~rove the translator innocent. The first and third mistakes 
' 
could be well explained as nistakes occasioned by ~he use of 
figures or letters to write the numbers. The second, fourth, and 
I. 
fifth mistake could as easily be exiHa.ined as occurring in a text 
with the numbers written out as words. 
• 
. '\ 
7: i15 O';f:1 C'1~~ / 1 ~ o ~µno The !.XX has q;<.rt lcrwv omitting the second 
member of the pair. The Syriac free rendering is rather good, calling 
attention as it does to t 1;eir use in learnin~ the Divine will. 
I 
r:. I"' • '1 
..., ' -~----- I 
- ;--7 · -
I • •• 
/ '....J ~ ) ! • . • ) .J.. : ...... 
Jses " I " c ~acr~ a • The Syriac translator confused t he c;reek coin 
·Ni t h L1e Fersia.n caric which was mqre f~ilia.r tc ni::l. 
8: 1 1:f:.! / Q29o,o The 3yriac, reading from an ,mpointed text· takes 
the verb as 1~~~1. In this translation, they were wron 0~ as ie. 
'\T- ._, 
seen from the later 'Nord C~'~i~ which the Syriac has to alter _ 
to (0<1Lj'~. The LXX follows the pointing of I,'.T. Lhasa 
•• 
8: 5 i:l':'i~ / _,o,~ ~x:> }001.J., The LXX omits. The Vg. liKe the Syriac 
TT- • 
takes it as i~i7. 
B:1l ~;;'~~ ~,~ i1tii; ";1:7~ / \<:DiO~ )001.J ono }-,~! tLo~! ariba., The 
interpretation differs only slightly from t T which makes "the joy 
of the Lord" be the subject of the clause. 
8: 1q Here in the series of different kinds of trees the equivalent o{ 
tJiJ! "myrtle", is Jlo1 "palm". Next in the series t'~~ "palm", . 
is tra.r.sla. ted ~ ·~ "orange" or "citron". This is clearly 
a misunderstanding of t::I~. and a transpcsi tion of the word for "palm". 
9:4 " The LXX follows lJT and 
the Syr-iac seems to be a free translation not witnessing to any 
misreading of the letters. Elsewhere, as in 3:15 i1?i,:C is 
.... 
- )b a~~, proferly rendered "stairs" bb.t the translator did not 
know of aP.y s11ch "ste.ir-s" as those here named. In st?"uggling with 
the di(ficulty he supposed a meaning of "over officers" for i1JP,;. 
9·. 5 ~:"":•~ ~.~~?,· / ,...,. ..... · 'o ""'"'"' r'\ 'T'h h + 
. '-'-'t--' ~ •• e ex .or vat ions ?ore recast into 
seatements of fact. As a consequence, later c~.'~'i~: becomes 
and 
•------•1' --- -, _;_ I 
· \ • , , , , I _ , I 1 • -. 1 I• / 
,,. . - •~ ~ '.' T • ;""" ; 
;cc- · .. l · ' \ "' O . . \ ~ ) v ....._.c.....' ,_,_~ .J _.., :.., r: l · ; -
Ki ttel - Kahle, £everal ~nit t~e conj unc tion whicn in fact 
poses a proc lerr;. r,v/\x ~ p~ 'In •11i+ h 
- _L..__ o • ~ 4- V l ,l the 3Jri-e.c alsq 
and possibly here rl I' is wren~. ,. ., 
?8 -,-·· r.,·-- -,--n-- I 9: - ~ ~•->; I .:.. ,! T' ;;_a_!..;,f y .'Q" ·1 L~a..cD ~) t=>~ The LXX 
9.35 
' .. 
says: Ev at x-cup110 to oou nano tq • The fact that both::-: the . 
' - . .,.,..... . Feshitta. and LlOc'. ta.Ke ,,1.:..!- witn ;p:n,~ need not mean that 
- ' 
,,--· 
I a ' .._ 
either read a different text, but only that beth were stnuggling 
with the saire difficulty. Note that the !.,XX omits Cl'~V 
entirely. The reading of these versions naturally would .be 
influenced by the phrase t'~;Q 1'~~J~~ in the previous verse. 
,..,n_:-, _ ..... ,·""-~ ""' ~ ,, l ' -.._ _,,,. r xx ct· • 
-T' J-: '-' .. •~ 11 1 o:::>».'C:L1 D~O!ne ..; rea ~ ><C<t avtot Ev 
B~o~Aet~ oov. The case rather like the one just above, e~cept 
that here Kittel-Kahle notes 2 Mss and the Arabic version agreeing 
' ' . 
with the Greek and Syriac in the reading "thy". Still the UT 
,, 
has the le¢tio dUficil,ior which is probably to be preferred • 
. 
,., 
The reading "thy" comes from the next word -~~~~. Note that 
( 
the Feshi t ta a.dds tt,.e extra verb o i,..Sbo f utther to clarify ·and 
" , 
in this does not agree with the LXX. 
10:9 •--~~~.] I '\OJZ-1 The LXX and Vg. also ,drop the V/aw. Kittel-Kahle 
notes that many Mss~lacm it, and it does seem to be quite out of 
place. Cuite likely, MT- here is wrong. a • l 
10:29 MJrJ / ,.::)c,µ, Active instead of passive due probably to the use r 
TI ' • • 
of an unpainted text by the translator.~ The LXX takes it a.$ 
passive. 
• 
~' . 
.., 
abrees with MT t hro:1ghout. It is r..ot a. case · of textaal variation, 
but of bold para.phrase. Tne Hebrew of' the verse is as follpws: 
~~ h .. ,:-) ~®1 \oo \0-=:icn.1 µ ti~? 4-i)~ bo'<'>, -~o 
~ ,a9 tz 1 ,V I~? ~CL...:J ~c 7 m, lJ ) ~ )!:::ui~ 
• ~a}Ju ~! /A-J..sL) ~c, ~ ~! J~~ ..a~o --:'a,}....rz,~? 
The Syriac has expanded the Hebrew somewhat and we may well 
wonder if the doublets presented here do not arise from two 
Syriac text traditions interwoven. The first error is a 
substitution of ~Q)CD 1 µ for nn~~iJ.-~. This ma.y be a case of 
freedom for the Syriac would be expected to repeat tpe later 
. n2rt'C·1 or its equivalent, for regularity's sake, after every 
thing the people promised not to do. The next clause: 
- -
nf;2r~'t i1:,1'? r:~~i} C.:1 '~ i~f-!~) ~ad to be changed and expanded 
.:..\ ... because -,~f was read ,;~, "to hire". The next clause in the 
Syriac ~aruu ~ ti-:lsl~ f_:na..2) ~o may be a doublet 
--wrd on ~· ~-, al though it must oe admitted that elsewhere this is 
' ' most often translated (i<i::b.. In the Joseph story, 
~is 
used of the sacKs carrying the grain. The last pa.rt is treated· 
rather ~ell except that the two clauses are reversed. First 
"7 ., f '"'"'I ,.,..~,.. ~ ""'-.. • .l ~ . d , 
,.J ~ . , _ .n.:1 ,_ ·, ....... ..;:. , 1 s ren erea 
"'C T T- • • 
in words rather reminiscent of tfie words in Luke 11:4 which 
reads: , \ ~ ,. U .. a_)_v ~, LJ,J) Finally ii,~·' :l:!i7 ii.lti7-~~ tff~.l, 
\ \. \ \.'l l-- • • · - Tr - . ~' , ; 
is rendered rather well. 
~ St)Qt in a cit; ' 
' 
... ..... " - _ ,_ .... ·~ -!.., • ._,,,, ... - ..... - I 
1. .., : c., , 1 _ ..,, , ~ r:, _ · ~~ 1 • .:- _ 
\ 
the Syriac has p=operly used the same expression to trar,sla.te 
;;,ri1lfr_i1 r_,.li1_~~ r1 ",.. th 1· ~ -ur '1 + · ~+1·on' fr· .... 
- ' :T \ - . -: !. a. r:... ..e. e w ere .., _, e y a con wa.rnlncc. w ' . ,em 
that first occurrence. In fa.ct the error ~ay well have been 
. 
made by a copyist. In 10:39 0'~;~1D O'Jq:01 is rendered 
µ·~ol~Q.::>oThe rxx reads Ol lEpEta 1<at o, ).£noupyra in 
. t 
an interpretation whieh agrees with the _ Syriac in the insertion ._ 
... 
of the conjunction, 'but differ~ in detail. ~ ,U 
10:39 t'~7~~Lli / 
. . . 
. '"'' ..,,..:.;.., 
as u ·'':'" ~ • 
/;°-h30 Evidently the Feshitta misread D'':1-:fdr.;o_ 
' . 
The LXX supports MT. 
11:·: 17 ii1ii1; / J_, "ioau Thi!_ Syriac has _quite naturally taken this 
' 
unusual f orm of the Hiph. Impf. and translated it as if it .>J,l • 
were the national name. The pointing of MT isdifficult and n 
may not be right. 
~.a.mg.sup. 
The LXX omits except for G _ . which 
• 
reads Iouo~. Ferha~s it should be read as the name of an 
' ~ . individual. 
11:21 u'~'~f:r,i ~~-~1 :~~'~1 ?~V~ O'~' O'J'tfJl. The. Sy~riac omits 
much cf the verse: ru!--9 ~o ~O.S ~ ~ ~!...i <..cQ..;~0 
. a 
The translation (OO"L~ for tl'.}'-Dfl is not surprising for 
.it is thus translated !n 10:·29 also. In ": 4~ 1 t is translated 
.. 
1-~ (which may be an inner error for }~,cf.p.24). 
In 11: 3 it is rendered ~, ,,,elsewhe_re in Nehemiah: µJL, . , 
,As to the remainder of the verse, we may compare Neh.3:2~ which 
reads This is trimslated accurately 
,.except that ;*y is rendered by metatnesis Outside of 
Nehemiah where this woro refers to a spot in a city it is 
• 
I _ -. , u .., ~· _. _ " 
• '---~ \_.,; - .. , ... , - ..1':;:) 
( ?.S trcm -::~ : ) i r. :.: ic: . 4:8 ; and tt a~ f in i shed " 
(poss i bl y as f '-~"~ ) rem 1~-== ir. Aonarently there was 
... .. ··, 
a tendency to translate the word, a.na here i r. i :en. 11: 21 :l. t ,, 
seems that it was translated as if metathesis had ta.Ken place 
µt-9 "tc plow" seems to be a doublet, 
but its explanation is very difficult. Also we do not find a 
reason for the omissior. of ~f~a.nd NQ'• leaders of the 
Nethinirn. The LXX omits the whole verse except for G ~c.a.mg.inf. 
whicn supports MT. 
' ..... 
.. I • 
12: 24 O'i1~Ni7 / 
• ~:T 1-,-,.:£) This variation of the Divine r.ames occurs in 
4:15; 8:17,19; 10:28,29 bis; 11:10,1;:;,·22; 12:40,43 & 13:1,7,9,11. 
The variation does net occur with sufficient consistency to mean 
a great dea.l,probably. Eut never is the Tetra.gram rendered l~. 
1.2:31 r":1ry:1_ r.°?r1~ r,ir ,'~? i1T~t~i .•• i1~~~!~}1Jyo; )Liia.»t:hLeu2,..0to .... Cl.Q.Q)lo. 
\ . . . . . . . 
The change of nwnber of the first two verbs is probably a. free 
translation due to the previous mention of the priests and 1evites 
as more or less being in cnarge • . As to .r·:z~1 , there is probably 
a reflection of the reading r:;!h. The !.:XX omits except for 
G~.a.rng. which agrees with the Syriac: xa, o,~xe~v. The Vg. 
also agrees on the reading r.;1n, having "et ierunt". The second 
"thanksgiving choir" is described in vs.38 _a.s r.;?,ii10 n,;:q• rn1~m 
• , T" -: 
from which Kittel-Kahle conjectures r.;1.·:, r~Q1 for vs. 31. 
. . . . 
, . 
~ ~ ~o a.,?o(o 
The j)rablems of t.bis verse are somewhat similar to those of vs.31. 
In that verse the trar.slator did r.ot distir.guisn the first 
, . ' 
; - ' .. ,:-
:norc ~ i ~ft~ .. 
as if it were n iiP i a.ltr.ou;; h 
. - ~ 
. ' 
t he worJ. is correctly rendered ih vss ; ~1 a.nd 40. The rest of 
t 1 t t .. N , . .".., the wrans avian seel!lS wO have a.risen by taking ,'; ·- f in tne· 
..,., .. ~.a.mg.sup. 
sense of ,~; f • The LXX omits. the verse except for G 
.. ~ ... 
which supports MT. Kittel-Kahle and most others consider ,, ic < 
·, 
as an error for jx!ic?. Note the 1'~!L of vs.31. 
12:44 This verse is quite freely interpreted. The part concerned is: 
. , < 
.. . - . 
r.ril'y~,, r.,c~,, nt~nr.'i r,;i'.$i~'i r.,~·.:i;,-7~ t'~-J~ ,~m, ~1-,::i npa-,, 
:---: • 11T :- TT -r:- ·r-: - - :r"-
O"°Ql.L, 1cn..i 1 , '-1 }·O Od7 ~~- n 1 \· L1o: t'iY:, .,,it,, c;,~ Di.l::'i 
~ \ r ~ ~ ~ • 1"'"~• ••: t •,'T )• 
: 1 
12:4R 
.. , µ, ·; 1 {"f.-'l:l~ o l iu:r; ~CL) o co9 0'9\ ) 0 l :,\:o\ l r 30) ~ 
.. \ -,-v .N._ -.;-.m" .., i..y ,-. .., ,..,,.l ._ Apparently- the words •,, 1-> 11 , a, ,_..., :l, 1: , and ..;il.;. l.J 1 : , were taken 
T T T: - - :·T : I • 
together to mean tha+ the men concerned were designating 
., 
. 
certain of the king's storehouses for the collection of the 
~offerings. 
however. 
The word i~i~ is nots~ inter preted 
\ ' . Then the two words '111'0Ni'i r:1cn;,~ were 
, ''T ; -
in 1- : 12, 
represented 
by the one wordc lJ_,sr; • Th.is is nat1,,1ra.l for the first of e 
these words is rendered ),lu,, in 10:40 and 13:5; the latter 
is so rendered in 10:38. Finally . the ''J?< is translated .. 
.... 
as if it were 'i~, 
''T) • 
with the LXX and Vg •• 
In this latter reading the Syriac a.gr~es 
Kittel-Kahle notes also several Mss 
withihis reading and it irobably:is correct. 
~ 
;,~;-;:.-i'!~'i / )001 .JJ ]]7':Do This i_s pr~bably a fre; 
T' : • ; ( translation of 
a difficult phr&~e. The LXX translates literally. 
e.: 
" . 
. 
-. --- . 
- • - ; ·1 I 
. . 
t;;a =J !"i:!C r1 c r : s 
· · t · t l + · F - , ---are an ic.1cma .. !C .,rans &vl O!! Q_ ~ "':' :' ·1 takin~ it to mean 
"travellers 11 • The word i.1fi; woula theq ha.v~ oeen pas sea over 
entirely. 1~! in the sense of ":read" is elsewhere translated . 
by ;~. There is also a possibility that there is an inner 
error of ·(:-'J rfor 
be a translation of 
;?l which means"threshing floor" and could 
It must be confessed.,however.,that 
elsewhere ii~ is never translated by ; ! i • In Joel 4: 13 it is b¾; 
in Song of ·Songs 1: 15 and 8s. l=i3:2 ·+ is ?l;~ . elsewhere lw , 
. t lw is transliterated ¼- .. ' /al{,, 
13: 15 Ci'; / ~ oo-C) Probably this is a careless translation in viet1 
4, 
of the use o'r ' _.:) elsewhere after ? ~. On the ether · hand., 
it may be a mistaken reading for Q~~. The µx supports MT. 
confused., reading: 
also omits D';!!J a.nd we rni~ht think of a d.ittogra.phy in MT for 
i~¥ of tne preceding verse, but the LXX omits tha~ also whereas 
the Feshitta includes it. Probably both the LXx and Syriac were 
translating freely. As to Q'1;i~~ ,;; .,the Syri&e interprets the 
. . 
noun and particiPte as if they were two verbs., one in the Oal 
. "buy", the otner in the Piel "sell~" Such a distinction in the 
use of i:o is not found in Hebrew. 
--r 
}-" i' o L~ The present Syriac text 
.. 
. , ,-~·~,·-~ 1</ (;t l I 
""'1 - which could easily be ascribed to the 
use of an unpainted text. The Syriac words for "gates" and 
wit. h • ·i \ . - I cut t na t a late~ copyist 
' 
inserted t he conj unction. .-. ,,., 
1.... .,, ~-;~~ j / 
.-; : G.'J 
,, : : ~ -r - L ~o The tr-ans la tor was probably influenced. in 
misreading his text by the previous word whicn he translated 
1¾o- The LXX omits this word :jli~~i •t : : ._-T• 
., 
.• 
13: 2? "'""' . . ..... ...,.,,,,· -~ ... "'I ... j i AU )ii_ )i _-.; ..it I l..!-1 I 
-! - : . -: ','-r: The Hebrew is 
.r 
rather clearly misinterpreted. As usual, the rhetorical question 
is cha.n=1ed to an assertion. This gives a.n opportunity to take 
the 1st.Pl. Impf.Qa.l as a 3rd Masc.Sin6• Pf. Ni41hal. The word 
00 I"'"" 1 -J ~'-.:::I is then supplied by paraphrase to suit the new context. 
The !.:XX supports t:T .. 
The reason for this si~ange renderinb is obscure. The first 
·t J-:, i-t7rnight possibly be an inner error for ~ i-C)which is 
els~where frequently used as a translation of 'i~~ "a.ct as kinsman".• 
( ';.~~ "defile" is translated J.r;n., ·, ...ot-9 , &.Lb, ~, and ~ ) • 
Perhaps m<?re likely the second p t-.I7 is an inner error for } 1 j.S 
which is used to translate l'1'':if in Neh. 1:5. The first ~ iJ7 
would then be a mistaken repetition of the second one. 
The mistaKes of the translator listed above are numerous and 
in some cases rather serious. Mar,i.yc· of them a.re due to the use of an 
unpointed text, r.~ny are due to the translator's unfamiliarity with 
rare Hebrew words or expressions. The majority are probably due to 
inserted t he conjunction. ' •> 
1,... <"J, ~ ~ ,.::~, I 
-"'.I : ,::,.J 
•• : ; ": --r · L ~o The translator was probably influenced in 
misreading his text by the previous word whicn he translated 
~ • The LXX omits this word ~7?-i• 
13:27 ~~:1- Y~)~: ~2-f1 I lol~?'>~ * · ~L} ~ The Hebrew is 
... 
rather clearly misinterpreted. As usual, the rhetorical question 
is chan jed to an assertion. This gives an opportunity to take 
1 ~ ' o I " 
the 1st.Pl. Impf.Qal as a 3rd Easc.Sinb• Pf. · Niq,hal. The word 
, " 
.J * is then supplied-by paraphrase to suit the new context. 
The LXX supi:;orts i.:T .. 
The reason for this si,ange rendering is obscure. The first 
:·~ µ ·~might possibly be an inner error for ~ j..Owhich is 
els~where frequently used as a translation of 'i~~ "a.ct as kinsman".• 
(°:'~~ "defiie" is translated ~ -, ~j..9, &.l..b, ._:::b,a.nd ~ ). 
Perhaps ID<?re likely the second p µ;, is an inner error for J 1 ....V 
which is used to translate n'':11 in Neh. j:5. The first ~ .,J7 
would then be a mistaken repetition of the second one. 
The mista.Kes of the transl.a.tor listed above are. nwnerous and 
in some cases rather serious. Ma!)yoof them a.re due to the use of an 
unpainted text, n~ny are due to the translator's unfamiliarity with 
rare -Hebrew words or expressions. The majority a.re probably due to 
--1..,. • 
car-eless i;ess. ~he i ~pression is ~ained from Joinr over his worK 
-:, -
t nat t he trar.sla.tor was working with an unpainted Hebrew manuscript~ 
whose consonants were almost identical with those of our ,'.T , but 
that he was i:1 rather a hurry to be throu6h. He was satisfied with 
approximations or paraphrases ana would not stop to investigate 
a Hebrew word of rare occurrence. One error which occurs several 
times and is typical of the translator's work concerns Hebrew words r 
having bo~h a common usage and a rare usage in, a different sense. 
Ourtranslator would almost always use the common meaning and alter 
the context accordingly. 
on 
J.ll tn ~ 
L nnect.L tf i. • l'."Ob l~mt 0 par 
ated,., r #a E llt t .,...., e r • A";l .. 
- -✓- 1vo<1 ! ... ~~-
.e e. io.,1 f the 
ni; t\ler ill . ., r ... l t ... 
' 
. ' 
... 
~ ~ fl en 
., 
i...1 t ., t ... e J. 0 • Ju.::-
o" ''"lA'.- \EU' at "''l .d. 
... . i .. These 'II. 
I! ...,.!r, w l e - , t. ~ '~ 
r .. ' X S"1Ct1. caate a w '-
' C.e, 
-.. 
_.,. .. ., .... ,.. -
he rwJtr ... s of opl 1 ~ 
l.O,J 'a f 
~ lr.lllcU" J t ..... 
l. • t ~e ,t:1 t ta "'l 
. _.,. 
q.Je ·o~ t,;Jc.ffl 
~ "i.A. t t .. anv s tra~ s 
-" 
J.c.,ect fr the cl "'C 
fr ~he ~ f'..1) tor's 8. 
in :n~pt r v. ,e.ture.l l 
i ilar way by 0 ~ . t ~ .. 
rea ... s i ;r.Uieane0 .. .:ot 
- _n.e :-.e;. =:ocn 'l - •. -, --..T· 
- ·- -..,J;.. - ... -~...... .;.~ 
·The principal subject of ttlis chapter i s, , the relatio;:i of 
tne Peshitta of Nehemiah to the Septua~int. ·Thei~ are practically 
r.o Hexaplaric fragments 9f the minor GreeK versions, no!.' is there 
any TargLllil to Nehemiah. The Vulbate v1as clea!.'ly done later, so it 
need not concern us. + • • . 
. ' 
" 
w For t"he other booKS of the Bible the relation of the Peshitta 
to the LXX nas been discussed. in. several· studies t and various 
c:onclusions have been drawn. In Nehemiah there seems to be no 
appreciable LXX influence on the Leshi tta.. Much of the detailed 
evidence has teen, qited alre~dy in the feevious pages of this work 
-· 
in pormection wi th'problerns of padicul_ar verses. A summary of the 
material will now be sufficient. In the main the Peshitta follows 
·f'T avoiding the serious lacunae of the L'<X. The question tob~ 
considered now is whether in detail the Feshitta shows traces of 
LXX influence. 
_Q -<) 
Not m~ch is .to be learned on our Sllbject from the class 
J1 
.......... 
Ill 
of Syriac variations from UT which result ,from the translator.' s use of · 
normal Syriac idiom. These were discussed in Chapter V. Naturally 
some Hebrew idioms will be smoothed out in a similar way by both the 
f 
Syriac and LXX,. but ·such cases are without real significance. Both 
versions rnay agree in the rendering of the idiom, but in the remainder 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -(1) See the summaries of opinion on p. 7ff. 
• 
o{ t ,e p ~.:;s£. ~e eac:i versicn {oes i :s ~:•1r. tic./ . ) n _x~.:::~le i.., .5 : 17 ,; ,e r e 
t he collecti v;- -j ,~ is properly render ec. ·: '") . :1· ~ t 'ne ::iy,.. i "'" ",.,,, \ ~ •·• ~- ~ ~ •'-- -·-
in the !:.:XX . Eut in t ne i n:i!!led. iate ' context t he men referred·; to 
Wro; I at . Iouocxtat • .. Tnere is no interdepen-
ence of the versions here. 
· ("Ctr Two typical examples may be ~iven,briefly, of the relation 
C 
of the free renderin~s cited in Chapter V and their treatment in the L'<X. 
In 1:~ where the Syriac has reversed the Hebrew order placing "ea.rs" 
after "eyes" because of the context, the '!.:XX retains the Hebrew order • 
. ti.~air. in Neh. 3 , througnout the chapter the freq •uent phrase 1i~ ?2_ 
or ' D~ 'tt • is more literally renderea ·oy the !.:XX: Ent XEtpoo or 
a. similar thr.ase, ~ instead of the Syriac: 6Q./J Js. ~~- There seem to 
be no cases where the Syriac free renderings are influenced by the LXX. 
' 1 • !he same is true of conscious additions tc and omissions 
from the text. A typical example is 3:25 ~~1~D ?~~~rr which is 
rendered literally by the LXX o ~upjoo o e~EXEwv but has 
in the Peshitta.: • -.09 1 ,. ·.• }~, n~. Again in ?:61 
an addition 
f l 
the mention 
t J: • " 
f th ·t' . f h" h ·+h t . t· ~~~~ Vl'Pl~n ~~ n~~ -~~ o .. e Cl 1es rem w 1c .. e re urning cap 1ves came: .. . , '.;.: •"~ ·'- n;: !.1-:: o::~ 
. . . . . 
is rendered accurately by the LXX ~no 6EAµEAE0 ApTia~ ( 6£Xapaa -A) Xapou~. 
The ~shitta, 
considera.b ly: 
however, inserts Lamedhs tnus changing the sense 
f 
~O~o ~~ ).~). ~• 
;J t' ) 
In section III. C of Chapter V where there were listed 
~ ~ i 
conscious variations from the text, intro:iuced by tne translators. of 
~ 
the Peshi t ta. for smoothness, etc., a consid,erable am4>unt of comparison 
the G.~X fol lows ".'.'I' a;:l ?.inst t '1e ~esr1itta. In the f ew cases where t he 
Pesn! t ta ar:d LXX a ; ree in details,, t he vPeshitta is sti.11 clearly 
. ' ~ t 1nae;en .. en -• For instance,, ir. 4: 1;:, ~!iT has a ' difficult expression: 
smoothie= out of a dif ficu1 ty removes the conj unction from• the first 
of the series of four weapons and places it on the second member of 
,. 
the series. The LXX translates C:'~'!~ by ~v-uExono "withstar.d", 
,,..i • 
ar.d puts a conju;;ction with all four of the• weapons uniting the series 
with the followin~ clause. The Vg. agrees with the LXX in this 
interpretation. There may be a legitimate question about the correctness 
·I 
of MT, but at least the Feshitta is quite independent of the LXX. This 
is apparently true in every such instance. 
Scarcely anything need be added to the materill presented 
if;· Chapter IV on Names. 
..,_ 
There, the agreements of the LXX and Syriac 
\ ., 
a;c;:ainst 1iT were always noted and discussed. But there are only two or 
. . 
three clear cases and these strengthen the impression of independence 
of the two versions. They ~robably are instances where k'T is wrong 
arJ the two versions preserve the correct text. They wi~l be listed 
with other ·such i nstances in the next cha.pt~r. 
tn ~· The ' instances listed ih Chapter VI as mistakes of the Syriac 
t'ra.nslator furnish fu:tther interesting and )positive evidence for the 
above conclusion. Among variations of the Syriac there listed, only 
eight show a.6reen:ent with the LXX against MT and in some of these the 
LXX te~t and witness- is uncertain. In the large majority of cases -
~~ 
ove r -,~ - ~•a inst 
cases t he LXX omits the pnrase concerne. Tne eiJht ~ignif icant cases 
have already bee n discussed ar.c. only the nofo-,.0 n~oc.- ,.,; 11 h0 -1ivon here· 
.. ,ii½ •-•v.i._ ,.1. ....,.._,~ , ..._~ Uv O ':'" · '; · • 
2: 1-,; 4: 18; :3: 1;,; 9: 19, 28, 25; 12: 31, 44. Study of these passages show 't, 
that in so~e cases the LXX a.r.j Pesnitta a6ree in preserving the correct 
i • 
text and. that in any case the agreements of these versior.s do r.ot 
i~ply interdeper.dence. \ ' 
' 
~- , .. ;-,~~ A further in eresting point of ev.idence is 6iven by a few 
pass.ages where the LXX agrees with the Hebrew vocalization, but the 
Peshi t ta. does, not thougtt, its reed ingt is based on the same Hebrew 
cor.sonants. A clear ex_arr:ple is 4: 14 w-,~, LXX xcu £ lOov but the 
,. ,,, "T"' I I 
£ x11Ehaav., but the Syriac reads Q.i.9 £Tl o as if from ~::;~·~l • 
To conclude, there is no evidence whatever that the Syriac 
of Nehemiah was influenced by the LXX either in general style or in 
- ..,, 
~rticular contacts. On the other hand, much positive evidence ·points 
to the conclusion that it was quite independent of it. The Syriac 
translator hardly seems to have been familiar enough with the LXX 
to allow incidental reminiscences to cre~p in. If any isolated LXX 
influe-nce mi~ht yet be found it would be sus:rect of having entered 
through copyists who knew the Syro-Hexaplar or who weee thinking of 
some Septuagintal quot_ation in the New Testa.meet.. , 
't!ith regard to the minor Greek versions, there are only five 
passages that can be gleaned from rield's Hexapla for our consideration. 
In four of these a version is cited as AAAoo; in a fifth a passage is 
t hese few scc.tter-ed i nstances . The evider.ce may be tabulated. : 
In two i nstances tne Pesh it ta, :.-!T ar.a miner Creek vers i on a~ree: · 
' 7: '72 0':?7~ ~ ..11~.:i "1~, I xaL Eowx(lv (a.l ia xat a O£bwxcxotv) 
•,:- :T -:--:-
o L'1XOO: wcr L 
In two ' inst_a.nces the Creeg ,goes with J .IT against the Feshi tta: 
3•n :,~·,;-. / AHoo ,:rp ncxACllrA:<1 ' / :.. t:·;L! 
• rr: -
12· 42 ~~•,~·.q / AHoo £nEvq,r;µrpcxv / 
. ~ . :--
-In the last ,instance ell three witnesses dis_a.gree: 
• 
AHoo trp na).cx tao / 
, 
.r tJ. 
to u· 
,. . 
... 
t 
... 
.'H? 
. I! 1.n.~~ . 
p..,.~f l ~ t& a.. a 
JI< it:: ... ~ o~ner . 
! 1 • 1 ~ 1. oe t ·· ~ r•e.. e ... ~ ~1ect ... 
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.. 
' 
r t. 
- - - .... -( 1 f 00 • p.J. 
( } . ... 
',; l ' - <"'' .. P• ' 
'· 
'I 
¥."! 
.... ·:; 
',I 
al 
r 
• 
'::'he ·i.1i trles~ cf Fesnitta + 
l 
-' There snould ·oe r.oted a. word oi' caution sug~ested by 
Montgomery in his review of Rawley's booK on Ezra. 1 He remarks that 
if the Syriac be indeed an independent witness it "becomes cf prime 
importance for the text of the Hebrew., at the a0 e when S was 
translated. (this c·auticn should be observed!)." If the arguments of 
Eurkitt be .admitted, the Peshitta was translated before the ecd of 
the '2nd century. At least Nehemiah was translated before the 4th 
C t h · ~ b ~~.ow· n. + .. o _Ap'nr~~tes. 2 en .. ury, .av1n0 een =· ~ =- Therefore ~e have an 
independent witness to MT in the form which it held perhaps as early 
as the 2nd century. In . t•lehemiah this fact is slighlly more 
significant tha·n in other books for there is no Targum to Nehemiah 
and the minor Greek versions are pr:i.ctically lacking. 
Theoretically, the way to use the Peshitta as a textual 
. ·If: 
witness is to combine its evidence with that of the other versions. 
It canr.ot be too greatly err.phasized that care must be used in inferring 
a Hebrew origin~! from the Feshitta - or any other version. ~e must 
be sure that the reading of the version has not suffered in transmission 
and that it is not simply due to a va;,ary of the translator. After 
these allowances are ma.de, we may say that usually in Nehemiah the 
witness of the Vulgate, the Feshitta, and MT agree. Frequently the 
LXX is against all tnese three witnesses and then we have an early 
-------(1) op.cit. p.432. 
(2) vid.sup. p.?. 
r. t, 
,, 
t :lr e-e la t e ·., i t nesses . In tr i ns i c evid.ence t .. en sho uld cec i de the t .rue 
or-iJ inal readi n::, . If, ncwever, t l1,:;;, Oc d·n 1' t ta :, <r>ooc, wit h v l. ...,, ... . v v J.J ' w w - :, • ·- - -.J • w • t he !.:XX 
agair.st t:T, t he strength of the early reading cf the LXX would seem to ' 
be considerably increased . Peca.use we would have a second check on 
the reacting of t he original Hebrew inferred from t he Cr~ek, and also 
· that read.in~ would appa.rer.tly have persisted till late tti.mes. Now 
because of the inherent, excellency of l.:T ar.d the care with which 1 t 
( " 
was transmitted, especially after it was standardized about 70 A. D., 
this situation occurs very rarely • . .A third possibility, namely of 
• 1 
the a~reement of the LXX and r.ff against the Feshitta. would be 
\ 
theoretically impossible, because this would mean that a very early 
-reading witnessed to by the LXX was changed to a later reading 
witnessed to by the Peshitta then was changed bac~ again to · the 
early reading which persists 'in HT.· Theoretically, if the Peshi tta 
~ \ 
. ~v 
,... . t t + f goes a.gains bo .. h the LXX and I.1T i., is becauee o some vagary of the 
Peshitta and the witness should be discounted. However, if the 
LXX witness is divided or questionable, the Eeshitta may help to 
,.,I, t J ' ' 
indicate a true early reading. 
, 9: ... Of course the above discussion applies ta t he consonantal 
.. ~ 
text omly, for the LXX and Peshitt _a may agree in the reading of the 
Hebrew consonants and differ in the vowels they, ·read with the consonants. 
Such an apparent disagreement which is really -an agreement on , the Hebrew 
consonants would be cogent testimony. Vfe may conclude that the 
Peshi tta is of value as a textual wi tr.ess onl y where the LXX already 
.:. ::> j 
i s lc .. cl{ir~i c ~ con f sed . ?c·s .i t ively, ·ciie E'e~nitt:. wi tne~ses to t ne 
cor rectr:es s of t he view t na t :.:T was s -t ar.dard i zect at an early date -
t he -end of t he first cent ur y - and Kept practically inviolate 
thereafter. r 
Eefore the listing of alleged rnistaKes in t T, the relati~n 
of the Feshitta to the variations of Gere and Kethibh should be studied. 
In a number of such variations there is no difference in me_aning and 
therefore it can not be decided whether a translation favors one or 
t he other readin6• The rest of the Gere · - Kethibh variations of 
Nehemiah a.re ~iven herewith with the Peshitta readings: 
a.) 3: 1.5 }; n'.~Y ' i 0 -, ..... ,,, I o3> dO lo I r:-~.-- • .. I 
" b) 3: '20 K ':J l Q ;'1l I . ........._:)l 
c) 3:30 K •'in~ a i':n~ I 111;,!....:) (In the context a is correct) , -:-
d) " "1 " " " " " " II " .j: .j N • 
" 
E;f 5: 7 K O'~W.l ("\ r,,~'.) I ( :'.\o \7 r Ii • -~ o.r 
-
- . 
f) 5:9 K ""1::~, j Q i~i / L...:s,)o " r.- ., ... n .. ne 
- -r 
g) 7:3 " " " 
(! t . 
h) 7:43 K iii1m, a il~"'!ii1"< I ~?ocn 
. . 
• t'~-~~~ I ~(19..J ·i) ?:52 K O't:Z1 ~J Q 
j) 9:17 K itn, 0 itin t Context confused, but conjunction omitted. 
i) 10: 2J K ~~n.J 0 "!"'I,.) i _,J .. , .,. t _:tJ 
... , 
1) 12:9 K j .li' 0. ' ' :11· I ~~ L ~ 
-. '·, 
' 
~- ?').'1) 
.. 
ru)" 12:14 K , ':, 'it ,J ~ ... ' ...... I . - r: 
n ~1·:n; .. '$ ,rn r.} 12:1A K ~,,y I 0~ - .. 
o) ... <' (""'-.L G : ,::;:i 
p) 12:48 
q) 13: 23 
r) 13:23 
--~ ,... '-
. . . 
?: r . :-/: :-. ) - ... ~ 
K ~~~ '"' ' l,;~ - , I .). . T 
K r,,,rrw~ r", 
-
r ;.\,,:'T~~ 
. . •T:": L 
K rii, J 1::y Q r, i ·' .t~l;' • T:-
I ~ I 
~; ,. 
' I ·· ;L?oµ, 
I (~~ 
~f n 12() 
..., .. 
·t' • 
. -
L 
'A 
': .. ~.: 
r:. ' r. 
.In the above, list of variants it seems, t qat the Peshitta 
,· 
.• 
., 
goes with the Cere nine ti~es and with the Kethibh seven times. " 1 • l"" • 
Perhaps (k) and (o) are indeterminate and should not be counted : Ha.ey 
1 
of the above cases are names a.nd the differences between the two 
,, 
; ~ '. forms are sl ight. Berhaps there is not enough material in the list 
i ~ 
to indicate a definite conclusion. T.f!e may say, t:owever, that the 
translator does not show a uniform ireference for either the Cere 
or Kethibh. 
1'!i th re6ard to instances where the Peshi tta. may ~be of use 
.in correcting MT, the following possible instances have been mentioned 
. ,:, 
:!!, 
in the preceding pages and may here be gathered together with the 
references to the discussions that have been given. As can be seen, 
.; 
there are very few cases where we can with any certainty emend MT on 
,,. 
the be.sis of the Peshi tta. • J J.,. ' ...... ,,, ... 
a) 2:12 · 'D'i~. I 7~ Cf. p.105 The LXX and Vg. agree with the t: .J.1. 
,, 
'"t~~ Feshi tta,-and perhaps MT ha.s lost the final 1.:em. M - .. l ~ -r• 
b) 3: 8; i1~~p!:! / ~.- Cf. p.42. The LXX evidence is not complete, is-
but perhaps we should read 'Nith many Hebrew 1~ss. ;·pn~n. 
C) ~-14 r~1·~~i1 / l-=,,.,..,l ~f p 1~7 Ferh~ps ~e ~hou~~ read ~.~.~-~=·~_.:,· . • ✓ • • - : 1" ~ \,,,, e e V e - - C. A - l,l_ • ,_, • • 
t . 
o) • r, r-,,.... ?: '" '< ,-:.. r . - ...... - I '\_0, ~ ~f " 120 .J. G: , ~0 • l _ , ~ .!: - '· ~·. t- • 
p) 12:4n K Z'~~ ·'.) ,z.;~-, I µ; ., 
" 
T 
q) 13: 23 ;( r, ,,nw~ ,, .r i ,\ 17:'~ I ;L?oµl ;, . - • T:; -
• 
r) 13:23 K r,i 'J ,:•· Q r,i·'J2;' I ,~~ 
• Tf-
In the above list of variants it seems that the Peshitta 
goes with the Cere nine times and with the Kethibh seven times. 
Perhaps (k) and (o) are indeterminate and should bot be counted. Ea.ny 
of the above cases are names and the differences between the two 
forms are slight. Berhaps there is not enough material in the list & 
to indicate a definite conclusion. 1!e may say, r:owever, that the 
translator does not show a uniform ireference for either the Cere 
or Kethibh. 
to 
'\'!i th regard to instances where the Peshi tta may be of use 
in correcting MT, the following possible instances have been mentioned 
. ,'j 
:!!,. 
in the preceding pages and may here be gathered together with the 
references to the discussions that have been ilven. As can be seen, 
there a.re very few cases where we can with any certainty emend MT on 
the ·basis of the Peshitta. • 
a) 2:12 ·'D7~./ /~ Cf. p.105 The LXX and Vg. agree with the 
Feshi tta and perhaps MT has lost the final I.iern. 
b) 3:8 n~~7n / ~~ Cf. p.42. The LXX evidence is not complete, 
but perhaps we should read with many Hebrew 1~ss. ;i 'n~n. 
Cf. p.10'7. Perhaps we should read 
l 
e 
t. 
1'lrong. Tne correct readi r. ~ is ' ,_J::: • 
e) 4: 13 ·•. 
~he situation is uncertai_n e.s 
the LXX evidence is aiviaed and the Syriac context corrupt. 
f ) 5:1n 1J'~~ / ~ 1 Cf. p.112. The situation is uncertain. All 
the versions translate as a singular, but this may be only ir.terpretative 
. 
g) 9: 19 l~J!!:-~1 c~t i'~O~ I 
Probably MT is wrong here and the conjunction should be omitted. 
h) 12·14 M'Jj~ / 
• T.'- ! } ..::i :i 'v Cf. p. 53f. Also 9: 4 and 5 may have erred in 
this name. Probably it ~mould be read with Caph at .least in 12: 14. 
i) 12: :-31 ~· .... ;'b-• ,_ (!: _; 1 I . ~o,o Cf. p.119. Probably i-.'.T is in error. 
j) 12:44 ,,~~ I f-s .. J Cf. p. 120. The true reading is doubtless 
''J~< • .. 
f • 
In Nehemiah there tnus seem to be about eight instances 
where we can say with some degree of certainty that the Peshitta 
·~· 
has preserved the correct form or a nearly correct for~ by which MT 
, .><, ( ) s 3 
. 
can be corrected. 
- - . -
(3) Three1:ore instances may be of interest where it seems that l.1T 
is in error, although the Feshitta joins in the mistake. Others of 
course are doubtless, but these were encountered in the Peshi tta study: 
a) 9:17 ~~l~ / ~ Cf._ p.100. Probably the true reading is D~~~;. 
b) 12·15 tin/ 
• ' -r 
l"lf -I' 
'P~ v • p.01"')• There ha.s been a ruist_ake by metathesis 
either here or in the same name of l2:3 
antedates our witnesses. 
LJn-. 
.. , 
· . . 
but the error 
(note (3) continued) 
c) 7:PB is oruitted in the Syriac, but it appears in fzr. 2:~~ t hus: 
- {..Qci Q..:r~_Cl..J _JL?o ,~1, }J'O\:) ~ '-°01...IV,' ~-L~-t_Ol17~ ~! --
--~ 0 _ ~ ;· lD_ pLbo ___ _ 
Kittel-Kahle notes that several manuscripts of the Hebrew have t r. is 
portion, but that it is lackin~ in the best texts. IJB~is defective 
here, but GA has the portion as it is in Ezr. 2:~R. ~e note that 
the Pesnitta follows the rna.jor Mss of the Hebrew and tnus agrees with 
them in the omission. But it appears that the QlililiSSion is an error. 
Comparison with Ezr. 2:66 shows that the Hebrew of Reh. ?:AS has 
dropped seven words rather clearly by homoioteleuton. The complete section 
-~ . 
. ... ....,.; ,t,~ ...... -,-..... c-,---....... ~ ... 'I 1s: 1i;:;~n'1 ~ )i;.. 1,, L · ~"'- ·Ii I i:;i 11.:i:', 
T 1 -;- •-r:- ,- T •: ••;' "1", 
..,, -f .. . .,; - 1·u,-. t'."'I.,; _..,, ... !I.._ ... ,-u,.. r:,· ... ~r-!t i_ i,;.,- /D l 1 :.,_ ~-:;.;: ~·· i...· •, ... : Ji-'" ) l\' 1- 1 ~ .,J,;-•· 
• : •· - ~ •; " . T r . : 
From :~':1: to the second occdrrec~e of D'r1(~ is omitted in Nehemiah. 
,, ,. ,- T 
It seems clear that the words once stood in Nehemiah's text, because 
there the· number of singers now rea.ds 245, whereas there were only 
200 according to the parallel. The 45 is the remnant of the enumeration 
cf the horses. It is an ancient error in MT such as we he.ve rnet 
repeatedly in the Syriac of Nehemiah. 
(note (3) continued) 
c) 7: ~,8 is orui tted in the Syriac, but it appears in Ezr. 2: :,~ t hus: 
-t-Q.ALL Q..:7~-cu _JL?o t'~l, JJ'O,) ~ \_°CLtDr eL~-loo-i~ ~~ __ 
--~ o -~i·lo_ pLbo ___ _ 
Kittel-Kahle notes that several manuscripts of the Hebrew have t r. is 
portion, but that it is lacking in the best texts. IJB~is defective 
here, but GA has the portion as it is in Ezr. 2:~A. ~e note that 
the Pesnitta follows the major Mss of the Hebrew and tnus agrees with 
them in the omission. Eut it appears that the cmmission is an error. 
Comparison with Ezr. 2:66 shows that the Hebrew of Reh. 7:.:m has 
dropped seven words rather clearly by homoioteleuton. The complete section 
~- . 
From C~':1: to the second occurren~e of D'r1(~ is omitted in Nehemiah. 
,, ,. ,- T 
It seems clear that the words once stood in Nehemiah's text, because 
there the number of singers now reads 245, whereas there were only 
200 according to the parallel. The 45 is the remnant of the en1.Ureratior. 
cf the horses. It is an ancient error in MT such as we have met 
repeatedly in the Syriac of Nehemiah. A .. 
' pr!ce<li!°;'t c h2.pt. >!rs , "1~ r~P- Y nnw rJr:e Oy sur,.1,.arhe t h e c:-1a ?"c>c+~?", sta+...e 
.. 
of the t ext , and textual cr-tt -i. c a l 11?.l ue of 't r. '! Pesl--it't a of 'I.T"!~~rt'ia.h. 
As to who did the tran;3lation , we l!lRY not i:le able t0 CC?"1 e to d~!~nite 
conclusions as to wheteer he was ,Te,visr. or ~h ristiar,, ?ut some 
general indications roay be seen t hat he wa'3 "t'1e 11'!.tter. '!'~o places 
l 
were ncted ~'here probably the in!li;.ence if Christian copy~s-f:.a 
is evident. 
The translation of Nehere-i.ah is ce~a.inly not_ slevishly 
H~brew text "ith fair accuracy, intc the normal Sy riac idiom. The 
frequent departures of a petty n.Rture n:ay te explained as due to the 
. 2 
natural desire for a smoother style ~ 1ich., as Pinkerton ooser1es, 
is more characteristic of t~e Syriac t han of H"!b~~. Though this 
tendency to?IB~(i freedorr. r£ay be ,ij_:$+.rea .,dng to tte student who is 
---;~= 
_"an:dous to find another old w'!.tn"!ss for ~1T, it "9'as naturally a 
reli~f to th~ g~neral lay reader !or who~ the Peshitta was evider.tly 
intended. The same tendency to~ard !reedo~ ~ay 9~ observed in the 
C P.evised St?,ndard Version of the New Te~tanent of 1946 which is 
meant to be not as literal a version as ~~re the revtaions o! 1881 
~ 
and 1901." 
t 0 • 
- - - -
(1) Cf. the di3cussicn of Eliez~r on p.57 and o~ Sar'..;:1.ria on p.60. 
(2) op. Cit• p.11.j • . 
(3) 'W'e!gle in Tntrod1.;ct.icr; tc th e ~evised Standa!'"d irersio!"1 of.~ !-Tew 
Testar..ent p. 53 ff. gives Ulustr,,tions of U-t:.eralress and f,e-!dorn in 
t ~e translations of 1612,1'.)0l,and 13,46. tie saya"'!'l'le r.-;a.jor defect of 
the Engliah Pevised ,,~rsion and or its va,iani: ,-+: h ~ Ar..~r~c,m Standard 
,1ersio11, is that these are lite?"a.i., '!'lOrd-fo?"-~crd t,fl.nslations, 'fflich 
follo;,, the orde, of t },e Gr~ek •<;o rds '-Vrei:-e,,"!~· poas!olt>, rat r.er than 'the 
order which is na't.ural to ~ngHsh." p. 5"3. 
irr.:pres s icn is ~air:e1 t hRt tr. e translat or ""tou l d. follow rt doien e-r so 
verses w:l.th f,dr accurac y R~<l t h o.?:. c~-~ to on e or t ,'To which ~ould be 
soine\':hat ill treat~d. Thus ~1e!'lerd ah 1:1 t o -~~ 3 is e. good transl1:1_tion, 
fairly close to the Rebrew. but. it) 2:4-6 are fi,unii several cases of 
fre-?do~ and of mistake. .~gai!'l 3:1-18 follows MT wit h relati-Tely 
·slight deviations, but 3:19 and 20 badly c~n!use some unusual words. 
Examples or this sort cnn be mult ipl1ed by rehrring to th!' preceding 
pages, especiall y Chapter vr "Mist akes of the Translator". It would 
seem to i ndicate t hat the ai.ro or tr.e translator W?.s to produce a . good 
idion:a.t io t·ranslation from M'!', but either hh knowledge of P.ebrew 
was poo.r, or his reanuac ri.pt wa s blurred and def eot ive in spots. 
Probably bi:>th eircurnata.nces were present , but n:o!'l! e ci pecially the 
forrier, as t h ese verses where considerable con!usion occurs usually 
. -eor.t a in unf'al!liliar Hebre..v words or '!xpressio!ls. Apparently 'the 
,t 
translator was not just working freely, ~ut he does not seem to have 
had the i n!omat.ion, linguistic and historical, necessary to cope 
~ith a dif ! icu~t passag~. His intentiona were good, but his 
equip'l!l~nt was poor! Fro~ this character of th~ trar.slatior. 'life are 
led to think mere re:1.dily of a Christian t han or. a ·Lrewish 'translator 
for }T~hemia."1, but the evidence 1a n!Yt posit.i•re. One passage was 
not~d ,fflich pos:3:!,·,11:, b~trays C'hrist ian e.uthors~ ip~ 
(4) Cf. p.117,las t passag~ disoug~ed. 
• r • e 
were not 
... 
a.3 t-, th~ styl" <? f t':ie t rf\nslat. ton 11\'ould ,:, ~ l~:33 e:-<pec't -!:i to ag_r~e 
wit~ the rest ..,r the 'Peahittl'\ than if we v,ere ,.,oridn p; 1\"ith a lJ ook 
like Tania.h. Again Nehemiah., '?~ing an unir0 r:,ort an't. book c\!:-i appP.rentl:, 
not g~eatly used.,~~ May expec~ t hat +,~e translation mts done le33 
careful~y than waa true tor other books. !t does seern., ho~ever., 
that the ma.3 or faults of the P·eshitta o! this book are due not only 
to careleasne::1s., but a.la" to unfar..~liari ty '.fit:1 the Hebre·v langua~, 
customs., and history. 
As to the pre~e:,t stat,e of the tex+.,.. the 3+,atfatlcs or. 
the per3onal na!'!les speak !er then:sel,,~.3. One !our.~ or t ':ie nanes 
have sufferei sorc:e change and a good half of these vadat ions _seen: 
to be due to copyists' l!rrors. Though the narrat he material has 
naturally been better preaerved than the personal r..a~es., t!'lere a.r~ 
aerio,;'.ls f aul 't3 in it too. It 'ms calculate 1. that the prepositions 
.r[ 
·and conjunction are poorly tr~at~:l in a1Jout 10 O!" 15 per ce'!'l.t o! 
the cases. 6 Prooaoly more of such errors ar~ t '.'1 e result. o! C'lreleaa 
copying than ean now b~ proved. As f~r as th~ error3 of tra~s~isaion 
' are ·conc~r.ied., Codex A., though b~t+:er thr.n L., is still far f ro:r.i 
p@rf ect. It would seel':l that a consiiie!"able histl'lry of manus ~ript 
copying lay back o! t he sixth centu!"y Codex A ?r!1 ic~ we are folli,\Ving. 
It would be a Wl"lc~me !ind in1.eed if so~e lesJ cormpte~ t~X":., possibly 
of consistent ~Tes'torian affin Hy 9hculd y!'t be discovered in 3orne 
(5) !Te3tle Pr1Jt~•:J +. i-lnti9ch'! F,'?~lenzyclo,.,~dif- (3!"d ed.) ITI,17C. 
(6) vid.sup. p. 81. 
t ::1at. our- t ext has 'ri -.-!~ T'!uc'h cor•·ui:t~cl A.Y!d rm at :~ke dut- all!')<Va.!lc~/ 
wh~n citing its ,v:l.t?'l~ss. The text in Codex A do~s not seem to ' be 
apprecia·o ly conta."'.'l:ln.-.,:ted by later revisir.>n r,n t'.1e basis of the LXY 
· or 1:T. Suah error :l.n A as c ?.n l)'! suspect\l!d as iue -+;,-, copyist3 1s 
appP.rl!ntly t:1e re3ult of normal mista.i.es or the eye, ear, pen, etc. 
!n Nehemiah, the Syriac which we poasess is, though corrupt, ~n 
independent witn~3s to the original Hebrew of the early je,~s of 
our era. 
Finally ai3 to the value o! the l'eshitta of Nehemic\h in critk~sr.i 
of t:-1e ~ebre·n text., we rnay con fess that its value :l.s not too great. 
A few cases were list~d in Chapter V!II where it is probable that 
the Peshi:tta is of use in restoring the tru~ Hebre'<! reading, 'out 
such cases are fe ,v. · !t l"la;• be rerne~bered, however, that it is an 
office o! textual crit i cism to ind:1..cate the correctnes s or a text 
-i: well as to rernove t~e errora where pos9ible. Fro~ ~his vi~'l'rpoint, 
1111e should say that the net r~sul t ,! our study is t,o val Hate our 
Hassoretic Text.,as far as it 19 possible to do so by the us~ or 
the poor · transiation at our dhposal. 
A Syriac-Hebrew index, referred to in the body of ~he thests, 
for the ]ook of Nehemia has been completely prepared on file cards. 
Tnese cards have been filed according to the variants of the 'Syriac 
from the Hebrew and thus have been of grea.t use in the preparation 
of the thesis. They will now be filed alphabetically and the ref~r-
ences copied in manuscript form suitable to attach to the thesis 
when it is published. 
.. 
A collation of Lee with Codex Ambrosianus has also been made 
and entered on the margin of the author's copy of Lee's edition 
where it has been constantly used in· the work. This too will be 
copied in me.nuscript form together with the two :pages of the col-
lations by Thorndike to be appended to the.published thesis. 
